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,Thermal stratification data of a transect across Wheeler Reservoir
is correlated with the climatological data at the time of sampling.
This portion of the 'Tennessee River is used as a heat sink for the
effluent from the three reactor Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant. The
transect sampling line is 1.3 miles below this point of effluence.
Data is presented by weekly samplings for one year prior to plant
operations. Post-operational data is presented with one reactor in
operation and with two reactors in partial operation.	 Data gathering
rr was terminated when the plant ceased operations.
The results indicate that the effluent for partial plant operation
were inconclusive.	 As a result, recommendations include continuing
the sampling when the plant resumes operation at full, capacity.
Recommendations also include developing math models with the
presented thermal and climatological data to be used as predicting
the effluent impact in the river with varying climatological conditions
,
d
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k: Inland surface waters are characterized into two major groups -
standing waters or lentic environments and running waters or lotic
environments.	 These are characteristically different from one another
in that lentic habitats are in a closed or semiclosed basin and are
degenerative in nature while lotic habitats are in an open basin and
are dynamic in that they are constantly changing. 	 Numerous studies
have been conducted on the environmental parameters involving lentic
M environments (lake, ponds, bogs, swamps, etc.) but relatively few in
depth studies have been conducted in lotic environments (creeks,
-^ brooks, streams, rivers, etc.). 	 Much of the research work published and
unpublished to 1970 was amassed by Hynes Iin one volume, The Ecology
of Running Waters.	 Prior to this Leopold 2 reported a summary of the
physical dynamics of rivers. 	 Other works concerning rivers have been
in the nature of river modifications to accommodate man and his uses
S: of the waters.
{ The limited ecological basic rese arch on rivers has been restricted
in the past by technological problems.	 Some of the problems have
been solved by modifying methods and techniques developed for ocean-
ography.
	 Other problems have yet to be solved because of the directional
flow of the rivers.
	 As most river waters represent the excess of
g " precipitation2 (rain, snow, sleet, etc.) over evaporation which
fluctuates seasonally, river flow fluctuated in velocity and volume:
Precipitation falling directly into the river is minimal to that falling
on land.	 Land runoff is either directly from the surface or runoff
from water which has percolated through the substrate and reached the
river via indirect routes.	 Waters flowing over land or percolated
i` water carries part of the substrate as dissolved or suspended matter.
These enter the river and are transported to points downstream.
	
As
water volume in the open basin increases in velocity and the carrying
j' capacity of the water is increased, the process is erosional. 	 As water
volume decreases, the velocity decreases and the carrying capacity is
reduced so that the process is now depositional. 	 The damming of rivers
has resulted in reservoirs behind dams which fluctuate partially
.: between lotic and lentic waters in that they are erosional at times and
depositional at times,
This directional flow of water has been and remains one of the
great problems.	 Materials introduced naturally or by man at any given
-. point are immediately removed to a downstream location, eventually to
reach the ocean unless deposited at some point in between.
Because water is a tremendous heat sink, river waters are frequently
used to dump this waste product 3f industry. 	 When water is heated, its
Y. capacity for dissolved substances is increased but the capacity for
dissolved gasses is decreased.
	
This is a compound problem for living
organisms in water in that their metabolic rates are increased with the 	 y
increase in temperature but the respiratory and photosynthetic gasses
required for metabolic processes are decreased.`
This phi:7- of the study was primarily concerned with the natural
seasonal fluctuation in river water temperature at specific locations
in the Wheeler Reservoir portion of the Tennessee River. 	 By using the
same locations as sample sites after the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power
Plant is fully operational, comparisons could be made as to the thermal
impact effect of the cooling water from the plant..
All temperature recordings were in degrees (Fahrenheit) as TVA and M

















Wheeler Reservoir Physical Characteristics. The Wheeler Reservoir
portion of the Tennessee River extends from Wheeler Dam, at mile 275
above the mouth of the river, upstream to Guntersville Dam at mile 349
(74 miles long). The normal pool level is 556 feet above sea -level
although the draw-down level for flood control is 549 feet and flood
stages are those above 562 feet (13 foot variation). The average water
flow rate is 4410 cf/s although this varies with rainfall, contributions
from the Flint and Elk River, and release from Guntersville Reservoir.
The width of the reservoir varies greatly from dam to dam. From
mile 275 to mile 288 the river is @1.5 miles wide and deep. From
mile 288 upstream, the width greatly increases (to over 3 miles wide)
and relatively sha tow except for the dredged channels. This width
varies throughout the Wheeler Wildlife Refuge to mile 314 where the
river narrows to within .25 to .5 miles in width up to mile 349
(Guntersville Dam). The substrate varies with the width. The narrower,
deeper portions of the river are hard packed or are bedrock. The wider,
shallower portions have a number of soft sand and chy/silt sand bars
as well as having extended shallow mud flats. These areas are above
water during draw-down levels.
Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant Location.	 The Browns
Ferry site is located on a 920 acre tract of land on the north shore
' of the Wheeler Reservoir at mile 294. 	 The plant's three boiling water
reactors are capable of each producing 1152 mega watts.
	 The cooling
water for these reactors is drawn in from the main river channel
upstream from the plant.	 It is presently discharged from the plant
at @ mile 294 via a system of diffuser pipes extending across the
river bed in the 1800 foot wide 30 foot deep main channel (see Figure l).
A separate diffuser pipe discharges the cooling water from each reactor
but the rate of discharge- is constant (1450 cf/s for each reactor).
diffuser pipes are constructed of corrugated galvanized steel pipes
perforated in 600 foot sections with perforations consisting of 2 inch -
'" diameter holes. 3	The three pipes are laid across the river channel
side by side with the perforations opening on the down-stream side of
the pipes.	 The 19 foot diameter pipe from reactor 1 diffuses into 	 i
the river in the middle 600 feet of the channel. 	 The 20.5 foot diameter
pipe from reactor #2 discharges in the southern 600 feet of the channel
-and the 17 foot diameter pipe from reactor #3 empties into the northern
one third of the channel. 	 From the surface, because of these specific
locations and the turbulance created by the flow, it can be determined
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FIGURE 1. MAP OF BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT AND THE TVA THERMAL MONITORING SITES (MAP
COURTESY OF TVA ENGINEERING LABORATORY, NORRIS, TENN.).
A	 A.	 Ammk	 .sir.	 A	 ldmk- IAIL	 J
4TVA Monitoring Stations. TVA presently monitors the plant
thermal discharge dissipation by using three down-stream stations
(stations 9, 10, and 11 in Figure 1). These monitor the water temperature
average every 15 minutes at a five foot depth. 3 9 4 These also provide
hourly thermal profiles of the entire depth of the water in the three
locations.
Thermal Profile Stations. When the project started in 1967,
one of the original biological sampling sites was the Douglas Branch




was selected because it was the first extensive biological nursery
area downstream from the proposed plant location. It was determined
that a future profile of the heat distribution in the river between
this site and the plant discharge point would be desirable. The problem
at that time was to determine exactly where these sampling sites
would be so as not to interfere with normal river flow and navigation.
One-fourth of a mile upstream from the sampling site was a TVA 500 KV 	 {
transmission line which crossed above the river to the south shore in a
straight line. To support the line across the river, three islands had
been constructed to provide a base for the steel framework pylon support
for the lines. The 2060 foot (627.8 M) was labeled Span A; the second
1897 foot (578.17 M) span was labeled Span B. Span C, containing the
main fiver channel (227 feet or 678.6 M) covered the distance between
the second and third islands. Span D (2145 feet or 653.76 M) covered
the distance between the third island and the south shore (see Figure 2).
Located along the transmission lines between the pylons are
a series of evenly spaced dampers to reduce the vibrations and
oscillations of the lines. After traversing the river running parallel
to the lines and analysing the bottom profile reading from a recording
depth scanner it was decided to use the dampers to identify the individual
sampling stations. Initially, samplings were made at each damper,'but,
after analyses and to save time, alternate dampers were to serve as
sites (see Figure 3). This enabled readings to be taken at 374 foot
intervals in Span A, 345 foot intervals in Span B, 371 foot intervals in
Span C and 357 foot intervals in Span D. These same sites would be
used as sampling sites for determining the dissolved oxygen content of
the water.
At each station, temperatures were to be taken at one meter
intervals from the bottom to the surface. The thermocouple sensors
were numbered with one being at the bottom attached; to the cable next to
k the weight which was to hold the line straight in the water. At one
meter intervals from the weight, the thermocouple ends of one of the




attached to a cable for support. The lines were connected to a multi-
channel recorder on the boat. Each series of readings at each site was
replicated so that two complete sets of temperatures were recorded {
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Instrumentation and Sampling Techniques. The thermocouple
sensor line was connected to an Easterline Angus multichannel strip-
chart recorded calibrated to record in 0.5°F intervals. This unit was
powered by a 500 W Honda generator. The units were mounted in a
22 foot Thunderbird outboard engine boat which was powered by twin
80 HP Johnson engines. These were transported weekly to the launch
area by trailer.
When the boat was stationed under the damper site, the 	 1
sensor line was dropped over the side of the boat until the weighted
end of the line was on the bottom. 	 The recorder was turned on and
recorded the temperature of each sensor in order as the person handling
the line had the task of keeping the line taut. 	 When the recording was-
^^ completed for that station, the line was retrieved in a hand-over-hand
fashion.
	
(A large reel was used for one time to try to eliminate wet
hands during freezing weather but this proved to be too damaging to
the thermocouples and the procedure was eliminated.) 	 The boat was	 s
then maneuvered to the next station and the process was repeated for
all twenty stations. 	 During normal flow conditions, one engine was
used for maneuvering but during fast flow both engines were required.
' Dissolved oxygen readings were obtained by using a YSI 51A
dissolved oxygen meter and membrane sensor held next to each thermocouple
at the meter intervals.
Water Velocity.
	
The river flow 'rate at the Browns Ferry
transect will be determined by using the hourly flow rate from
Wheeler and Guntersville Dams. 	 TVA uses the formula:
QBF	 _	 0.54 QG(t - 4)	 +	 0.46 QW(t - l)
where QBF = river flow at Browns Ferry,
y_ V
QG 	 discharge flow at Guntersville Dam
`
qW	 discharge flow at Wheeler, Dam
t	 time in hoursj
Climatological Data. 	 Local climatological data for rainfall,
air temperature, cloud cover, etc. will be obtained from the NOAH
r' Environmental Data Service stationed at the Huntsville-Madison County
Jetport, 7`miles north of the river from mile 317. 	 This atmosphere
data gathering service is the nearest one covering the entire area of
Wheeler Reservoir.







RESULTS AND . DTSCUSSIQN
1p
+<+	 Sampling Site Substrate Changes. During the course of the
ii
	
	 project, the river bed profile (see Figure 4) changed at some of the
locations. This was first noted after the main Spring flood of
March 1973 and the minor flood of March 1975. Areas eroded during
these flooding periods were A2, A4 B4 and B6. Depositional areas
were A10, B8, B10, C8, C10, D2, D8 and D10.. After the flood waters
had receeded completely and after the following draw-down period,
most of these areas were once again at their pre-flood levels. The
g	 exceptions were A2, C8, C10, D2 and D10.
At the A2 site, TVA attempted to curtail erosion by dumping
numerous loads of rock and residents to the west of the TVA property
(see Figure 3) on the steep north bank attempted to stop bank erosion
by building retaining walls during low water periods.	 The tons of
rocks halted the erosion of the bed but during the next high water
cycle, the floodwaters seeped behind the retaining walls and destroyed r
them.	 This resulted in a further undercutting of the bank by about
three feet.	 At the next heavy rainfall, this undercut bank stumped
into the river.	 Repeated attempts at rebuilding these retaining
walls were self-defeating as the construction of these walls was
always accompanied by the cutting down of trees. 	 With the next high
water, the dead root systems of these trees were no longer able to
retain the bank.
In the C8, C10 and D2 areas, the depositional area had
been stabilized by sunken	 water--logged trees which had become entangled
with the large boulders forming the island for power line tower three.
The deflection of the water by the island partially slowed down the s
water and it dropped some of its transported load.	 The branches of
the trees trapped some of this debris and further served as an area
of deposition for this material.
The 20' x`20' depression in the substrate at the D2 site
(see Figure 4) trapped such a large tree that subsequent samplings `m
at this site had to be carefully executed because the sensor line
was entangled frequently. 	 During low water, branches of the tree
were several feet above water level.
	
All unretrieved,equipment .lost
overboard during the course of the study is at the D2 site.
The substrate in the area of D8 and D10 was a wooded area
prior to flooding after Wheeler Dam was constructed.	 The trees were
cut but the stumps remain and are visible during extremely low water,
- These stumps serve to act as retainers for deposited' materials.
	 At -:
the end of the study, site D10 was carefully approached as silt was -





Temperature Range of Wheeler Reservoir From Guntersville
Dam to Wheeler Dam.	 The problem of determining the temperature of
the water as it entered and as it was discharged from Wheeler
Reservoir was solved by inspecting TVA dam temperature data. 	 On first
inspection, it appeared that under natural conditions, solar heating
increased the water temperature regardless of the flow rate (see
Tables 1 and 2).	 This water was partially from upstream in the river
proper and from water that had percolated through the warm soil and
reached the river from the land surrounding the reservoir.
When the data was arranged by flow rate (see Table 2) and
not by date (see Table 1), it was obvious that the water temperature
varied closely with the average temp!^rature of the air with a slight
time delay.	 The time delay appeared to follow closely the amount of
precipitation for the previous week. 	 As the rainfall increased, the
water reached the river in less time.
More careful inspection of the data early in the study
indicated a drastic temperature range between dams. 	 Furthermore,
this range decreased drastically after October 1.1, 1972, and before
November 3, 1972.	 As no climatological data could be found to explain
n' this tremendous increase in the thermal loading at that time, TVA;
data was correlated with temperature data at the three sampling
stations within the reservoir (see Table 3). 	 The Whitesburg, Wheeler
and Browns Ferry site temperatures were closely related to the Wheeler
Dam temperature and the largest discrepancies were between Guntersville
Dam and the Whitesburg.site, 14.5 miles downstream from the dam.
The only conclusion that could be reached because of the 15 degreei
Y_. differences between the two sites and no other data could be found to
support any other reason is that the thermal sensor at Guntersville
Dam was drifting out of calibration and was re-calibrated prior to
November 3, 1972.
Inspection of the data after re-calibration indicates that
the water temperatures are closely related to air temperatures and
^. solar radiation.	 During periods of little cloud cover, thermal solar
heating	 is associated more with the wide shallow parts of the river
Fs; (Browns Ferry) than with the narrower deeper parts of the river.
During cooler, winter months, the wider shallower parts of the river
are much shallower due to draw do^*n of the water (November to February)
u and are much cooler than at the other sites. 	 At these times, there
i is also an increase in the wind velocity so that during periods of
high cold winds, the shallower, parts of the river dissipate heat more
rapidly because the wind action mixes the water to the depth of the
substrate.	 Wind action does not have as great an effect in the deeper
narrower parts of the river because some wind protection is afforded





ITable.J.Physical and Climatological Factors Affecting the Wheeler
Reservoir Portion of the Tennessee River.
Flow	 G'viole Whlr Temp. Air 	 Rain Reactor Reactor	 z
Date	 Rate	 Dam F Dam Diff. Temp. Prev. #1 out- #2 out-
cf/s	 °F	 OF	 of	 Week put (MW) put (MW)
(in)
060672 43,764 74 75 1 79 .06
061372 20,396 76 79 -3 76 T	
.i
062172 44,438 76 79 3 71 .58
062772 15,516 76 77' 1 73 .06
^
070672 48,532 77 79_ 2 67
t
2.17
071172 18,166 77 80 3 78 0
071872 34,956 79 82 3- 79 .57
072572 17,518 81 83 2 81 1.24
080172 30,958 79 84 5 76 2.59
080872 28,450 80 83 3 73 1.79
081572 43,764 79 83 4 76 -.28	 s
082272 21,562 79 84 5 77 0	
a
082972 23,202 77 83 6 73 .18
090572 15,032 74 81 7 69 .23
091372 12,790 71 80 9 76 T
092072 35,652 68 79 11 77 .99
092772 21,124 66 79 13 73 .22 4
100472 41,364 58 73 15- 62 2.33
101172 49,400 55 70 15 65 .38
110372 66,878 62 63 1 61 1.73
111072 62,140 60 61 1 56 .7
111572 67,784 59 58 -1 38 .46	 z
120672 79,282 50 51 1 47 .15
121372 172,404 50 50 0 49 3.34
122172 143,006 46 47' 1 51 1.7	 .-:
	 1
122972 107,144 46 46 0 52 .06
:h
011073 118,246 43 44 1 26 2.85
011973 54,016 42 43 1 49 .45
012473 85,934 44 45' 1 41 2.08
013173 66,418 43 44` 1 42 1.35
12
w ,.
Flow G'ville Whlr. Temp. Air Rain Reactor	 Reactor
Date Rate Dam OF Dam Diff. Temp. Prev. #1 out-	 #2 out-ai
cf/s °F of °F Week put (MW) put (MW)
(in)
i 021673 118,454 40 42 2 30 2.75
030173 49,944 44 46 2 51 0
k , 030973 38,634 52 55 3 66 1.43
032873 113,214 55 55 0 59 1.4
040673 59,702 57 58 l 50 2,22
041373 55,490 55 55 0 49 1.19
041873 50,142 57 57 0 66 06
z q 042573 56,726 59 63 4 68 2.22
050473 76,252 61 65 4 58 .3
051173 75,008 64 68 4 72 .27
051873 50,038 64 68 4 59 .23
060573 100,130 72 74 2 77 .93
061573 53,652 74 78 4 78 .31
bt 081773 REACTOR #1 CRITICAL
a
101573 FIRST COMMERCIAL ELECTRICITY -REACTOR #1
^c
1
..; 032774 90,506 53 54 1 57 2.14 415
040374 77,904 59 59 0 72 2.29 719*
041074 88,906 58 59 1 53 2.31 0
041774 55,300 60 61 1 53_ 1.0 352**
042474 46,602 63 63 -0 53 .56 504**
K.
050174 49,654 _66 65 -1 68 0 970
050874. 42,754 68 68 0 46 1.56
'"- 052274 56,434 74 73 -1 64 1.75
052974 65,664 73 74 1 61 2.58 10
060574 64,924 75 75 0 72 .52 1082
061274 28,900 76 ' 75 -1 69 1.27 871
i
x 061974'_ 19,548 77 78 _1 73 .01 578
062674 18,360 77 7`7 0 64 1.53 1071
071774 66,430 82 83 1 79 .02 1091
Off at 6:52 from tornado **Limited lines in service.
13
1
Flow G'ville. Whlr. Temp. Air Rain Reactor Reactor
Date Rate Dam OF Dam Diff. Temp. Prev. #1 out- #2 out-
cf/s of of °F Week put (MW) put (MW)
(in)
072474 18,846 82 82 0 83 .13 1098
073174 28,270 82 82 0 75 4.02 1086
080774 15,434 80 81 1 74 .36 1063
081474 51,254 80 80 0 77 2.01 1074
082174 39,258 82 81 -1 79 .42 459
082874 62,516 82 84 2 82 T
090474 41,554 79 80 1 63 1.12 997 188
091174 2,162 76 76 0 76 1.83 976 260
091874 38,866 77 76 -1 70 .96 1033 470
092574 36,070 73 74 1 58 T 626
100274 41,550 70 70 0 53 .35 140
100974 55,414 66 67 1 58 0 1
101674 52,362 LR 67 54 1.24 748
102374 55,994 64 63 -1 54 .02 1046
103074 34,686 63 63 0 71 .1 1089 292
110674 32,398 68 63 -5 50 .78 1030 430	 --
111374 29,902 61 59 -2 47 .46 1068 305	 ax
120674 57,536 47 47 0 42 1.01 1070 i
121174 58,022 46 46 0 42 .97 1077 610
121874 55,544 46 47 1 35 .2 1092 1045
011575 101,506 46 45 -1 37 - 2.61 1043 930
012975 116,834 47 48 1 62 .91 1080 345	 i. b
020775 119,556 47 49 2 30 1.41 1061
021275 99,470 46 - 45 -1 49 .46 772
021975 123,210 48 50 2 42 2.24 1027 870'
022675 88,542 49 49 0 43 1.07 - 820 1106
040275 189,986 55 54 -1 62 .31'` Both reactors
040975 114,804 54 55 - 1 62 1.02 out `due3/22/75
to
'fire





Table 2. Comparison of River Flow Rate with the Temperatures at
Guntersville Dam, Wheeler Dam and Air Temperature
Flow Rate
	 G'ville	 Whlr
	 Change	 Air Temp.
cf/s	 Dam OF	 Dam OF	 OF	 OF
r .. 172,404 50 '50 0 49
143,006 46 47 1 51
118,450 40 42 2 30
a. 118,246 43 44 1 26
113,214 55 55 0 59
' 107,144 46 46 0 52
' 100,130 72 74 2 77
85,934 44 45 1 41
:. 79,282 50 _	 51 -	 1 47
76,252 61 65 4 58s
75,008 64 68 4 72
67,784 49 58
-1 38
66,878 62 63 1 61
-	 66,418 43 44
_;1 42
^a
62,140 60 61 1 56
59,702 57 58 1 50	 a
56,726 59 63 4 68
» 55,490 55 55 0 49
a;
54,016 42 43 1 49
5 53,652 74 78 4 78
} 50,142 57
_	 57 0 66,
50,038 64 68 4 59	 i
49,944 44 46 2 51
49,400 55 70 15 65
48,532 77 79 2 67
44,438 76 79 3 71	 a
43,764 70 83 4 76
r;
43,764 74 75 1 79




I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 r-^
Table 2. (con't).
Flow Rate Air Temp.G'ville Whlr Change
cf/s Dam OF 'Dam OF OF OF
38,634 52 55 3 66
35,652 68 79 11 77
34,956 79 82 3 79
30,958 79 84 5 76
28,450 80 83 3 73
25,202 77 83 6 73
21,562 79 84 5 77
21,124 66 79 13 73
20,396 76 79 3 76
18,166 77 80 3 78
17,'H:18 81 83 2 81
15,516 76 77 l 73




FLOW RATE AFTER THE ONSET OF PLANT OPERATIONS
189,986 55 54 -1 62
—a
123,210 48 50 2 42 **
119,556 47 49 2 30 *'
116,834 47 48 1 62 **	 x





99,470 46 45 _1 49
90,506 53 54 1 57
88,906 58 59 1 53
88,542 49 49 0 43
77,904 59 59 0 72 **	 ,+





Flow Rate	 G'ville	 Whlr	 Change
	 Air Temp.
cf/s	 Dam OF	 Dam OF
	 OF	 OF
65,664 73 74 1 61 *
64,924 75 75 0 72 * 
62,516 82 84 2 82
60,730 56 57 1 54
58,022 46 46 0 42 **





s 55,544 46 47 1 35 **
^.
55,414 66 67 1 58
55,300 60 61 1 53 *
52,362 LR 67 54




46,602 63 63 0 53
42,754 68 68 0 46
1
41,554 79 80 1 63





36,070 73 74 1 58
34,686 63 63 0 71 **





28,270 82 82 0 75
w,
19,548 77 78 1 73
18,846 82 82 0 83




Flow Rate	 G'ville	 Whlr	 Change	 Air Temp.
cf /s 	 Dam O F	 Dam OF	 OF	 OF
	
15,434	 80	 81	 1	 74
	
2,162	 76	 76	 0	 76 **
44 ii'
y I _ t
After the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant was operating,
there appeared to be no significant temperature differences in the
river when the data was arranged chronologically (see Table 1), or
by flow rate (see Table 2). When comparing the means and standard
deviations of all of the sites after the onset of plant operations,
(see Table 3) it is impossible to determine if any, one or two
reactors were in operation. The only time during the sampling period
when both reactors were operating at near maximum capacity
(December 18, 1974) the flow rate was 55,544 cf/s, air temperature
at 35° and a V difference between dams and a temperature standard
deviation of 2.83 degrees among all sites. This is compared to the
readings of August 14, 1974 with a flow rate of 51,254 cf/s, air
temperature at 77°, a 0 temperature difference between dams and a
higher standard deviation among all of the sites of 3.27 degrees
when only one reactor was operating maximally (during hot weather)
or when compared to 1 reactor operation during the cold weather of
October 23, 1974 when the flow rate was 55,994 cf /s,, air temperature
at 56° and a difference between dams of -1 degree, the standard
deviation was 1.75, it is obvious that the flow rate is not a prime
factor in heat dispersal in this situation. This conclusion is
reinforced when examiningthe lowest flow rate during the course of
the study, 2,162 cf/s, occurred on September 11, 1974 with both
reactors operating (not maximally but equivalent to slightly over
one reactors maximal operation). At this time, the temperature
differences between the two dams was 0 with water and air temperature
being equal at 76°, there was a standard deviation of 2.44 between.
the sites. This is comparable to pre-operational data.
	
Temperature Ranges and Thermal Stratification Across 	 1
Wheeler Reservoir. Although there was little significant differences
among the thermal readings at the sampling sites along the river
where all of the readings were at one meter in depth, there were
considerable differences across the river at the wide Browns Ferry
K	 powerline transect where readings were taken at one meter intervals
in depth. It is assumed there was no stratification of temperature
at either dam as the water was thoroughly mixed and was flowing
rapidly. It was also assumed that there was little stratification
in areas where there were obstructions of water flow to any great
extent where mixing would occur. To test this, a stratification	 °a
test was performed 25 meters below the bridges in Decatur (see
Table 4). At this point, the water is thoroughly mixed with very
f	 f"	 2 3.1x	 little strati icati.on. By the time the water lows 1 	 mi es
.,	 downstream to the power line crossing the water is stratified
r	 (see Figure 67.)
To further support the mixing assumption, readings were taken
on June 27, 1972 at the transect line immediately after the passage of 	 j
a river tugboat which used river water to cool the engines (see
Figure 8).	 9
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TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF TEMPERATURE READINGS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN
WHEELER RESERVOIR
DATE	 G'VILLE	 WHTS	 WHLR	 BROWNS	 WHEELER MEAN	 SD
DAM	 FERRY	 DAM
060672 74 76.1 71 79.7 75 75.16 3.17
061372 76 80.6 75 75.2 79 77.16 2.50
062172 76 73.9 76.1 79.7 79 76.94 2.38
062772 76 76.1 76.1 79.8 77 77.00 1.62
070672 77 77 78 80.9 79 78.38 1.63	 -
071172 77 78.8 80.6 82.0 80 79.68 1.89
071872 79 80.9 80.6 82.9 82 81.08 1.48
"	 072572 81 80.9 82 84.9 83 82.36 -1.66
080172 79 80.2 80.9 81.3 84 81.08 1.85
',.	 080872 80 81.1 80.9 82.9 83 81.58 1e32
081572 79 82 81.1 80.9 83 81.20 1.48
082272 79 82 81.3 84 84 82.06 2.09
082972 77 82 82.9 82.9 83 81.56 2.58
090572 74 80.9 82.4 78.9 81 79.44 3.29
`	 091372 71 79.3 78.8 78.9 80 77.60 ' 3.72
092072 68 78.4 82.4 81.5 79 77.86 5.76
092772 66 81.5 78.9 78.9 79 76.86 6.17
100472 58 '	 73.9 73 69.9 73 69.56 6.64
101172 55 70.8 69.4 69 70 66.84 6.65
110372 62, 60.4 62.4 63.8 63 62.32 1.27
111072 60 62.6 59 59 61 60.32 1.52
111572 59 62.6 56.3 53.6 58 57.90 3.33
120672 50 50 50.9 51.8 51 50.74 0.76
121372 50 51.8 -	 51.0 51.4 50 50.84 ` 0.82
122172 46 45.8 47.1 48.2 47 46.82 0.97
122972 46 47.8 47.4 46.9 46 46.82 0.81
011073 43 41.9 42.4 39.9 44 42.24 1.52
011973 42 42.8 49.1 48.2 43 45.02 3.35
012473 44' 48.2 - 46.4 45 45.90 1.82
013173 43 48.2 44.6 43.7 44 44.70 2.04
021673 40 42.8, 44.9 39.2 42 41.78 -2.27
030173 44 50.9 47.3 48.2 46 47.28 2.57
030973 52 59.0 55.4 57.2 55- 55.72 2.62
032873 55 55.7 54.5 56.4 55 55.32' 0.74
040673 57 58.1 '	 56.3 58.1 58 57.50 0.82	 ;.
041373 55 53.7 52.1 55.7 55' 54.30 1.43
041873 57 56.4 57.7 58.6 57 57.34 0.84
042573 59 62.0 62.0 62.5 63 61.70 1.57
050473 61 62.0 64.0 64.5 65- 63.30 1.72
051173 64 68.0 66.5 69.5 68 67.20 2.08
051873 64 68.0 67.5 68.5 68 67.20 1.82
060573 72` 72.5 74.5 74.5 74 73.50 1.17
061573 74; 76.2 75.0 78.0 78 76.24 1.79
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fTABLE 3. (Cont'd.)
DATE	 G'VILLE	 WHTS	 WHLR	 BROWNS	 WHEELER MEAN
	 SD
DAM	 FERRY	 DAM
032774 53 - 52 52.7 54 52.93 0.83
040374 59 54 60.4 61.5 59 58.78 2.87
041074 58 - 56.2 56.1 59 57.33 1.42
041774 60 57.9 58.5. 59.1 61 59,3 1.23
042474 63 62.0 61.5 63.9 63 62.68 0.94
050174 66 - 66 68.8 65 66.45 1.64
050874. 68 66.9 66.7 65.5 68 67.02 1.04
052274 74 73.9 73 75 73 73.78 0.83
052974 73 73 71 73 74 72.80 3.10
060574 75 73 73 78 75 74.80 2.05
061274 76 72 75.5 80 75 75.70 2.86
061974 77 75.5 76.5 80 78 77.40 1.71
062674 77 75.9 75.9 75.5 77 76.26 0.69
071774 82 81 84 87 83 83.40 2.30
072474 82 82 84.9 87 82 83.58 2.29
073174 82 81 84 85.5 82 82.90 1.82
080774 80 78 82 84.5 81 81.10 2.41
081474 80 79 80 87 80 81.20 3.27
082174 82 84 84 84 81 83.00 1.41
082874 82 82.5 84.5 86 84 83.80 1.60
090474 79 78 78 79 80 78;80 0.84
091174 76 75 75.5 81 76 76.70 2.44
091874 77 76 76 80 76 77.00 1.73
092574 73 73 72 - 74 73.00 0.82
100274 70 71 69 69.5 70 69.90 0.74
100974 66 66 65 65.8 67 65.96 0.71
101674 - 66 65.5 66 67 66.13 0.63s 10237ts 64 66.2 62 62 63 63.44 1.75
103074 63 - 61.5 67 63 63.63 2.36
110674 68 63.9 64 68 63 65.38 2.42
111374 61 - 57 59 59 59.00 1.63
120674 47 40 44.8 54.5 47 46.66 5.23
12.1174 46 41 42.8 41. 5 46 43.40 2.43
121874 46 44 41.8 -40.2 47 43.80 2.83
011575 46 50 41.5 42 45 44.90 3.44
012975 47 45 46 49.8 48 47.16 1.85
	
a
020775 47 - 44 46.2 49 46.55 2.07
021275 46 51 46.5 47.2` 45 47.14 2.,30
021975 48 50 50.1 51.3 50 49.88 1.19
022675 - 49 51 47.8 48 49 48.96 1.27j 040275 -55 56 54 55.5 54 54.90 0.89
040975 54 53.5 54.5 56 55 54.60 - 0.96
041675 56 54 55 56.5 57 55.70 1.20
G'Ville Dam	 = Guntersville Dam
Whts = Madison County Park and Boat Harbor
z
^r Whlr _ Decatur Boat Harbor
... 21,:
1TABLE 4. _READINGS 25 METERS DOWNSTREAM BELOW DECATUR BRIDGE ON 8/21/74,
FROM SOUTH SHORE TO NORTH SHORE TAKEN AT BRIDGE ABUTMENTS AND 	 1,
MID-SPAN.
DEPTH	 1ST 1ST 2ND 2ND 3RD 3RD 4TH 4TH 5TH 5TH
METER	 SP.	 AB.	 SP.	 AB.	 SP.	 AB.	 SP.	 AB.	 SP.	 AB.
TNTERV. 1i
	
BOT. 1	 81	 82	 83	 81.5 82.5 82.5 82	 82	 82	 81.9
3	 2	 81	 82	 83	 81	 82.5 82.3 82.1 81.8 82	 81.8
	
3	 81	 82	 83	 81.5 81.9 82.3 82.2 81.9 82.1 82
'	 4	 81	 82	 83	 81.5 81.8 82.3 82.3 81.9 82.2 82.2	 ?
	5 	 81	 82	 82.7 81.5 81.7 82.2 82.3 81.8 82.2 82
a	 SUR. 6	 82.5 82	 82.6 81.5 81.7 82.2 82.4 81.R 82.2 82
	7 	 82.5 81.5 81.7 82.2 82.3 81.9 82.2 82	 }r
	




6TH 6TH 7TH 7TH 8TH 8TH 9TH 9TH 10TH 10TH	 l`
SP.	 AB.	 SP.	 AB.	 SP.	 AB.	 SP.	 AB.-	 SP.	 AB.
	
BOT.. 1	 81.5 81.5 81.5 81.2 81.5 82	 81.3 82.5 82 ..2 82.5
	
2	 81.6 81.6 81.7 81.1 81.5 82	 81.4 82.5 81.9 82.3	 -
	
3	 81.7 81.6 81.7 81.1 81.7 82.1 81.4 82.5 82 	 82.4
	
4	 81.9 81.6 81.9 81.4 81.6 82.1 81.4 82.4 82	 82.4
	
5	 81.8 81.5 81.7 81.3 81.6 82.1 81.4 82.3 82 	 82.4
	
6	 81.9 81.5 81.7 81.5 81.6 82.2 81.5 82.3 82	 82.5
	
7	 81.9 81.4 81.5 81.3 81.7 82.2 81.5 82.2 82	 82.5
	
8	 81.8 81.4 81.5 81.3 81.7 82.2 81.5- 82.1 82	 82.5
	
SUR. -9	 81.6 81.4 81.3 81.3 81.7 82.2 81.5 82 	 -82








BOT. 1.	 82.8 81.7 82.7 82	 82.7 Average Temp. 81.95 a
	
2	 82.2 81.6 82.6 - 82 	 82.5 1 S.D. + 0.4476
	
3	 82.4 81.6 82.7 82.2 82.5 Max. Temp. 83
	
4	 82.4 81.6 82.7 82.2 82.4 Min. Temp. 81 t
	
5	 82.2 81.5 82.7 82`	 82..3 Surface Average 81.94
	
6	 82.3 81.4 82.6 82.4 82.6 Bottom Average	 82.00
	
7	 81.9 81.4 82.5 82.2 82.6
	
SUR. 8	 81.9 81.4 82.5 82.2
' y 22	 ,
Wind speed and direction play a role in stratification.
During the warmer months, the wind blows primarily from the south or
south-west and in the colder months, blows mainly from the north
or north-west. During the winter monsoon season, the winds blowing
across the wide surface of the river and tend to move the less
dense warmer surface water to the south bank of the river (see
Figures 29 to 33 and Figures 81 to 85). The opposite pattern is
noted during the warmer summer months.
f"	 There appears to be a correlation with air temperature,
flow rate and wind in that: there appears to be vertical stratification
during high flow rate periods (see Figures 29 and 87) and horizontal
stratification during low rainfall months (see Figures 8 and 70).
Thermal stratification readings and thermal profiles for each of the
sampling days are included in the Appendices (Figures 5 through 91).




Dissolved Oxygen Stratification. Initial stratification
readings for dissolved oxygen were taken at one meter in depth at each
of the sites (see Table 5) on March 28, 1973. The wind speed on that
day (7.5 MPH) and the current (113,214 cf /s) indicated that dissolved
oxygen samples could only take place on days that had little wind
and much less current. The twenty readings on that day required four
additional hours. If complete oxygen profiles were to be safely
taken, less time had to be taken in maneuvering from station to
station.
Dissolved oxygen readings at one meter in depth on the
initial sampling day indicated that the sites nearest to the banks
"	 were under-saturated in oxygen and that sites where the current
was very turbid were super-saturated when corrections were made for
the temperature of the water.
i
The next attempt at dissolved oxygen readings were attempted
when the flow rate was at 100,130,cf/s on June 3, 1973. These
readings indicated that the dissolved oxygen in parts per million was
considerably less in the warmer water than the March quantity (see
Table 6 and Figure 92) but was fairly close to saturation at that
water temperature (see Figure 93). Here, again, the lower quantities
were associated with the areas nearest shore and the highest quantities
in the deeper, more turbid areas.
Subsequent readings at one-half the current velocity
(53,652 cf/s) were taken on June 15, 1973 (see Table 7)	 Again the







TABLE 5• TEMPERATURE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND OXYGEN PERCENT OF
SATURATION (one meter from the surface on March 28, 1973).
u.
SITE A2 A4 A6 A8 A10
TC 14 14 13.5 13 13
DO 8.9 8.9 11 11 11	
1,
%DO 85.5 85.5 104.7 103.7 103.7
SITE B2 B4 B6 B8 B10
TC 13 13 13 13 13'
DO 11.2 10.9 11.1 11.4 11.4
MO 105.6 102.`8 104.7 107.5 107.5
SITE C2 C4 C6 C8, CIO
TC 13 13 13 13 13
DO 11.6 11.6 11.2 11.4 11.4
%DO 109.4 109.4 105.6 107.5 107.5
SITE -D2 D4 D6, D8 D10
TC 13 13.5 13.4 13.4 13.5
D0 9.5 9-.5 9.6 9.6 9.4
%D0 89.6 90.4 90.3 90.3 89
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TABLE 6. TEMPERATURE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND OXYGEN PERCENT OF
SATURATION (on June 5, 1973 at one meter intervals from one
meter above bottom to surface).
A2 TC 23	 23 23 23
DO 8.65	 8.25 8.2 8.2
-; %DO 99.4	 94.8 94.2 94.2
A4 TC 23	 23 23 23
DO 9.0	 8.6 8.4 8.25 3
%DO 103.4	 98.8 96.5 94.8
A6- TC 22.2	 22.2 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.8 23.0 1
DO 8.0	 8.0 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.0r.
%DO 90.9	 90.9 92.5 : 92.5 92.5 92.5 91.9
A8 TC 22.5	 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.6 22.6 23.0
.< DO 8.5	 8.4 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.1 8.05 -8.2
	
,
%DO 97.1	 96.0 93.7 93.7 93.7 92.6 92.1 94.2
A10 TC -22.5	 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.8 23.2
DO 8.6	 8.3 8.22 8.2 8.2 8.01 8.0 8.03
%DO 98.2 -	 94.8 93.9 93.7 93.7 91.5 91.7 93.9
B2 TC 22.8	 22.8 22.8
C DO 8.6	 8.4 8.22
p %DO 97.9	 96.3 94.2
B4 TC 22.8	 22.8 22.8
44 DO 8.6	 8.4 8.3
I _ %DO 97.9	 96.3 95.1




%DO 98.3	 93.8 93.8
r ^ 	 r
B8 TC 22.6	 22.6 22.6
DO 8.4,	 8.2 8.2
%DO 95.8	 93.8 93.8
B10 TC' 22.5	 22.5 22.5
DO 8.4	 8.3 8.25
%DO 96.0	 94.8 94.2
3
r
}	 a	 , 25
TABLE 6. (Coned)
C2 TC 22.4 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2	 22.5
DO 8.5 8.35 8.4 8.38 8.42 8.4 8.4 8.38	 8.4
%DO 97.0 95.1 95.6 95.4 95.8 95.6 95.6 95.4	 96.0
C4 TC 22.1 22.1 22.1 22.1 22.1 22.1 22.1 22.5
DO 8.8 8.62 8.5 8.5 8.42 8.4 8.38 8.3
%DO 100.1 98.0 96.7 96.1 95.7 95.5 95.3 94.8
C6 TC 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.4 22.4, 22.4 22.4
DO 8.5 8.46 8.4 8.42 8.24 8.3 8.4	 - _8.3
%DO 96.8 96.3 95.6 95.8 94.0 94.7 95.8 94.7
C8 TC 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.6
DO - 8.2 8.2 - 8.-23 8.26 8.24 8.29 8.30 8.22
%DO _93.7 93.7 94.0 94.4 94.1 94.7 94.8 93.9
C10 TC 22.5 22.5 22.4 22.4 22.4 22.4 22.4
DO 8.4 8.26 8.22 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2
%DO _96.0 94.4 93.8 93.6 93.6 93.6 93.6
D2 TC 22.5 22.`5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5
DO 8.42 8.22 8.22 8.2 8.22 8.22
%DO 96.2 93.9 93.9 93.7 93.9 93.9
D4 TC 22.5 22.8 22.8 22.$
DO 8.6 8.39 8.4 8.42
%DO 98.2 96.2 96.3 96.5
D6 TC 22.8 22.8 22.8 22.8
DO 8.58 8.5 8.48 8.46
%DO 98.3 97.4 97.2 97.0
D8 TC 22.6 22.8 22.8 23.0
DO 8.62 8._42 8.58 8.5
%DO 98.6 96.5 98.3 _ 97.7




-- TABLE 7. TEMPERATURE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND OXYGEN PERCENT OF SATURATION
(on June 15, 1973. 	 at one meter intervals from one meter above
bottom to surface).
A2 TC 25.0 25	 25
` DO 7.0 7.0	 7.0
%DO 83.3 83.3	 83.3
.	 ,
A4	 - TC 25 25	 25
DO 6.4 6.45	 6.6
%DO 76.1 76.7	 78.5
A6 TC 25 25	 25 25 25 25 25
DO 6.5 6.4	 6.4 6.4 6.45 6.55 6.8
%DO 77.3 76.1	 76.1 76.1- 76.7 77.9 80.9
'
A8 TC 25 25	 25 25 25 24.9 24.9 24.9
DO 6.8 6.8	 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.72 6.8 6.9
%DO 80.9 80.9	 79.7 79.7 79.7 79.8 80.`7 81.9
A10 TC 25 25	 25.5 25.5 25.5- 25.5 25.5 25.5
DO 6.8 6.8	 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.9 6.95 7.2
%DO 80.9 80.9	 81.9 81.9 81.9 83.1 83.7 86.7
B2 TC 25 25	 25.2
DO 7.2 7.2 -	 7.4
%DO 85.7 85.7-	 88.3
B4 TC 25 25	 25.2
DO -	 7.2 7.0	 8.0
%DO 85.7 83.3	 95,.4
B6 TC 25 25	 26.2 I
DO 7.2 7.2	 8.2
%DO 85.7 85.7	 100.2
' B8 TC 25 25	 26
DO 7.2	 `` 7.25	 7.82
%DO 85.2 86.3	 95.3 9
,., B10 TC 25.1 25.5	 25.7
DO 7.2 7.55	 8.0
%DO 85.9 90.9`	 96.8
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TABLE 7.	 (Cont'd)
C2 TC 25.1 25.1 25.5 25.5 25.5 25.5 25.5 25.5	 25.7
DO 8..0 8.0 -8.2 8.0 8.2 6.8 7.1 7.3	 7.2
%DO 95.4 95.4 98.7 96.3 98.7 81.9 85.5 87.9	 86.9
C4 TC 25 25 25 24.9 25 25 25 26.1
DO 7.6 7.4 7.6 7.5 7.7 7.7 6.8 7.6
%DO 90.4 88.0 90.4 89.1 91.6 91.6 80.9 92.7 J
C6 TC 25 25 24.9 24.9 24.9 25 25 26
DO 6.5 6.6 6.4 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.8 7.81
%DO 77.3 78.5 76.0 76.0 77.2 78.5 80.9 95.2
C8 TC_ 25 25 25 25 25 25 25.5
DO ' 6.1 6.1 6.05 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.95
%DO 72.6 72.6 72.0 72.6 73.8 76.1 83.7
C10 TC 23 23.3 23.3 23.3 23.3 23.2 23.2 23.2'
DO 6.1 6.1 6.05 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.95
%DO 70 70.5 69.9 70.5 71.7 74.2 80.5
D2 TC 24.9 24.9 24.9 24.9_ 25
DO 6.0 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.6
%DO 71.3 71.3 72:5 73.7 78.5
D4 TC 24.9 24.9 24.9 25
DO 6.6 6.8 6.9 7.0
%DO 78.4 80.8 82.0 83.3
D6 TC 24.9 24.9 24.9 25
DO 6.9 7.3 6.4 6.5
%DO 82.0 86.3 76.4 77.3
D8 TC 24.9 24.9 24.9 26.2
DO' 6.0 6.05 6.2 6.9_
%DO 71.3 71.9- 73.7 84.3








average of 3.5° higher (see Figure 94). The reduced turbidity
associated with current reduced the saturation point at that temperature
to around 75% of possible saturation. The pattern distribution of
the dissolved oxygen was also different than at higher current rates.
The lower current resulted in close stratification bands (see
Figure 95).
'r
j	 Non-Parameter Observations. During the course of the weekly	 3
14 	 visits to the sampling site, several observations were noted but could not
be quantified.
j;	 1. At no time after plant operations had commenced was there
any evidence of dead or dying fish. Some were observed several miles
upstream but each investigation of these dead fish revealed large
lacerations on the body probably caused by propellers. 	 j
-i
2. It could be easily determined when the plant was in
operation as a riffle line was definitely noticeable on the surface in
the channel slightly below the effluent pipes. Local fishermen were
usually seen anchored in the channel below this pipe during good
weather. River traffic which is restricted to the 'main channel had to
slow down and stop on a number of occasions to wait for the anchored
fishermen to make way for the traffic.
3. Profile samples indicated that the heated water discharged











CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS	 7.
The data necessary to determine the thermal impact of the	 j
Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant is incomplete and the results are
	 '.
inconclusive. Data is presented under varying climatological and
river flow conditions prior to plant operations and for one reactor
at various levels of operation. Very little data is available with
two of the three reactors in operation and none is available for three
reactors or cooling towers in operation.
On the basis of this information, the following recommendations
are presented.
1. Develop a math model of the river at this point with the
present information.
2. Supplement these data with additional thermal samplings
at the established sites when the plant has resumed operation and when
the cooling towers are in operation.
3. Refine the math model with the additional data from the
samplings and from the climatological data.
4. With the refined model, develop the capability of
predicting the impact of plant operations under specific climatological
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iTEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWNIS FERRY	 POWER LINE	 CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN 6 060672 11 77. 74.8 74.5- 79 .5 47.
SP-AN A 060672 2) 77.5 75.1 74.6 750 74.2
SPAN A 060672 3) IS.S 75.
SPA A 060672 41 7S.6 74.b 75.1 77.5
SPAN A 060672 51 75. 75.2 73.5
Sr Ali A 060672 61 75.5 75.5 73.4
SPAN A 060672 71 77. 76.5 74toS
SPAN A 060672 81 78.1 77.5 75.5
SPAP A 060672 91 78.2 76.7
MAXIMUM 77.50 75-.60 78.10 78.20 76.70
MINIMUM 77.OU 74.80 74.50 74.50 73+40
AVERAGE 77.25 75.25 75.60 75.83 74.41




	 77.22 BOTTOM	 AVG. 74.96
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN R 060672 1) 74.2 74.6 74.6 74.3 74.8
SPPN P (160672 21 74.5 74.8 74.6 74.6 75.
SPAN 13 060672- 3) 75.5
SPAN P 060672 4) 76.2 76. 76.3 76.5 76.6
MAXIMUM 76.20 76.00 76.30 76.50 76.60
MINIMUM 74.20 74.60 74.50 74.30 74.80
AVE R AGE 74.97 75.13 75.22 75.13 75047
ST.DEV. 1.08 .76 .85 1619 099
SURFACE	 AVG.	 76.32 BOTTOM AVG• 74048
51TE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8' _51TL	 10
SPPN C 066672 11 75. 74. 74. 73. 73.5
SFpN C 060672 2) 75.3 74.2 74.2 73.5 73.8
5PAP C 06(1672 3) 75.5 75.2
SPAN C 060672 4) 75.6 7S• 74.2 74.1 74.2	 i
SPAN C 06C672` 5) 75.7 75. 74.9 74.1 74.2
SPAN C 060672 6) 76. 75.3 75. 74.5 74.b
SPAN C 060672 7) 76. 75.S 75.5 77.5	 {
SP A4( C 060672' 81 76.8 78• 77.5 76.3 78^
SPAN C 060672 9) 76.8 lB. 78.1 77.3 78.2
MAXIMUM 76.80 78.00 78.10 77#30 78.20
MINIMUM 75.00 74.00 74.00 73#00 73-Su
AVERAGE 75.84 75.63 75.42 74.79 75.52
5T.OEV. .66 1046 1.56 1 .46 2.01
SURFACE	 AVG.	 77.68 50TTOM	 AVG. 73.90
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 51TE	 8 SITE
	
10	 9
SPAN D 060672 I1 75. _75. 74.5 74.5 74•	 i{
5PAf' 0 060672 2) 75.4 75.2 74.6 74.7 75.3	 1
SPAN D 06`0672 3I 76.6 79.5 75.7	 I
SPAN D 060672 4) 79. 79.5 78.5 79•b 76.
SPAN 0 060672 5) 79.2' 79• 78.8 79.5
SPA+ i D 060672 6) 79.5




MINIMUM 75,00 7!1.00 74.50 74.50 74.00
AVERAGE 77.45 7h.84 76. 6U 77.05 75.75
ST•DEV. 2.03 7.21 2.37' 2.83	 -- 1.67
SURFACF
	
'AVG.	 78.96 BOTTOM	 AVG. 74.60
DATE 060672
4	 SPANS CALCULATED, T 14 RESULTS AREt`
1)	 AVERAGE TEMP.	 75.76
ORIGINALI y PAQB 1)	 MAXIMUM VALVE	 79.50OF POOR 3)	 MINIMUM VALUE	 73.00 ^..^ilQUA M 41	 SURFACE AVG.	 77.54 E51	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 74.48
AIR	 TEMP AVG.	 79, allr










SPAN A -	 _.	 SPAN B


















2 4	 6 8 10	 2	 4	 6	 8 10	 SOUTH7 $ - : 7 y	 ^g slim
2 7L ►^





FIGURE 5.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JUNE 6, 1972 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 45,764 cf/s, AIR TEMPERATURE OF 790F







REAOINGS,A7 BROWN#S FERRY POWER	 LINE	 CROSSING
{
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 5 1 T F 	 6 SITE 6 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 061372, 1) 74.5 75. 76. 7505 740♦
SPAN A	 061372- 21 74.9 75,4 76.1 75.5 l4A1
SPAN A	 061377. 3) 75. 75.5 76. 7517 114
SPAO A	 061 372] 4) 75. 1 75.8 76. 7506 741@1
SPAN A	 061372 5) 76.6 76. 76 7506 1406
SPAN A	 061372 6) 76. 75.7 7406
SPAN A	 061372 7) 75.S 75.6 7407
SPAN A	 061372 A) 76. 7506 7497
SPAN A	 061372 91 75.5 7567
MAXIMUM 76.6U 76.00 76.It, 75.70 74070
MINIMUM 74.SU 7S.CIO 75.61 75.50- 74.60'
AVERAGE 75.22 75.54 7S.93 7S ► 61 74.64
ST.DEV. .RU .38 IS •08 .05
SURFACE	 AVG.	 75.70 BOTTOM	 AVG. 75.12
SITE	 2 SITF 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN 8	 061372 1) 74.5 74.5 74.2 74.2 760
'	 SPAN @	 061372 2) 74.6 74.5 74.5 7415 75.2
SPAN R	 061372 3) 74.9 74.b 74.6 7406 7505
SPAN 8	 061372 4) 75. 74.5 74.5 74.8
MAXIMUM 75.00 74.5F) 74.60 74.80 75*50
MINIMUM 74.50 74.50 74.20 74.20 75000`
AVERAGE 74.75 14.50 74.45 74152 75023
ST.DEV. .24 .0u .17 .25 025
G1114FA(F
	 AVG.	 74r8b BOTTOM	 AVG. 79-48
SIFF	 2 SITF	 4 SITE	 6 SITE
	
8 511E	 JO
SP AN C	 061372 1) 7-,.3 7r. 73.A 7446 76.5
SPAN C	 061372 2) 75.5 7N.7 73.8 74.6
-7640	 '.
SPAN C	 061372 3) 75.6 74.3 74, 75. 7603
SPAN C	 061372 4) 75.8 7- t, 74. 7407 7604
SPAN C	 062372 5) 75.6 % 74. 74.6 770
SPAN C	 061372 6) 75.8 7•.4 74.' 74.6 i
SPAN C	 061372 7) 75.6 74,+, 74.1 74.8
SPAN 'C	 061372 A) '76. 74.0, 74. 74.11
SPAN C	 061372 9) 76. 75.1
MAXIMUM 76.00 75.)10 74.10 75@00 77.00
MINIMUM 75.30 75.(1'3 7,1.H0 74060' 75.50
AVERAGE 75.71 7K.46 73.96 74.71 76+20
5T•DEV. .23 .26 . i 1 •I5 •5d
'UR)ACF
	
AVG.	 75.62 BOTTOM	 AVG. 74.94
SITE
	
2 51TF	 4 ,ITF	 o SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN 0	 061372 13 75.4 75.5 73.8 73.4 73.5
SPAN 0	 1361372 2} -75.a 7S.b 73.8 73.5 74.5'
SPAN 0	 061372 3f 7S. 74.A 73.5 73.8 1
SPAN `0 061372 41 75.2 75.6 74. 74.-
SPAN D	 061372 5) 75.2
r	 'u;
MAXIMUM 75.40 73.60 74.012 1'2030! 7'f•SO
MINIMUM 75.00 74.80 73.50 73 ► 40 73.50
AVERAGE 75.24 75.35 73.77 73 ► 167 7:4.00
ST,DEV. .17 437 .21 ► 28 ► 71
SURFACE	 AVG@	 74@66 BOTTOM AVG• 74.32
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
DAT E






t1	 AVERAGE TEMP.	 -74.91 r	 Al






Mt SURFACE AVGO	 !S@16
51	 BOTTOM AVG * 74969








TEM'FRATURE READINGS AT HROWN' S FE R R Y	 11 0-IrR	 LINE	 CROSSING
E2
SITE
	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 B SITE
	
10
S P AN A 062172 11 76.9 77. 76.9 77.6 '786
SPAN A 062172 21 76.R 76.8 76.8 77.1 78.
SPAN A 062172 3) 77. 77. 77.
4 5PAN A 062172 4) 76.6 77. 76.9 78.4 79.1
SPAN A 062172 5) 76.5 76.6 78. 77.9
SPnv A 062172 61 76.6 77.5 77.6
SP 4N A 062172 71 76.7 77.5 77.b
5 p AN A 062172 Al 76.7 77.5 77.5
S P A`I A 062172 91 76.7 77.5 7711`
SPAN A 062,172 101 77, 77.
MAXIMUM 77.00 77.JU 77.110 78940 78.20
-INIMUM 76.8 1J 76.50 76.60 77100 77.00
r9 AGE 76.85 17,.46 76.76 77957 77864
51.nEV. .I  .?2 .13 .42 .39
SURPA.CF	 AVG..
	 76.80 11nlTOM	 AVG. 77.29 -
5 1 T E
	





SPAN R 062172 I1 77.b 77.5 77.5 77.5 76.5
SPAN A 062172 2) 77.6 77.4 77.6 77.5 77.
SPAN M 061172 3) 77.6 77.'1 17.6 77.5 17•
SPAN N 063172 4) 77.6 77.3 77.A 77.5 77.
MAXIMUM 77.69 77.t,i- 77.P;r 77.50 77.00,
MINIMUM 77.SU 77. 3(1 17.50 77.50 76.50
AVERAGE 77.57 /7.47 7?.62 77,50 76.47
5T.NEV. .05 .Ln .13 .00 •2S
SURF ACF
	
A'3 ,.	 77.44 tinTTOH	 AV(,.' 77. 3U
5ITE	 2 SITt	 4 SITF	 6 SITE 6 SITE
	
10
SPAN C 062172 1) 77. 7+„1 76.5 75,5 71.b
S P AN c 062172 2) 77. 7y.5 76.b 75.6 75.b
SPAN C 062172 3) 77.4 76.2 76.5 75.9 75.7
SPAN C' 062172 4) 77. 7ti.3 76.5 76. 75.9
SPAN C. 062172 5) 77.2 76.', 76.5 76. 75.8
SPAN C 062172 6) 77.3 7F.F-- 76.7 76. 75.9
5PA14 C 062172 7I 77. 7n. 76.5 76. 7595
SPAN C 062172 Al 77. 7A7 7A- 76.1 764
SPAN C 062172 91 77. 7A.1
MAXIMUM 77.4U II,.1C 76.7.,1, 76.10 76.00'
M1N1HIM 77.00 7A. lo 76.5[, 75.50 75.50
AVERAGE 77.IJ dh.'ih IA=52 75.87 75.71
ST.DEV. .16 )n .n7 .22 .20	 aSUPT ACF
	
AVG,.	 76.46 ho;TO^1	 AVG. 76.11
511F	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 b1TE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN D 062172 1) 77.1- 77. 76.4 76• 77.5	 I
SPAN_ D 062172 21" 77.1 77.
_	 76.2 _ 76.1	 - 70.8	 1
SPAN ,0 062172 3) 77.5 76.9 76.5 76. 77.8





MAXIMUM 77.50 77.00 77.00 76.30 78600
MINIMUM 77.10 76•.90 76.20 76.00 77.50	 I
AVERAGE 77.30 76.95 76.52 76,12 77.77
ST.DEV. .23 X10 .34 .(S .21
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 77.16 BOTTOM	 AVG. 76.80
DATE 062172





























SSE TOWER 1 Z^JE[t L .._
SPAN A SPAN 3
SITES	 4 1 2	 4- 6 8 -	 10











3SPAN C SPAN D2	 4 6 8	 10 2	 4	 6 8 10	 SOUTH
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RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JUNE 21, 1972 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 44,438 cf/s, AIR TEMPERATURE OF071F AND 10% CLOUD COVER:
w
SITE 2 SITE	 4 SITE 6 SITE	 B SITE	 10
SPAN A	 062772 1') 78.2 78.1 780 77.9 7709
SPAN A	 062772 21 7892 78.1 79. 77.9 77.9
SPAN A	 062772 3) 78.4 79. 78. 77.9 77.9
SPAN A	 062772 4) 790 796 78.1 77.9 7719
SPAN A	 062772 S) 78.1 789 789
SPAN A	 062772 61 78.1 780 789
SPAN A	 062772 7) 78.4 7801 7891
SPAN A	 062772 8) 79. 78.2 7892
SPAN A	 062772 9) 780 78.9
MAXIMUM 79.70 79.110 79.OU 78.90 78090
MINIMUM 78.20 78.10 78.00 77.90 77#9U
AVERAGE 78.62 78.55 78.21 78909 78909
ST.DEV. .72 .52 .34 q32 •32
SURfACF	 AVG.	 79.10 BOTTOM	 AVG. 78.02
5 1 T F	 2 SITE` 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10,
SPAN 8	 062772 1) 77.9 77.8 77.8 77.6 77.9
SPAN 4	 062772 2) 78. 77.9 77.6 77.8 77.9
SPAN A	 062772 1) 78.3 78.2 77.9 77.9 7769
SPAN 8	 062772 4) 78.8 78.5 AU. BU. 806	 )
MAXIMUM 78.8.0 18.50 80.0E 80.00 80900
MINIMUM 77.90 77.80 77.8'J 77980 77.90
AVERAGE 78.25 7A.10 78.37 78.37 78.42
ST.DEV• .40 .32 1.08 1.00 140G
_ SURFACF	 AVG.	 79.46 BOTTOM A VG. 77. 8 4 i
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 B SITE	 10
SPAN C	 062772 1) 77.9 77.9 77.A 77.6 77,0
SPAN C	 062772 2) 77.9 77. 9 77.8 77.8 7798
SPAN C	 062772 3) 77.9 77.9 77.9 77.6 7748
SPAN C	 062772 4) 77.9 77.9 77.9 770b 77.8
SPAN C	 062772 SI 77.9 77.9 77.9 77.9 77.8
SPAN C	 062772 6) 77.9 9"). 77.9 77.9 77.9
SPAN C	 062772 7) 77.9 All. 7H. 77.9 7799
SPAN C	 062772 8) 78_. 7A. 78. 77.9 7896
SPAN 'C 062772 9) 78.1 7H.1 79.5 78.8
MAXIMUM 78.10 8n.00 79:50 78.80 78080
MINI-MU M 77.90 77.90 77.817 77980 77a80
AVERAGE 77.93 7A,40 78.118 77.96 -	 77995
ST.OEV .07 .9I .54 .32 93fa
SURFA(C
	
AVG,	 78.66 BOTTOM	 AVG. 77.94
SITE	 2 S1TE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN 0	 062772 11 77.8 77.8 77.6 77.2 7792
SPAN 0	 062772 21 77.9 77.R 77.5 77.6 7796
SPAN D	 062772 3) 77.9 77.8 77.5 77.5 7799
SPAN O	 062772 4) 77.9 77.9 70.5 7b•
SPAN D	 062772` 5) 77.9 78.2 78.
SPAPI D	 062772 6) 78.9
T MAXIMUM 78.90 78.29 78. SO 78.00 77*90
MINIMUM 77.80 77.80 77.50 77x20 77.20k
AVERAGE 78.05' 77.90 77.77 77*64 77.53
ST.OEV. .42 .17 .49`' •35 035
SURFACE	 AVG@	 78.30 BOTTOM AVG. -77.52
DATE 062772
r 4	 SPANS, CALCULATED, THE RESULTS ARE:
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FIGURE 8. 	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JUNE 27, 1972 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 15,516 cf/s, AIR TEMPERATURE OF
730F AND 90% CLOUD COVER.	 NOTE THERMAL INFLUENCE IN SPAN C DUE TO THE RECENT PASSAGE OF A RIVER
TUG AND BARGES.
, 	3x^"'FHM !k'?tom	 :.. 	 ,





4	 SITE << SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A 070672 1) 76.4 7499	 7509 75.7
r
7596
SPAN A 070672 2) 7695 74.7	 7598 75.9 1597
SPAN A 070672 3)
SPAN A 070672 4) 7697 15.7	 75.9 7698
SPAN A 070672 S) 760 75.7	 7569 7698
SPAN A 070672 61 760 76,2
j	 SPAN A 07C672 71 76.4 76.3 7691
SPAN A 070672 S) 7509 76.2 769
SPAN A 070672 91 7691 76.5 7693
MAXIMUM 76.70 75.70	 76.40 76950 76.80
MINIMUM 76.4U 74.70	 75+80 75.70 75960
AVERAGE 76.57 75.25	 76.02 76912 76919
ST90EV. 915 953	 .22 932 945
SURFACE AVG*	 76.26	 BOTTOM AVG. 75970
SITE 2 SITE
	
4', 	 SITE	 6 SITE	 B SITE
	
10
SPAN P 070672 11 760 75.	 75.5 76. 7591
SPAN A 070672 2) 76.2 7502	 75.6 75.9 74.9
SPAN -S 070672 31 76.1
SPAN S 070672 4) 760 7794
MAXIMUM 76.20 75+20	 76.70 77940 75910











2` SITE_4	 SITE 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN C 070672 1) 74.9 7496	 74.4 74.4 74.6
1	 SPAN C 070672 2) 74.7 74.7	 74.9 749,6 74.h
SPAN C 070672 31
SPAN C 070672 4) 75.3 74.8 7S0b
SPAN C 070672 51 74 x6 	740 75.1 75.6
SPAN
1
C 070672 6) 75.5 7498	 7497 75.3 76.1
SPAN C C70672 7) 75.1 7495	 74.5 75.1 7593
SPAN f 070672 B1 75.1 74.8	 75. 75.6 759b
SPAN C 070672 9l 7498 74.6
MAXIMUM 75.50 74.80-	 75900 75.50 76910
MINIMUM 740C 74.SC	 74.40 74.40 74.4E
AVERAGE. 75.06 74.66	 74,74 75.OU 75.29
ST.OEV. .26 .11	 .22 .42 $y 1
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 75908	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 74.58 i
SITE 2 -	 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN D 070672 I) 74.5 74.7	 75• 74.3 76.9
SPAN 0 070672 21 74.3 7499	 759 7493 7791
SPD.N 0 070672 31
SPAN D 070672 4) 75.4 75.2	 75.3 7S.5 76.5







	 7S.UC 74r3U 76.50
AVERAGE 74.85 74.93
	 75.10 74970 76983 -
ST.DEV. .53 .25






	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 75.OH
DATE	 070672
4	 SPANS CALCULATED
	 THE RESULTS ARE:
I)	 AVERAGE TE M PS	 75.50






4)	 SURFACE	 AVG.'	 75.75
- 6)	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 75.22
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.`	 679
WIND	 DIRECTION	 35•
O 1 hlb	 SPEED	 3.6
46 CLOUD	 COVER	 3.
r	 _
b	 U'-..s x	
...-	 _	 f	 -,,..
	 ..	
x	 ..	 y..	 A	 _.i	 4	 N.	 ^'	 ...T	 ^	 8	 6	 ^'	 ^: h
SHME	 TOWM 1	 TOW 2
SPAN A	 SPAN B
	


















READINGS AT BROWNS FERRY	 POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE
	
2 SITE 4	 SITE 6 SITE	 a S1TE	 10
SPAN A 071172 1) 78.1 79.1	 79. 79.5 7804
t SPAN A 071172 2) 78.3 79.4	 79.1 7898 7804
l SPAN A 071172 3) 79. 78.2
SPAN A 071172 41 800 80.3	 79.8 790 78.8
SPAN A 071172 51 79.3 79. 78.7
SPAN A 071172 6) 79.3 79. 7897
SPAN A 071172 7) 7913 790 78.7
SPikN A 071172 8^) 79.6 79.2 78.b
SPAN A 071172 91 790
MAXIMUM 8O.OL' 80.30	 79.80 79.50 7tl±RJ
MINIMUM 78.10 79.30
	 79.00 78080 78.20
AVERAGE 78.8C 79.67	 79.34 79.06 78.59
ST.nEV. 1.04 .55	 .28 .19
_.2Y
SURFACE	 AVG.	 79.54	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 78.86
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	 10
` SPAN 8 071172 11 80. 7R.6	 79.6 78.6 79.4
SPA14 8 071172 2) 80. 79.	 79.6 7895 79.4
S P A`) R 071172 3) 80. 78.6	 79.4 78.1 79:4
SPAN F 071172 41 800
MAXIMUM 80.00 79.00
	 79.60 80.017 79.40
MINIMUM 80.0J 718.60
	 79.40 78.10 79.40
AVERAGE 80.11U 78.73




SURFACF	 AVG.	 79.46	 HnTTOM AVG. 79.24




SPAN C 071177_ 11 80.1 79.1	 78.5 79.5 79.1
S P AlN C 071172 2) 80.2 79.	 7R.4 79.3 78.9
501"1 C 071172 31 78.2 78.1
S P AN C 071172 4) 80.2 78.9
5 P a N C 071172 51 80.1 80.4	 79.1 80.9 9
` SPAN C 071172 6) 80.2 81. 79.5
SPAN 'C 071172 7) 90.1 79.5	 78`.4 8U.3 79.0
SPAN C 071172 8) 80.3 79.`4	 7815 90.1 81.S
SPAN





M1141MUM 80.10 78.30	 78.20 79.30 78.10 4
AVERAGE 80.16 79.76	 7H.52 bO.04' 7915! I
ST.OEV• .07 .69	 .31 .68 1.13
SURFACE
	 A V ..	 79.70	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 79.26
3
5 1 T E	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 51TE
	
IU
SPAN D 071172 1)- 79.4 77.9 79.4
SP .t'4' 0 071172 21 79.4 77.9 78.5 79.4
SPA^I D 071172 3I 78.9 77.7	 78.9 78.7
SPAN U 071172 4) 79.1 78.1	 79.9 79.9 7Y.
MAXIMUM 79,40 78. 10
	 79.9J J9.9U 79.40
M114IMUM' 78.90 77.70
	 78.9`J 78.50 78.70
AVERAGE 79.21' 77.90
	 79.40 79010' 79.12
I
ST.nEV. .29 .16
	 .71 .72 034
SURFACE
	 AVG. 	 79.20	 BOTTOH
	
AVG. 78.80
DA T E	 071172
^RjG 4 SPANS CALCULA T ED.	 THE RESULTS ARE.:
x
1 1'1	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 79.21A
PAGEs 2)	 MAXIMUM	 VALUE	 81.50Art n^














T EMPERATURE READINGS	 AT 6ROWN9S FERRY	 POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE 2 51TE-4	 SITE 6 51TE 6 SITE	 10
SPAN A 071872 1) 8006 80.2	 30.1 800 7944
SPAN A 071872 2) 8007 15096	 8044 804 79.7
SPAN A 071872 3 ►
SPAN A 071872 4) 8141 8193	 80.1 7904 79.4
SPAN A 071872 51 80.5 79.8 79.7
SPAN A 071877 6) 6006 806 80•
SPAN A 071872 7) 8067 BU4 80.
SPAN A 071872 R ► 814 BU. B0.
SPAN A 071872 91 B04
MAXIMUM 81.10 81.30
	 81.00 80.00 80.00
MINIMUM 80.60 80.20
	 80.10 79960 79.40
AVERAGF. 80.RO 80.67	 80.49 79492 79.74




	 60-68	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 80.06
SITE	 2 51TE	 4	 SITE
	
6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN R 071872 1) 80. 80.5	 81. 7998 80.
SPAN R 071872 21 800 80.6	 81. 79.9 80.5
SPAN F- 071872 3) 78.9 799
SPAN 8 071872, 4) 8104 8006
+ MAXIMUM 80400 80060
	 81.40 80.60 80.50
MINIMUM 74.40 BO.50
	 81.00 79.80 79.00
AVERAGF 79.47 80.55	
-`81.13 80.10 79.83
ST4DEV. .92 .07	 .23 .44 .7e
SURFACE	 AVG.	 A0.00	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 80426
. SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8
I
SITE	 10
SPAN C 071872 I) 79.5 791 78.4
SPAN C- 07IA72 2) 79.6 79.	 79.8 8U.7 78-8
SPAN C 071872 31
SPAN C n71R72 4) 79.5 BO• SU•3 79.5
SPAN C O?IR72' S) 80. 79.5 BU.4 79.4
SPAN C -071872 6) RON An.7	 P0,.1 8U.5 79#4
SPAN--C 07.IR7.2 7) an. :I An.	 -	 R.0.4:. 81 . 80.1
SPAN f, 071872 8) R0. 90.	 80.8 81.3 80.4
SPAN C 071872 9) 80.5 an.
MAXIMUM 80.50 80,70	 80080 81430 80.40
MINIMUM 79.SO 79.00
	 79.80 40.30 78.40 s
AVERAGF 79.90 79.74	 80.22 13007U 79.43
ST.DEV• •35 .62	 .39 .38 .69




2 51TF..	 4-	 SITE	 6 SITE	 B 51TE	 10	 ►
SPAN-D 071872' I) 79.5 60.5	 80.1 80.9	 1SPAN D 071A7? 2) 79.8 80.6	 80.2 BU. 81.5
SPAN ,D 071972 31 80.5
SPAN n 071672 41 79.2 8142	 81.4 81.0
SPAN 'D 07IA72 5 ► 7945
.	 1
MAXIMUM 79.60 BI.20	 81.40 81.00 61.50
MINIMUM 79.30 80.60
	 BO.In b0400 80.,50
	 a






-72	 BOTTOM AVG. 80.25
D ATE	 071872
4 SPANS CALCULATED, 	 THE RESULTS ARE:


















A IND	 SPEED	 7.1
_ 50 CLAUD	 COVER	 4.
NCFMI rNY11J'+LWm-
OWER
SPAN A. SPAN D
Sim
	























FIGURE 11.	 RIVER THERM/iL PROFILE OF JULY 18,1972 WITH A 34,956 cf/s FLOW RATE, AIR TEMPERATURE OF
79
0
F AND 40% CLOUD COMER.
u,
r
TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN'S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 13 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 072572 11 8296 83.4 83.5 830 8207
SPAN A	 072572 2 ► 8296 8304 83.5 8298 810
SPAN A	 072572 31 -
SPAN A	 072572 41 82.4 82.4 81.1 82+3 8263
SPAN A	 072572 51 83.4 82.4 8285
SPAN A	 (372572 6) 83.4 62.5 8206
SPAN A	 072572 7) 83.4 82.6 6297
SPAN A	 072572 8) 8303 8205 82#5
SPAN A	 072572 91 82.5
MAXIMUM 82.60 83.40 83.50 63900 62970
MINIMUM 82,40 82.40 83.10 82.30 82030
AVERAGE 82.53 83.07 63.17 82,57 82.57
ST.OEV. .12 .58 ,14 .23 X15
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 82.62 BOTTOM	 AVG. 83.04
SITE	 2 SITE,4 SITE	 6 SITE 6 SITE	 10
SPAN 8	 072572 11 , 8 3. 4 82..8 82.6 8308 83.3
SPAN B	 072572 2) 83.4 A2.7 82.8 8395 -83.3
SPAN R	 072572 31
SPAN 8	 072572 4) 81.9 h2.7
MAXIMUM 83.40 82.00 82.80 83080 83830
MINIMUM 83.40 62.70 81.90 82970 83.30
AVERAGE 83.40 82.75 82.43- 83.33 83030
ST.OEV. .00 .07 .47 057 000
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 82.80 BOTTOM	 AV6. 83.16
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 5,1TE
	
10
SPAN C	 072572, ll 83.9 82.8 R2.9 83.1 82.9'
SPAN C	 C72S72 2) 83.8 83.1 R3.1 83.4 830
SPAN C	 072572 3)
SPAtj C	 j72572 41- 82.8 82.7 82.7 62.7 62•
SPAN C	 072572 5) 83. 82.9 82.6 83.1 8294
SPAN C	 072572 6) 83.3: 83. 82.8 8301 8204
SPAN C	 072572 7) 83.3 A3.1 82.8 82.9 82.3
SPAN C	 072572 8) 83.3 83. 82.9 82.8 8293
SPAN C	 072572 9) 83.S 82.9
MAXIMUM 83.91) 83.10 83.It) 63940 83#00
MINIMUM 87.80 82.70 82.60 82.70 82100
AVERAGE 83.36 82.94 82.83 83901 82.47
ST.OEV. .31 .i4 .16
-	
.23 .35
SURFACE	 AVG.	 82.88 BOTTOM	 AVG. 83.12 3
5 1 T E
	
2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN 0	 072572 1) 83.1 R4. 8Lf.6 83.1 83.7
SPAN D	 072572 2) 83.3 83.9 84. 63.1 63.1
SP AN D	 072572 31
iPAN D	 072572 4) B3.'+ 63.4 82.5 82.4




MAXIMUM $3.60 84.00 B4. 6U 83010- 83.420	 "	 3
MINIMUM 83.10 e1.40 82.50` 82..40 839 10
AVERAGE 83.35 83.77 83.70 82*87 83115
ST.DEV. .21 .32 1.08 040 .07
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 83.00 60TTOM'.AVG. 83.60
DATE 072572
4 `SPANS	 CALCULATED, THE RESULTS ARE: 1'










AIR	 TEMP AVG.	 81. IA
WI N D	 DIRECTION 29.
WIND	 SPEED 5.6
52 CLOUD	 COVER 7.
^	 =.' .».f	 &	 .,,.x	 x	 ;....;a
4" :r	 ,r	 +^	 ,.::	 ;	 ^,. ;^
t 	 .:	 ,.a	 a	 ...:1
s-:^	 ^i	 h	 .°.^
^ _	 -P"	 ..	





SPAN A . SPAN B










TOWER 2 SPAN C
POWER=
3	 SPAN D


















6 SITE	 8 SITE
	 10
SPAN A	 080172 11 81.5 80.9	 82.2 81.7 8094
SPA K A	 060172 21 131.6 81.1	 P2.3 82.6 814
SPAG A	 080172 3) 61-.7 Pn.7
	
At .7 60.8 6048
'j	 SF-AP A	 090172 41 81.6 91.8	 A1.7 80.8 80.6
' i	SF A	 C6C172 51 91.7 el• el.l
SPA A	 C60172 6) 81.7 8O.b 6I.3
')P t
 A	 000172 71 61.5 80.9 81.1
SF-.h A	 OF0172 PI P1.7 80.9 at 41
SPAr A	 08(1172 9) BO+9
MAXIMUM 81.80 81.80	 ts2.3L 82.811 81430
MINIMU M 84.50 B0.
 7O	 HI.SL- B0.8U 80680
AVE R AGE 81.65 81.12	 81.91 81418 81.01
ST.DEV. .13 .48
	 .28 467 •17
f SURFACE	 AVG.	 P1.46	 BOTTOM	 AVG. bl.44
,f
51 T 2- SITF	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN 8	 080172 1) 61.7 81.9	 81.8 81.4 80,7
{	 SF'tt• 9	 080172 2) 81.8 91.7	 N1.9 131$5 80.7SFAt- 3) 81.6 01.3	 PL.S 81.1 80.7
SPIN
A	 060172
5	 CISC172 4 ► 81.7 PI•9	 P1.6 81.5




AVERAGE 81.70 81.70	 81.75 81.37 80970





A V G.	 91.52	 BOTTOM	 AVG'. 81.50
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
5 P A N C	 080172 1) 80.9 81.6
	 80.7 81.5 80.8
5P AN C	 080172 2) el. aI.7	 A0.8 81.5 60.7
SPAN C	 CSC172 31 130.4 130.8-	 Rn.8 at .5 804
	
--!
SPAN C	 08C172 4) 90.5 91.	 AG-8 e1+5 80.1
SPtN C	 080172 5) ,80.4 AI.2
	 P0.9 81.5 80	 4	 iSPAN C	 080172 6) 80.4 r1.2	 BC.9 8145 B0.5
1	 SPAN C	 080172 71 80.4 ;1.3
	
Pn.9 81.6 8046
SFAN C_	 080172 8) 80.3 91.6	 f,n.9 81.8 8047
1	 SPIN C	 080172 9) '80.3 92.2	 90.9 132.51' AN C	 080172 10) so-.5
1 MAXIMUM 81.00 B2	 7a , 	8C.96 82400 60480
MINIMUM 80.30 qr.ar,	 90.7L 61.S0 80.00
AVERAGE 60.51 81.4;3	 1;	 4 81.60 80.47	 j
ST.DEV. .24 .u2
	 .07 .18 @29	 j
i SURFACF	 AVG.	 PI.26	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 81.IU -
SITE	 2 SITE
	
4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 5 1 T E
	
10
SPAN D	 080172 1 ► 82.7 93.3	 84.1 82.2 81.4
SPAN 0	 080172 21 82.1 82.4	 82.4 80.7 6144
SPAN 0	 080172 3) 81.5 82.1 8146
SPAN D	 080172 If 81.5 82.1
	 83.6 80.6
SPAN D	 C80172 5) 81.5 82.9 82.
-d
SPAN D	 CBC172 6) 81.5
1
MAXIMUM 82.70 83.30





	 83.37- 81.37 81953
ST•DEV. *So .53
	 .87 - .84 *23
SURFACE AVG.	 82.36
	 BOTTOM AVG -62474-
DATE	 080172
4 SPANS:CALCULATED 4	THE RE5ULTS:'AREI
11	 AVERAGE TEMP.	 81.47
2)	 MAXIMUM	 VALUE
	 84.1Ci




5)	 BOTTOM 	 AVr,,.	 81.69
AIR	 1EMP	 AVG.	 76. 3
YclMn




54 CLOUD	 COVER	 7.
53 4a	 ^i++.adw4eSt 	 ^+,3ssir•^'A














SPAN A SPAN B
SITES 4	 6 1 2	 4	 6	 8
S/ aDEPTH









TOWER ,E__ SPAN C
POWERLU
SPAN D
2	 4	 6 8> 10	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 SOUTH




FIGURE 13.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF AUGUST 1, 1972 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 30,958 cf/s, AIR TEMPERATURE
OF 76°F AND 70% CLOUD COVER.





4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 080872 1) 8 14 82.1
	
81.5 8204 82*1
"	 SPAN A	 080872 2) 84.1 82.3	 81.6 82.4 82.
F	 STAN A	 OP0972 3) 84.1 82.1	 81.4 62.4 82.
F	 SPAN A	 080872 4) 84.1 8206	 61.5 82.2 82.1
SPAM A	 080872 5) 81.4 82. 62.
SPAN A	 090872 6) 81.4 8204 82.
SPAN A	 080872 7) e1.4 82.2 820.
SPAN A	 080872 8) 81.6 82.2 82.1
MAXIMUM 84.10 82.60	 81.60 b2.4U 82.10
i MINIMUM 84.00 82.10	 (31.40 82.00 62.00
AVERAGE 84.07 82.27	 81.47 82.27 62104
ST.DEV. .05 .24	 .09 .15 .0S
t SURFACE
	
AVG.	 82.52	 BOTTOM AVG. ,82.42
i SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 51TL	 10
SPAN 8	 ORC872 1) 82.2, 82.1	 83.1 at .4 8216
SPIN-A 080872 2) 82.1 82.3	 '83.2 81.6 82.8
SPAN P	 080872 3) 82. A2.14	 83.3 929
SPA1` P 080872 4) 8202
MAXIMUM 62.20 87.40	 83.30 82.2U 62080
MINI MUM 82.0C 82.10
	
83.10 81.40 62180
AVERAGE 82.10 82.27	 83.20 81.80 62.80
ST.OEV. .10 .15	 .10 .37 .00
SURFACE 'A V G.	 82.54	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 82.32
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 51TE	 8 $ITE
	 10
SPAh C	 080872 11 80.6 62.8	 s2. 81.6 81.5
SPAMl C	 08OP72 2) 80.6 A2.8	 82.2 81.4 61.6
SP?f.' C	 OPO072 3) 90.6 A2.5	 82.3 8G. 81.7
SPAN: C 	 OSCb72 4) 80.6 A2.5	 A2.2 y0.o 81.9
SPAN C	 090872 51 00.7 P2.5	 07.3 SO.b b2.
SPAN c,	 080872 6) 81.1 82.5	 A2.4 81.1 b2.
SPAN C	 080872 7) 81.1 A2.5	 82.4 81.5 82.
SPAN _c-	 000872 8) 81.1 P2.9	 A2.8 81.6 62.3
SPAM C	 OPO872 9) 81.4 P2!9 9
MAXIMUM 81.4U 82.90	 62.9E bI.Ru 81.30
MINIMUM 80.60 82.50	 b2.0-C 80.00 81150
AVERAGE. 80.87 82.62	 E2.39 81.10 61.07
ST.DEV. .31 .18	 .29 .60 .26
SURFACE	 AVC,.	 82.26	 60TTOM	 AVG. 81.70 3
SITE	 2 SITE'	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	 10	
j
SPArl O	 OR0872 1) '81.8 RO.9	 80._ 60.6 O,i.
SPAN n	 080872 2) A1.9 AI.	 81. 81. 81.	 !
SPAfj O	 :	 080872 3) A1.	 P1.1 81.6 82.8
SPAN O	 080872 41 82 . 6 AI.2	 01.5` aI.Y
SPAN D	 080872 5) 82.6- I
MAXIMUM 82.60 81.20
	 81•5G 81.90 82.80	 y
MINIMUM 81.81, 80.90




	 80.90 81.27 81.60
ST.OEV. .43 .13	 .64 .S9 1.04	 Y





CALCULATEDs	 THE	 RESULTS ARE:









S)	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 81.82










Taim 1 Powffla-m--TOWER. 2
SPAN A
- SPAN B










TOWER 2 SPAN C
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FIGURE 14.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF AUGUST 8, 1972 WITH A 28,450 cf/s FLOW RATE, 73 0 F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 30% CLOUD COVER.
TEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWNS FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE
	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8
SPAN A	 0AIS72 11 81.4 A3. B1+9 91.3
SPIN A	 081572 211 81.4 83.1 62.1 81.3
SPAN A	 OR1S72 31 81.5 62.2 81.3
SPAN A	 081572 41 AI.7 64.5 82.4 Bl•5
SPAN A	 081572 51 A2.4 81.5
SPAN A	 00I572 61 82.5 81.5
SPAN A	 CRIS72 7) 8297 81.5
-5P AN A	 OR1572, 81 82.9 81.5-
SPAN A	 081572 9) 82.
MAXIMUM 81.70 84.50 82.90 82.00
MINIMUM 81,40 83.00 81.90
AVERAGF 81.SO 83.53 82.39
61:30
81.49
ST.DEV. .14 .84 v32 921
SURFACE
	














` SITE	 2 SITE '4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A 081572 1) 67.5 83.6	 82.5 8104 82•
SPAN R 091572 2) 87.5 83.6 81.5 82.1
SPAN R OR1572 3) R3.6	 82.5 81.8 BZ•1
SPAN R 061572 4) 83.2 82,6 81+9
SPAN R' 081572 51 82.6
MAXIMUM 83.20 83.60
	 82.60 81.90 82.20
MINI MUM ,132.SU 83.60	 82.50 81.40 82.00
AVERAGE 82.73 113.60
	 82.55 81.65 82010
5T.DEV. .40 .00
	 .06 .24 ..10
SURFACE.	 AVG.	 A2.70	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 82.40
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE
	
8 SITE 10
5PAtJ C 091572 1;) 61.2 82.3	 81.1 8U.5 82.9PAI1 C 08 1 1,72 2) 81.3 82.3	 81.1 80.5 82.
SPAtl C OR 1572 31 A1.2 811.4	 80.8
SPA6I C ORIS72 4) 01.3 60 1 9	 81• 80.5 81.5
SPAN C 08 1572. 51 RI.3 RI•	 BI• 80.5 81.9
SPAM C SORI72 61 R1.4 81.4	 81. 8U.5 82.2
SPAN C OR 1572 7) 81.4 81.6	 81. 80.6 82.''
SPA 14 C OR 1577. RI "1.4 81 -7
	 81.9 80.7 82.8
SPAN C 081572 9) F1.9 82.4
	 81.9
SPAN C 091572 101 81.6
_MAXIMUM 61	 AO 62.40	 81.90 80.70 8Z.80
MINIMUM 81.2C 80.40
	 80.80 60.50 81.50
_ AVERAGE 81.35- 81.56	 8I.2T 80.54 82.13
ST,DEV. .12 .70_	 .41 .08 .92
SURFACE AVG.	 81.88	 BOTTOM	 AVG* 61.92
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE
	
8 SITE	 10
"SPAN n 061572 1) 82.6 82.81 .9 A1.5 02.	 j
SPAN t) OA1572 2) A7.S 82.1
	 82. 81.5' 82.5	 y
SPAN D 081572 3) 82.1
	 820
-81.8 62.7
SPAN D OA1572 4) 82.6 R2.2	 82. 82•
-I
SPAN D 08.1572 5) 82.6
MAXIMUM 82.60 82.20
	 82.00 82.00 SZ.70
_.. MINIMUM 82.50 82.00
	 81•90- 8L.50 02.00
AVERAGE 82.57 82.10
	 81.97 81.70 82.40ST•DEV. .05 .08	 .05 .24 .36
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 k2.30	 BOTTOM	 AVG- 82.00 )
RjTOR1G f















4.1. SU RFACE AVG.	 82.34 3

















TOWM i POWER=TOWER 2
SPAN A SPAN B
SITES 4 1 2	 4	 6 8	 10
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ZCJWEIt 2 SPAN C	 `.. 3	 SPAN D
2	 4	 6	 8 10 2	 4	 6	 8 10	 SOLTIH
z
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RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF AUGUST 15, 1972 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 43,764 cf/s, AIR TEMPERATURE
OF 76 ;F AND 50% CLOUD COVER.
TEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWN I S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE 2 SITE	 4 SITE 6 SITE 8 site	 10
SPAN A	 082272 11 0393 84.5 82.7 8204 6293
SPAN A	 082272 2) 8216 6495 83.- 8295 82.4	 J
SPAN A	 082272 31 839 8295 82.3 1(
SPAN A	 082272 41 62.2 83.9 8391 82.5 8294
SPAN A	 081272 5) 82.9 8295 8203
SPAN A	 082272 6) 82.1 82.6 82.3	 r
SPAN A	 002272 7) 8299 82.7 81.4
SPAN A	 062272 9) 82.0 6299 82.7	
1
MAXIMUM 83.30 64.60 93.10 62.90 82970
MINIMUM 82.20 83900 62970 82940 82930
AVERAGE 82.70 84.30 82.91 82957 82939
ST.DEV. .S6 .35 912 916 914
SURFACE AVG9
	
82.90	 BOTTOM AVG. 83.04
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
lU
DPAN 8	 082272 1) 93.2 82.3 81.9 8292 8203
SPAN B	 082272 2) 83.4 82.3 82.1 82.1 8294
SPAN 8	 082272 3) 83.5 82.4 8292 82v4 82.6
SPAN 8	 082272 41 AZ-2 8245
MAXIMUM 83.50 929+10	 82.20 820SU 82960
MINIMUM 83.20 8200	 61.90 82.10 82930
AVERAGE 83.37 82.33	 62.10 62.30 82.43
ST.OEV. .15 .06	 .14 .IB 91,
SURFACE
	
AVri.	 62.64	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 82.38
SITE	 2_ SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE
	
10
S P AN C	 082272 11 82.1 82,2	 82.6 8109 81.8_
SPAN C	 082272 2) 8293 R2.4	 82.5 82. 8199	 t
SPAN C	 682272 3) 82.4 82.4	 62.5 82. 82.
SPAN C	 082272 4) 82.5 82.4	 82.5 82. 82.1
SPAN C	 082272 61 112.5 82.5	 82+4 82.
SPAN C	 082272 6) 82.6 82.8	 82.5 81.
SPAN C	 082272 7) 8265 82.4
SPAN-C 082272 81 82.7 83.1	 82.5 82.8
SPAN C	 082272 9) 8297 A3.4




AVERAGE 82.48 82.65	 82.49 82.10 81997	 J
ST.DEV. .19 .41	 .06 .31 917
SURFACE AVG.	 82.72	 HOTTOM	 AVG. 82.12
SITE	 2 SITE	 9	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN D	 082272 1) 81.7 82.	 R1.7 BZ.3 83.2
SPAN D	 082272 2) 82. 82.1	 81.6 82.b 83.9	 y
SPAN 0	 082272 3) 92*1 82.2	 81.6 82.6 b3.3
SPAN D	 062272 41 82.2 82.4	 82.3 83. 83.3
S P AN O	 062272- Si 92.2 s
MAXIMUM 82.20 82.40	 82.30 B3.nU 83.30
MINIMUM 81.70 82.00	 81.60 82.30 83920'
AVERAGE 82.04 82.17	 81.80 62.6U 83127
ST.DEV. .21 .17,	 634 .29 005
SURFACE
	
AVG-	 62.64	 BOTTOM	 AVG. -82.18 ?1
DATE	 082272
' 4 SPANS CALCULATED, 	 THE RESULTS ARE:





	 MINIMUM	 VALUE 	 81.60
4)	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 82.72
















4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 082972 1) 8196 816581.7 8163 81.6
SPAN A	 082972 2) 8195 .0t+9'	 81.1 81.3 81.7
SFAN A	 082972 3) 81.7 62.3	 4 Zv-2 ai`r,4 826
SPAN A	 062972 41 8149 llrM'	 -8l.2, 8'1 r9 8118
SPAN A	 082972 51 8292 @164 81.9
SPA A	 082972 6) 82.3 81.5 8109
SPAt f A	 082972 7) A2.2 8164 81.7
5PAP A	 082972 8) A2.4 8104 81.8
MAXIMUM 81 .9c; 2. 4. 81.50 82100
MINIMUM 61.SO rl • 4i",'	 81.JG 81.30 61660
AVERAGE 81.67 41.77	 82.14 81.39 81080
ST.DEV. .17 .44	 .23 006 413
SURFACF	 AVG-	 A1.98	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 81.54
SITE	 2 SITE 	 SITE 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN 8	 082972 1) al. 82. 	 81.9 81.9 82.
SPAN 8	 082972 2) 81.2 R2.1	 92.2 82.1 82.1
SPAN 8	 082972 3) 81.4 P2.2	 82.5 82.3 82.2
SPAN a	 082972 N) 8203 S
MAXIMUM 81.40 82.20	 82.50 82.30 b2120
MINIMUM 81000 62.170	 81.90 81090 82000
AVERAGE 81.20' 82.10	 82.20 82.15 82610
ST.DEV. .20 .10	 .30 .19 .10
SURFACF
	
AVG.	 P2.12	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 81.76 1
SITE	 2 SITF.	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
-	 SPAN C	 082972 1) 81.2 a1.2	 81.2 8169 81 .7 3
SPAN C	 082972 2) 81.4 A1.2	 81.3 82. 81.9
SPAN C	 082972 3) 81.6 AI.4	 81.5 8201 81.9
SPAN C	 082972 4) 81 .6 91.4	 AI.4 82.2 81 09 i
SPAN C	 082972 5) 81.6 A1.4	 81.3 82.2 61.8
SP AM C	 082972 6) '81.7 A1.4	 61.4 82`.2 81.9
€	 SPAN C	 082972 71 -81.7 A1.4	 81.3 82.1 81.4
4-	 SPAN C-	 082972 8) 81.9 A1.5	 Al .2 82.2 82.3
SPAN C	 082972 9) 82.1
MAXIMUM 82.10 81.50	 61.50 82.20 52.30'
MINIMUM 81.20 81.20	 81.20 81.90 81670
AVERAGE 81•.x4 61.36	 81.32 82-.k1 81691
ST.DEV. .26 .I1	 .IC .11 117
SURFACE	 AVG.	 A1.86	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 81.44
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE -6 - SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPANI 0	 082972 11 8062 80.6	 81.1
80.1 81.8
SPAN D	 082972 2) 80.5 A0.7	 R1. 3 _ 80.4 82.2ppp
SPAN D	 082972 3) 800 POu9	 81.5 8005
SPAN 0	 037	 %72 4) 6049 A0.9	 81.5 81.2
SPAN 0	 062172 5) 81.
SPAN D	 082972 6) 81.3
it
MAXIMUM 81.30 80.90	 81.50 61.20 42120
MINIMUM BC.20 80.60	 81.10 80010 61180
AVERAGE 80.77 80.77	 EI.35` 80.55 82600
ST.DEV. .39 .t5	 .19 r47 128
SURFACE
	




4	 SWANS CALCULATEOP	 THE RESULTS ARE:




4)	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 81,84
5)	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 81.37
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.	 73.
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FIGURE 17.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF AUGUST 29, 1972 WITH A 23,202 cf/s FLOW RATE, 730
F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 50% CLOUD COVER.
rnw
TE M PERATURE	 READINGS	 AT BROWN I S FERRY	 P0 6 ER	 LINE	 CROSSING
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 6 SITE
	
10
k	 SPAn' A 090572 11 81. 80.	 8062 13005 8046
f	 SPAN 090572 2) 81. 60.1	 80.3 8006 60.6
SP	 t, A 090572 31 81. 80.5	 80.5 80.7 80.7
SPAN A 090572 4) A0.5 80.7 80.6
SPAN A 090572 5) 80.3 80.7 80.6
SPAN A 090572 61 80.4 BU.B 80.7
SPAN A 090572 71 80:3 80.7 80.7
SPAN A, 090572 81 6008 60.8
MAXIMUM 81.00 80.50
	 80.SU 80.90 80•BO
MINIMUM 81.00 80.00
	 80.20 bOr50 8016.
AVERAGE 81.00 80.20
	 80.36 80469 d0.66
ST.OEV. .00 .26-	 .I1 010 .07
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 80.66	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 60.46'





SPAN 8 090572 1) 79. 79.1	 79.4 78.0 79.5
SPAN 8 090572 2) 79.3 79.2	 79.5 78.8 60.
SPAN A 090572 3) 80.1 79.5	 Eke . 78.7 bC.l
MAXIMUM 8C.IG 79.50
	 80.00 78.80 G. 10
MINIMUM 79.OU 79.10	 79.40 78.7u 79.90
AVERAGE 79.47 79.27
	 79.63 78.77 b0.00
ST.r)FV. .57 .71
	 .32 .06 .10
SURFACE	 AV(.	 7.9.68	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 79.24
517E
	
2 51TF	 4	 SITE	 6 511E	 8 SIZE
	
10
SPAN C 090572 1) 60.2 P^'.9	 79.6 79.3 76.b
SPAN C 090572 21 80.4 A(l.3
	 79.7 79.3 79.1
SPAN, C 090572 3) 80.4 PI?.'1	 79.9 79.7 79.4
SPAN C 090572 4) 80.4 Ar..3	 79.9 79.8 79.4
SPAN. C 090577 11 8(5.4 Pn.3	 79.9 79.8 79.a
SPAT C 090572 61 80.4 pn.3	 79.9 7Y.9 19.7
SPAN C 090872 7) 80. 11 A0.2_	 79.9 79.8 79.6
SPAN C 090572 81 60.5 n0.2	 79.9 79.9
SPAN C 090ti72 9) 80.5
IIAX 1141)H 60.SG 811.40	 79.9,, 79.9U 79.70
MINIMUM 80.2G 60.20
	 79.6 19. 3J 78.80







SITE	 2 - SITE
	
4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 6 SITE
	
10
SPAN D 09CS72 I)- 79.5 811.1	 78.5 8Q.1 79.
SPAN D 090572- 2) _ 79.6 E10.1	 78.7 80.2 79o3
	 E
SPAN D 090572 3); 79.8 80.1	 79.2 80.5 79.3	 i
SPAN D 090572 4) 79.7 R0.1
	 79.4 130.7
SPAN 'D" 090572 5) 79.9
" MAXIMUM 79.9E 110.10
	 79.40 80.7U 79.30
MINIMUM 79.56 Bn.10
	 78. SC 80.10 79.00
9
AVERAGE 79.7C 80.10	 78.95 80,37 7y.20






















	 AVG. °	 60.06
SI	 BOTTOM>AVC.	 79.70
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FIGURE 18.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF SEPTEMBER 5, 1972 WITH A 15,032 cf/s FLOW RATE, 69°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 90% CLOUD COVER.
rn
ii
TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN P S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE
	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE	 IO
SPAN ',A 091372 1	 ) 77.8 79.2	 79.4 78.4 711#3
SPAN A 091372 2) 78. 7904	 7996 78.6 79.4
SPAN A 091372 3) 789 79.4	 79.7 7897 79.6
SPAN A 091372 4) 78.2 7966 70.7 79.6
SPAN A 091372 51 7905 780 79.7
SPAN A 091372 6) 79.5 78.7 79.8
MAXIMUM 78.20 79.40	 79.70 78.70 79980
MINIMUM 77.80 79.20	 79.140 78040 79930
AVERAGE 78.00 79.33	 79.55 78.63 79.57
ST.DEV. .16 .12	 010 .12 .19
SURFACE	 AVG.	 79.12	 BOTTOM	 AVG9 78.82
•
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
SPAN B 091372 1) 76.7 7895	 79.5 78.8 7V.6	 1
SPAN 1 091372 2) 79.2 70.6	 7995 790 79.8
SPAN B 091372 3) 79.3 78.7	 79.6 7902 79.9
MAXIMUM 79.30 78.70 	 79.60 79.20 79.90
MINIMUM 78.70 18.50	 79.50 78980 79.60
AVERAGE 79.07 78.60	 79.53 79.OU 79.77	 i
ST.OEV. .32 .10	 .06 92U 915
SURFACE	 AVG.	 79.3'1	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 79.02	 -
3





SPAN C 091372 1) 78.6 79.4	 79. 78.5 714.9
SPAN C 091372 2) 78.7 79.5	 79. 76.8 78.9
SPAN C -091372 3) 78.7 79.5	 79.1 79.2 78.9
SPAN C 091372 4) 78.7 79.5	 79.2 79. 18.9
SPAN C 091372 5) 78.7 79.4	 79.2 79. 78.9
SPAN C -	 091372 61 78.5 79.4	 79.2 79.1 78.9
SPAN C 091372 7) 76.4 79.3	 79.1 76.9 78.8
SPAN -C 091372 8) 78.4 79.4	 79.2 78.6
SPAN C 091372 9) 78.5




AVERAGE 78.58- 79.42	 79.12 78989 78.89
ST.DEV. .13 .07	 .09 924 904
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 78.90	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 78.88





SPAN D 091372 l) 78.6 79.2	 78.9 78. 78.5
5P AN_ D 091372 2) 78.7 79.3	 79. 77.9 79.1
SPAN D 091372 3)' 78.8 79.4	 79.2 78.3
SPAN D 091372 4) 78.7 79.4	 79.6 7993 71
SPAN 0 091372 5) 78.7
MAXIMUM 78.80 79.40	 79.60 79930 79.10
M INIMUM 78.60 79.20	 78.90- 77990 78950	 J
AVERAGE 78.70 79.32	 79.17 78937 78980





SURFACE	 AVGr 79.22	 BOTTOM, AVG. 78.64 a
^
^-'•rill PAGE DATE	 091372POOR ^
QU	
r1











4)	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 79014
5)- BOTTOM	 AVG.	 78=84
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G	 FIGURE 19.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF SEPTEMBER 13, 1972 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 12,790 cf/s, 76 0 AIR	 .^-.




TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWNIS FERRY POWER
	 LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 092072 1) 8009 79.9	 80.9 8009 80.
SPAN A	 092072 2) 81. B0•	 el• 81.2 80.1
SPAN A	 092072 3) 81.2 BOeI	 Al. 8192 8062
SPAN A	 092072 _	 41 81.4 91. 81.,, 80.3
SPAN A	 092072 5) 81.1- 81.2 $0.2
SPAN A	 092072 6) 91.1 81,3 8094
5P AN A	 092072 7) Est. 8102 6002
SPAN A	 092072 R) 81.1 81.4 80.3
MAXIMUM 81.4(4 8p,.10	 81.10 61.40 00.40
MINIMUM 80.90 79.90	 80.90 80.90 tlu^00
AVERAGE 81.12 80.00	 81.01 81922 bU921
ST.OEV. .22 .10	 .07 916 112
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 AO.86	 BOTTOM	 PVG. 80.52
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 5 1 T E
	
10
SPAN 0	 092072 11 80.4 79.6	 80.3 79.9 79.5
SPAN 0	 092072 2) 80.8 79.7	 80.4 80+ 79.7
SPAN R	 092072 3) 81. 79.9	 80.6 80.1 79.7'
MAXIMUM 81	 OL 79.90	 Bn.617 b0. 10 79470
MINIMUM 80.40 79.60	 80. 3.J 79.9U 79950
AVE R AGE 80.73 79.73	 80.43 809OU 79x53
ST.DEV. .31 .15
	 .15 .10 t12
SURFACE 'AVG.	 An.26	 BOTTOM	 AVG, 79:94
517E
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 S1TE
	
IO
SPAN C	 092072 1) 79.3 An.	 79.2 79.4 79.6
SPAN C	 092072 21 79.5	 - An.	 79.6 79,3 79.9
SPA'S C	 092072 3) 79.7 An.1
	
79.7 79,3 79.9
SPAN C	 092072 41 79.6 80.1
	 79.9 79.3 80.1
SPAN C	 092072 5) 79.6 An.	 79.7 79.3 79.Y'
SPAN C	 092072 6) 79.6 An.1	 79.9 79.5 80.1
SPAN C	 092072 7) 79.4 90.	 79.6 79,4 79.9
SPAN C	 092072 8) 79.4 130•	 79.7 79.6 79,9
SPAN C	 097072 9) 79.4
MAXIMUM 79.70 80.10
	 79.90 79.6U 80.10
MINIMUM 79.30 80.70	 79.20 79.30 7Y1bG	 1
AVERAGE 79.49 80.04	 79.66 79939 79.91
ST.DEV. .13 .05













SPAN D	 092.072 1) 79.9 79.2	 80.1 79.6 79.2
SPAN 0	 092072 2) 80. 79.2
	 80.2 79.7 79.5
SPAN n	 092072 3) 80. 79.5	 Ao.4 79.9
SPAN D	 092072 41 80. 79.4	 AO.5 80.
gg^SPAN 0	 092072 51 80.
'SPAN 0	 092071 6) 80. - d
MAXIMUM 80.00 79.50	 80. SO 80.OU 79.50
_MINIMUM 79.90 79,20
	 80.10 79.6U 79.20
AVERAGE 79.98, 79.32
	 80.30 79.80 79.3b









	 CALCULATED,	 THE RESULTS ARE:











5)	 BOTTOM	 AVG,.	 79.89
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n	 FIGURE 20. RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF SEPTEMBER 20,
I
1972 WITH A 35,652 cf/s FLOW RATE, 77 0F AIR





AT BROWN'S FERRY	 POWER	 LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2. SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE d SITE	 10
SPAN A	 092772 1) 79.5 79.3	 79.8 79.8 00. i
SPAN A	 092772 2) 79.5 79.5	 79.8 7998 604
SPAN A	 092772 3) 79.5 79.5	 80. 79.8 d0.
SPAN A	 092772 4) 79.5 A0. 7908 80.
SPAN A	 092772 5) HQ. BU. 80.
SPAN A	 092772 6) 80. B0. Op.
SPAN A	 092772 7) B0.
SEAN A	 092772 BI 800
MAXIMUM 79.50 79.50	 80.00 80000 80900
MINIMUM 79.50 79.30	 79.80 79980 boloO 1
AVERAGE 79.50 79.43	 79.93 79987 80.00
ST.OEV. .OQ .12.10 .1U 900
SURFACE	 AVG.	 79.80	 BOTTOH	 AVG. 79.68
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE B S1 T 10
SPAN B	 092772 11 B0. B04	 A0. Soo 60,
SPA" R	 092772 2! 80. 80.	 00. 800 80.
SPAN R	 092772 3) 80. Fn.	 RCI. 8U. 80. 1
MAXIMUM 00.00 801.00	 y(I. Of) 60.00 SotDo
MINIMUM 80.00 8n.00	 80.00 80.OU bo.CIO
AVERAGF. 80.00 8n.00	 80.00 90.00 80poo
ST.OEV. .00 .00	 .0(I .OU .Oo
SURFACE	 AVG.	 80.00	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 80.00
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 B SITE	 10
SPAN C	 092772 1) 79.7 79.7	 79.8 79.7 79.8
SPAN C	 092772 2) 79.8 79.7	 79.6 79.8 79.0
SPAN C	 092772 3) 79.9 79.8	 79+8 79.8 79.8
SPAN C	 097772 41 79.9 79.8	 79.9 79.6 79.8
SPAN C	 092772 5) 80. 79.9	 79.9 79.8 79.6
SPAN C	 092772 6) 80.9 -79.9	 79.9 79.9 79.b
SPAN C	 092772 7! 80.9 79.9	 79.9 79.9 79.0
SPAN C	 092772 81 80. A0.	 79.9 79.9 7098
SPAN C	 092772 91 80._
MAXIMUM 00.9U 00.00	 79-90 79.90 79980
MINIMUM 7900 79.70	 79.80 79.70 79980
AVERAGE 00.12 79.84	 79.86 79.82 79980
ST,DEV. .45 .11	 .OS	 - .07 900
SURFACEAVG.	 79.92	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 79.74 =	 )
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 51TE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPA)l 0	 092772 1) 79.5 79.5	 79.5 79.5 79.2
SPAN 0	 092772 2) 79.5 79.5	 79.5 79.5 79.2
SPAN 0	 092772 31 79.5 79.6	 79.5 79.5 w	 j
SPAN O	 092772 41 '79.6 79.6	 79.5 79.6 ,1
SPAN 0	 092772 S ► 79.7
SPA N 0	 092772 6) 79.9
MAXIMUM 79.90 79.60	 79. SO 79.60 79.20
a
y
MINIMUM 79.50 79,50	 79.50 79.50 79920 J
AVERAGE 79.62 79.52	 79.50 79.52 79120 -I
ST.DEV. .16 .OAS	 .00 .05 r00 3
SURFACE AVG.	 79.56	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 79.44
DATE
	 092772
4 SPANS CALCULATEDs	 THE RESULTS ARE:
1!	 AVERAGE TEMP.	 79.70
` 2)	 MAXIMUM VALUE	 80090 p




S)	 BOTTOM 'AVG.	 79.71
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.	 73.








T E J' P LF ATUI+E	 READINGS	 AT HROWN # 5 FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE
	
4 SITE	 6 511E 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN A	 100472 11 70.2 70. 71.9 711.1 7'1.9
SPAN A	 100472 2)' 70.3 7n. -71 58 7003 71.7
SPAN A	 100472 3) 70*2 70• 71.8 70,e* 7107
SPA-1 A	 100472 4) 7107 70'5 71.7
SPAN A	 100472 5) 71.4 74.5 71*7
Sett; A	 100472 6) 71.1 70.6 71.7
SPAN A	 100472 7) 70.9 7005 71,5
SPAN A	 100472 -8) 70i5 `.
MAXIMUM 70.30 70.00 71.90 70y60 71190
MINIMUM 70.20 70.n0 70.90 70.10 71450
AVERAGE 70.23 711. n0 71.51 70042 71970
ST.DEV. .06 .00 .39 9I6 912
S UR FACE.	 AVG.	 70.62	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 70.82
'I r
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN 8	 100472 1) 70.2 72.	 71.2 70.3 7109
SPAN P	 100472 2) 70.4 72.	 71.2 70.5 720
SPAN R	 100472 31 70.5 72.1
	 71.3 7U.7 729
MAX It	 IM 70.50 72.10	 71.30 70.70 7200
MI N IBUtt 70.2(; 72..00.
	
71.20 70030 71.90
AVERAGF 70.37 72.03	 71.23 70.50 71.,97
ST.OEV. .15 .06
	 .06 .20 a06
SURFACE	 AV(:.	 71.32	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 71.12 !
I
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE
	
10
5PA11 C	 1DM472 ll 71.5 71.5
	 70.2 71.5 71#2
I	 SPAN C	 IOc"12 21 71.5 71.5	 70.1 71#6 71.1j	 SPAN C	 100472 3) 71.6 71.5	 70.1 71.6 710
SPAN C	 100472 4) 71. 6 71.5	 70.1 71.6 79.9
i	 SPA:r C	 100472 51 71.6 71.5	 70, 71•b 70L7	 #	 ',
SPAN C	 100472 6) 71. 6 71.5	 70.1 71.6 70:8
{	 SPAN C	 100472 71 71.6 71.5	 70. 71.5 70*7
SPAN C	 100472 8) 71. 6 71.5	 70.1 71.6}	 SPAN C	 100472 9) 71.5
MAXIMUM 71.60 71-SO
	 7n.20 71.60' 7102b
MINIMUM 71.50 71.50	 70..00.- 71.50 q70e70
A VE R AGE 71.57 71.50	 70.09 71.57 70091
j ST.OEV. .05. .00
	 .06 0.05 420
SURFACE.	 AVG.	 71.08	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 71.18
a
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE B SITE
	
10
SPAN 0	 100472 1) 70.3 71.7	 710 71.3 70.
5PiN D	 100472 2) 70.4 71.8	 71. 71.4 7092
SPAN O	 100472 3) 70.4 71.8	 71.2 -71.4
SPAN D	 100472 4) 70.3 71.8 71.3
SPIN 0	 100472 5) 70.3
SPAtl 0	 10047L' 6) 70.5
MAXIMUM 70.50 71.80	 71.20 7100 70920
MINIMUM 70.30 71.70
	 ;"1.00 71.30 70*00
AVERAGE 70.3,7 71.77
	 71.07 71935 70.10
_ ST.OEV. .08 .OS	 :12 .06 .14
SURFACE
	




	 THE RESULTS ARE:















5)	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 70.99
q
AI R	TEMP	 AVG.	 °62.
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FIGURE 22. RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF OCTOBER 4, 1972 WITH A 41,364 cf/s FLOW RATE, 620  AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 100% CLOUD COVER:
W
6
tT01PERATURE	 READINGS	 AT BROWN f S FERRY PLOWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 101172 I) 66.8 6842: 67.2 67.8 670
SPAN A	 101172 2) 6607 68.3 67.3 67.9 67.8
SPAN A	 101172 3) 66.8 69.4 6793 67.7 6709
SPAN A	 101172 4) 6698 6704 67.7 6'1.7
SPAN A	 101172 S) 67.4 67*7 67.6
SPAN A	 101172 6) 67.5 67.7 6797
SPAN A	 101172 7) 67.1 67.6 6796
SPAN A	 101172 a 67.5 679T
MAXIMUM 66980 68.40 67.60 67*90 67990
MINIMUM 66.70 68.20 67.10 67.50 67160
AVERAGE 66.77 68.30 67.31 67070 67971
ST.DEV. .05 .10 .13 .I2 910
SURFACE AVG9 67 9 50 BOTTOM AVG *	67.54
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN H	 101172 11 67.4 67.1 67.1 6798 69.1
SPAN P	 101172 2) 67.4 6794 67.2 6769 69.1
SPAN 8	 101172. 3) 67.5 67.5 67.2 6769 69.
MAXIMUM 67 9 50 67.50 67.20 67.90 69410
MINIMUM 67.40 67.10 67.10 67980 69900'
AVERAGE 67.43 67.33 67917 67987 69e07
ST.OEV. .06 .21 906 .06 906
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 67-82 BOTTOM AVG *	67.70
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN C	 101172 11 66.9 67•	 67.1 67.9 66.9
SPAN C	 101172 2) 66.9 67.	 67.1 66. 66.9
SPAN C	 141172 3) 67.1 67.	 67.1 68. 67.
SPAN C	 101172 41 67.1 67.!
	 67.1 68• 67.1
SPAN C	 101172 51 67. 67.1
	 66.9 68. 67.2
SPAN C	 101172 61 47.2 67.2	 66.9 68*1 67.3
SPAN C	 101172 7) 67. 67.3	 66.7 68. 67.2
SPAN C	 101172 81 67.1 67.3 	 66.7 68.2 66.5
SPAN C	 101172 91 67.1
MAXIMUM 67.20 67.30	 67.10 68.20 67930




	 66.95 68.02 67901
ST.DEV. .10 .13	 .18 *09 925
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 67.16	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 67.16
1
SITE	 2 S,TE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
SPA'S D	 101172, I1 6794 67.5	 67. 66.5 67,1
SPAN 0	 101172 21 67a5 67.5	 67.2 66*5 67.1
SPAN D	 101172 31 67.6 67.5	 67.4 66.3
SPAN D	 101172 4) 67.6 67.5	 67.2 6693
SPAN D	 101172 5) 67.5
SPAN D	 101172 6) 67.5 1t	 .
MAXIMUM 67.60 67,50




	 67.00 66.30 67910
AVERAGE 67.52 67.50
	 67.20 66.40 67910
ST.DEV. .OB 900.	 .ib ,12 900	 9




	 THE RESULTS ARE':
I)	 AVERAGE







41	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 67.40
51	 80TTOM	 AVG *	67.37
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FIGURE 23.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF OCTOBER 11, 1972 WITH A 49,400 cf/s FLOW RATE, 650F AIR TEMPERATURE




TEMPERATURE	 READINGS AT BROWN tS FERRY
	





4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE
	
10
I SPAN A	 110372 _1) 62•B 62.5	 62.4 61.2 61.9
SPAN A	 110372 2) 62.5 62.3	 62.5 61,4 62.1
SPA N A110372 31 63. 62.4	 62.5 61.4 62.1
. SPAN A	 110372 4) 62.5 61.3 62.3
SPAN A	 110372 5i 62.4 61.1 62.
..
SPAN A	 110372 61 62.4 61.4 62.
L SPAN A	 110372 71
62.y _ 
69.
SPAN A	 110372 8) 62.4
e
MAXIMUM 63.00 62•50
	 62.50 61x40 62.30
fv MINIMUM 62.50 62.30	 62. 4 ,w 61.'10 61v90
t AVERAGE 62.77 62.40	 -62.44 61._3U 62.0b




	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 62.16
1 SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN R	 110172 1) 62.1	 62.1 62.4 61.0:
SPAN 0	 110372 2) 62. y 62.2	 62.2 62.3 61.7
F	 ; SPAN 0	 110372 3) 62.2 62.3	 62.3 62.4
EE1
SPAN 'R	 110372 4) 62.3 62.4
MAXIMUM 62.40 62.30
	 62.30 62.40 61.7U
MINIMUM 62.20 62.10	 62.10 62.30 61960
AVERAGF 62.30 62.20	 62.20 62.37 61!65
ST.OEV. .10 .10
	 .10 nS •17
a SURFACF	 AVG.a	 62.21.	 bQTTOM	 AVG. 62.05
SITE	 2 SITE '4
	 SITE	 6 SITE	 B 5 1 T E	 10
SPAN C	 110372 11 62.2 61.4	 62.6 61.1
5PA14 C:	 110372 2) 62.3 AI.7	 62.7 61.2 62.3 i	 &
E" SPAN C	 110372 3) 62.3 61.6	 62.6 61.3 62.5
SPAN C	 110372 4) 62.3 61.4	 62.5 61.3 62,3
5 P A N C	 110372 51 '62.3 61.6	 62.5 61.2 62.1
SPAN
C	
110372 6) 62.3' 61.0
	 62.5 61.2 62.1
` SPAN C	 110372 7,1 62.2 61.5	 62.5 61.4 b2.
I SPAN f	 110372 R1 62. 61.6	 62.5
MAXI-MUM 62`.30 41.80	 62.70 61.40 62.5.
MINIMUM 62.00 61.40	 62. 5C 61. 1U 62.00
AVERAGE 62.24 61.57	 62.SS 61.24
-62t23
- ST.DEV. .11 .14	 .00 .'!0 •17 s	 s
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 61.90	 HDTTOM AVG. 61.96
511E	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 e. SITE	 8 SITE	 10 ?yy
SPAN D	 110372 11 62.S 62.3	 63. 61.8 63•8
_ SPAt! 1)	 110372 2) 62.5 62.4	 62.9 6109 63.6
SPAN D-	 110372 3) 62.6 62.1	 62.9 61.9
-, SPAN D	 110372 4) 62.6 62•
S P A N D	 110372 5) 62.6
'
MAXIMUM 62:60 62.40










	 BOTTOM 'AVG. 62.68
DATEr	 110372
4	 SPANS CALCULATED#	 THE RESULTS ARE;
I l	 AVERAGE TEMP.	 62.24
2)	 MAXIMUM	 VALUE
- 3) "MINIMUM	 VALUE	 61.10
Q u4)	 SURFACE
	 AVG.	 62.24^a 
1l 
xx'
S)	 BOTTOM	 AVG..	 62.22
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.	 6l.
YiIND
	







rTEMPERAiTURE R EADINGS AT BROWN'S FERRY POM ER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8' SITE	 10
SPAN A	 111072 1) 58.4 58.4	 SR.9 59.1 59.4
g
SPAN A	 111072 21 58.4 58.4	 58.4 59.,T 59.3'
' SPA,N A	 111072 3I 58.4 58.3	 S8.6 59.2 5991 ,.
SP AN A	 111072 4) 58.5 59.2 b98
SPAN A	 111072 S) 58.5 59.1 sB•9 u
SPRN A	 111072 6) 58.5 5991 58.4
SPAN A	 111072 71 580 58.9. sots
- SPAN A	 111072 8) So 09
^s
MAXIMUM 58.40 58.40	 58.60 69920 69040 ,,g
MINIMUM 58.40 58.30	 58.30 58.90 -66980
AVERAGE 58.40 58.37	 58.46 59.09 59004:
ST.DEV. .00 06	 010 012 022
I SURFACE
	
AVG.	 SA.54	 BOTTOM	 AVG * 58.74
5 1 T E
	
2 SITE :4	 SITE	 6 51TE 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN B	 111072 1) 58.9 60.	 5R.7 61.6 59.5 <'x
SPA S' R	 111072 2) -59.i 59.7	 58.6 61.2 b9.5:
SPAN 9	 111072 3) 61.6 59.3.
MAXIMUM $9.00 60.00	 5R.70 61.40 -59050
MINIMUM 58.90 59.70	 58.60 61920 b9930 -;1
AVERAGE 58.95 59.85	 58.65 61947 59143
ST.OEV. .07 .21	 .07 023 012
SURFACE	 AVG.	 S9.64	 B01jV m 	AVG* 59.74
)
-k	 1
SITE 2 51TE'4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 51TE
	
10
SPAN C	 111072 1) 'S9.1 S9.6	 $9.5 5902 590
SPAN C	 111072 2) 59.1 59.6	 59.6 59.3 59.
SPAN C	 111072 13 59.2 59.7	 59.6 59.4 $9.1:
SPA N C	 111072 441 5.9.3 59.7	 59.6 5993 69.
SPAN C	 111072 5) 59.2 59.6	 59.5 59.2 be•V:
SPAN C	 111072 6) 59.2 59.6	 59.4 59.2 =	 b8.9
SPAN C	 111072 7) 59• 59.5	 59.4 S8.7
4 SPAN C	 111072 0) 59.2 S9.4	 59.Sr
59.
-
MAXIMUM 59-.30 59.70	 59.60 59.40 b9. 10
MI NIMUM 59.00 59.40	 59.40 59000 b8.70
AVERAGE 59.16 59.59	 59.51 59.23 58t94
ST.DEV. .09 r:10	 .OB .13 013
SURFACE	 AVG.	 59.16	 BOTTOM AVG• 59.2b ),'a
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10 _-
SPAN D	 111072 1) 59.4 59.4	 59.1 57.9 57.6
SPAN D	 111072 2) 59.4 59.2	 59.1 58. 57.6
SPAN D	 111072 3) 59.3 59.2	 59.1 58.1
SPAN 0	 111072 4) 5943 5904
MAXIMUM 59.40 e9.40
	
59.10 58910 b/.i0 t.n	 1
MINIMU11 59.30 59.20	 59.10 b7.9U b7e6U
f AVERAGE 59.35 59.30	 59.10 58.00 b7.6U
{ ST.DEV. 006 .12	 .00 .Lo 000
SURFACE	 AVG.	 58.70	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 58.6kf
DATE	 111072 r,
4	 SPANS CALCULATED





e 2)	 MAXIMUM	 VALUE.	51060 i.t
















CLOUD COVER	 9. -
78
t	 _






g CR' TOWER-1- 2
SPAN A SPAN B'
517FS 4 2	 4.	 _ 6	 8	 10











TOWER 2 3SPAN C SPAN D





FIGURE 25 .L 	RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF NOVEMBER 10, 1972 WITH A 62,140 cf/s FLOW RATE, 56% AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 90% CLOUD 'COVER,
.	






iTI•tPERAT dg	 4 LA" IN!,S	 A T 3WON' .• S FERRY	 PP f	 LI ^r 	 Ch1551 "tG




jP A'I A	 111572 11 54 5;.7 Sy.. Se.9
5t'n • 1 A	 I1147) 71 54.7 .4	 ;^,.+, 55.L S6.e
SEA. n	 1L1572 3 55.4 56.a
i•^F: A	 111	 77 M) Sh+.' ',+5.3` 56.n
"Sr Ah r	 IIaS72 51 55.1 5y.1 56./
SFA`: A	 II1572 7,f ,, Sb.L 56',7
54 l S6• ^	 r
5	 A,r A
	
I I IK:72 H1 a,4,y y6,
^..
MA A 	 M U I1 4.:R u. S 6 . SC 	y'.. 7fu._ JI> .4J 5 6^9r..	 ...
MI-I10U14 14 4.7. bA..I	 h5.tay. !,4.SU e4.Ov	 s'









2 S1 TL	 4	 b1TF	 6 5110	 U S1 T1'	 IJ
GPA^1 n	 1!11577 1) 56.5 SF .7	 .,6 .6 y7..S 57.1
SI'a 14 a	 111572 2) 56.3 56.3	 46.4 57.1 }7.5
iva^l 'Q	 111577 3) S5.1 51;	 B	 56.4 S7.
MAXIMUM 66.sD SA+70	 S6.6a 67.31 s1	 76
MINIMUM 55.21, S5.8L	 56.4,1 S7.11J
AVERAGE• 56.n3 SA.27	 -56.47- 57.13 S/.-4
	
t





` 5I1E	 2 SITE	 4	 SITF	 6 SIIL	 8 511E	 IL;
Sv+ , I C	 1115.72 II 56.2 57.2	 57.1 56.2 SS.L
S d N: C	 111577. 21 56. ,7.2	 57. I- 56.3 54.9	
µj	 SFj4.1 C_	 111572 1) SA.1 h7.3	 57.2 S6.3 54	 V
',r AN C	 111972 41 55.9 57.1	 57.2 56.3 64./
1 1 AN f	 111107 SI 55.9 57.1	 SI.I Se.0 y4'.e
5.1 6'1 C	 L11S72 61 55.9 57.1
	
1,7.2 4e.2 b14
S1, r, • 1 C	 11'1-572 76 ,56. ;6.8	 57.1' 56. 54,4	 u
5r°:.r1 C,	 111572 81_ S+i.9- S6.8	 1",7.2 56.L
PA`•1 C	 111572 91 s6.




AVERAGE. '55.79	 - 57:•)7	 b7.is 56.,211 54t76
5T. 1)EV. .11 .l8





NOTTOM	 AVG. 5A.lu -
SITE	 2 5 1 T E	 4	 SITE	 6 5117E	 d 511E	 IU
5P AN Q	 111572 11 55.6 55. 5	 54.3- 53.7 54.6
SPAN n	 111572 21 55.5 5S•2	 54.4 53.d 64,5
SP 4N r)	 11;1572 )) 55.5 S5.	 S'l•5 53. 1
5"A4 0	 111472 41 "55.4 S5. 52.b
S^AIj ,p 111572 5) "55.2	 -
S P AN 0	 111572 6) 5542
1
MAXIMUM 55.60' 55.57
	 S4.S; SJ.7U 54.6E
f
j
M 1111 MUM 55.20 5 c
	 0o	 54.3;1 52.81 ,4. ^v
AVFRAGF 55.4G 55.1764.9.1 S].7v 64.`Sa
5T.0EV. .17 .24-.I) .39 •0/
SURFACF
	 AVG.	 g 4.4U
	





	 CALCULATED, - THE
	
11F_",LILTS ARL,
I1	 AV„RAGE	 TCMP.	 S5. 7d ;r
7i	 RA; IMUM	 VkLUL
	
57.77
I	 MINIMUM	 VAC UL	 52.8t1
4 L SURFACL.	 AV 4.	 55. S6 -n,
5), HOTTUM	 AVG.`	 55.96 ;.






CLOOL)	 C I)VFR	 7 .
_ 4 80 -

tT(' ! PL F 1, T ) N F	 O F A , I'IUS	 AT t3P OV. p 'S FERRY	 PO WER LINE CROSSING
`ITF
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE	 '10
SV1.'I A	 1 17172 1I 4A.14 48.6	 47.1 49. 510
iC	 r.'. t	 1 17,72 2) 48. 48.2
	
47. 480 50.
;nr,r A	 12'YT/ 31 47.'r aA	 2	 46.9 47.9 49,a ..
11 / 117,7 4i 47.v 48.2	 46.7 47.9 49.7
r', A	 112972
S1 46.7 47.8 490_6
:'. 117.977 6! 46.7 47.8 49.6
'0- n	 1 1 :9 12
 71 47.7 49.3
SFI'I A	 1l'I972 A) 4706 99.L
NA X I M I I M 48.4G 48.60	 47.11) 48.00 b l'Fou





4A. H5 4798`4 49 7
ST.aFV. .24 .20
SURFACE	 AVG.	 47.92	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 40.62
S I T F
	
2 5 1 T E
	
4	 S1TF	 6 SITF	 8 SIIE
	
IJ
^.Cr I1271: 1) 49.2 49.5	 49.4 5U• 48.8
117977 7.1 4A.7 49.5	 49.3 49.7 41,.v
5--o' P	 112972 31 48.7 49.5	 49.3 49.7





AVEPAGF 48.87 49.50	 -49.33 49.80 4a.(lb
5T.0F,V. .29 00	 906 .17 .01
SURpACE
	 A1,'G.	 49.22	 BOTTOM	 AVG. '49.38
I T E
	 2 517E	 4	 5 1 T E 6 SITE.	 8 SITE
	 10
d1 r	 117777 II 49.4 49.1	 48.4 50.1 49.
r	 Ii7972 71 49.5 49.	
46.1
49.b 48.tt
t" r	 112977 31 49.3 4 	 47.6 49.7 4B.S
"t	 h l . C	 1	 1 1 '+-72 41 49.3 46.8	 47.6' 99'.7 4b.6
Sb AI r	 117'+72 S1 49.2 4A.7	 47.7 49•b 'is .S =
51 A r , C	 111972 61 49.2 48.7	 47.7 49.6 4694
5ri A R ' C	 1 I " 977 71 4A.7 4A.7	 47.4 49.3 1 4004I	
`rAr: C	 1 129 12 RI 48.8 48.7	 47.5 49.4. 40.5
SPAN C	 II'97..` 91 48.7 47.5
MAX
	 ti 1) 49-.50 49.10
	





	 47.74 49.65 43.57:
ST.REV. . 31 .16	 .32 :29 921
SURFACF
	 AVG.	 40 . 56	 BOTTOM' AVG.' 49.20
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE 6 SITE
	
B SITE	 10
SRAM I;	 112`+'72 I	 I 48. 4606	 -97.1 45.7 410y
SPA+' rl
	1 17972 21 46. 1 4606	 47.3 45.7 5Q^ 1 7
51.0++ O	 112972 31 4;8.1 46.7	 47.4 45.3
SNAr , p	 11797-2 41 48.2 46.7	 47.4 45.9
5 	 ph n	 112972 51 48.2
4PA tt n	 11297`2 61 49.4
MAX 111 UM 48.40 46.70
	 47.40 45.90 50.IG
i
i r
M INIMUM 48.CIG 46.60	 47.10 4$.7o 49.9U
= t













	 THE RFSULTS ARE:




31	 MINIMUM	 VALUE	 45.70
4 41	 SURFACE	 AVG.;	 48.35
Si .BOTTOM; AVG.	 48.66







^	 ^,	 ,	 -	 1. ,'.^ "' p'0.4.	 'MKS-w.	 a	 +	 ;:+F. 4 t.ikt.	 r	 U	 .^ .F	 ^	 '.+ r. 9S	 I 	 i^	 A	 ^ i:	 ^^	 ^ '! iC	
^ ' ^	 x
r
a SEWS MWER 1 TVAM 2
k SPAN A._ SPAN B














'POWER 2 SPAN C 3 SPAN D
2;	 4 6 8	 10 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 .som
2
Y-7












TEI'PERATUPE	 REA61 14GS	 AT UROWN-S rf kRY	 P31,ER	 I' E	 Ct r551t.o
I ' SITE.	 2 SITF	 SITF	 6 SITF.	 8 51TE	 !0
f
SPAN A	 !20672	 If 53.3 7	 r,l.b 50.3 SU.^
"'µSPAN A	 12Q672	 2I 53.2 5).6	 51++ SU.2 50.2
SPAN A	 120672	 31 53.3 1 SU.4 SO.
SPAN A	 124/+72	 41 51•? 50.2 b0.
SPAN A	 120672	 5) hl.? SU.2 q9.y
SPAN A	 12C672	 6) 51.2 50.3 4Y.Y
SPAN A	 120672	 71 119.9 49.b
MAXIMU M 53.3u 53.70	 `•+l./.,^ !,!t.4U._ hu.2u
MINIMUM L,3.2C S3+6c	 51:?1, 4y. 9U 4y•Hu i
AVERAGE 53.77 S3.6S	 51.33 5').21 bu*:11L
ST.DEV. .06 .07	 .15
I	 I SURFACE	 ^VG.	 51.56	 Ii0TT0N	 AVG. S1.4 
I -'T




I,	 SPAN P	 120672	 11 50. 49.8	 yi .1 49.y 4y.d
`	 SPA'I ?	 12,0672	 21 49.7 49.5	 r n.2. _	 49.9 49.o
SPAT 8	 120672	 3) 49.3 40.7	 5{:1 49./ f
MAXIIIUM.SO.UU '19.FR	 SO.2U 49.9U. 49•T3^
IN? MUM 49.30 40.70	 50.10 49.70 499613
,VER ACE 49.67 49,.33	 SO. 13 49.93 99.7L,
5T.OEV. .35 .S7	 .[b .I! .14 1
j SURF ACE	 AVG.	 49.48	 NOT TOM	 AV,G: '19.91 .'(
I ' SITE
	
2 S1TE	 4	 51 Tr	 6 511E	 H SITE.
	 lU
SP p ll C	 120672	 l) 48.6 49.9	 5('.7 49. 50.2
SPAN C	 120672	 2) 48.6 50.	 5U.4 49.6
iPwl C	 120672	 3) 49. 50.3	 5(1.6 49.1 SO.1
sl" l l C	 12o672	 4 ) 49.2 50.5	 51'.7 49. 1
Si l "I C	 1 20677	 5) 49. 5!1. 1	 ',(1.6 49. a!	 Ii
I	 SPA "I C	 120672	 6) 49.1 2	 51.6 49.e
S p i l l C	 120672	 71 49.5 50.4	 56.8 4Y.5
SP 11 1 1I C	 120672	 8) 49.2 5n.
MAXIMUM 49.50 5n.50	 50.x11 49.6U SUA7U
141NIMUM 48.60 49.90	 S0.4f1 49. DU SDt20 }
' AVERAGE 49.02- Sn.17	 50.63 -99.2,i 5093/ a	 3
ST'.DEV. .31 .21	 .13 .24 ..2y
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 50,04	 BOTTOM	 AV(j. 49.68
1




9j	 5P A'4 D	 120672	 11 50.1 5(+.7	 SO.2 SU.y 51.1
SPAN D	 1213672	 21 50.2- Sn.	 50.1 51.7
{	 SPA11 n	 120672	 31 50.6 49.7	 51• 51.6
iSPAN D	 120672	 14 50.7
I	 SPA14 )	 120672
	 5) 50.5
SPAN D	 120672	 6) 50.5
MAXIMUM 50.7u 54.70	 51.00 51.7u blt,iu
MI ItIMum 50.10 49.70	 5n. 10 50.90 ,2,1u
I,
AVER p GF > 50.43 5x,.13	 50.43 51.40 b2	 13
!fl






AVG-	 5(1.98	 OOTTOM	 AV(,- bO•AU
DATE	 121x672, rt`.
If 	 SPANS CALCULATEO,	 INF	 RESULTS ARL',
1)	 AVERAGE	 TF M P.	 5').55





4)	 SURFACE	 AVr,,.	 57.51
51	 BOTTOM	 AVf,.	 Fin.55I QUnrtA j4 AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.	 47.
r 61 ND	 01 R ECTIU4	 35.
.11 440 . SPFED-:	 1.2. Z_ x.
CLODU COVER	 9.
y
^!»twi..+i	 .gym,., „...{	 k	 •^_,	 F---,.	 i	 p	










SrMS 4 1 2	 4	 b 8	 10










ZUWM 2 SPAN G
3
SPAN D







FIGURE 28.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF DECEMBER 6, 1972 WITH A 79,282 cf/s FLOW RATE, 47°F AIR TEMPERATURE





I TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN 9 5 FERRY PO W ER LINE CROSSING
l SITE	 2 SITE 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 • SITE	 10
1 SPAN A	 ;21372 11 50.6 52.2	 S1.4 5005 Sa.2
SPAN A	 121372 2) 50.6 51.5	 51.2 SO.1 51 .6
t SPAN A	 121372 3) 50.5 SI.4	 5I• 49.8 5114
SPAN, A	 121372 4) 50.5 51.2	 51• 4909 5101
SPA N A	 121372 S 50.9 49.9 51.1
I SPAN A	 121372 6) SO.B, 49.b 51v
SPAN A	 121372 71 So.7 49716 50•b
SPAN A	 121372 4) 50.7 4917 50.6
I SPAN A	 121372 91 49':05 50.4
j MAXIMUM :$0.60 52.20	 51.40 50050 52020
MINIMUM 50.50 51.20	 50.70 49650 b0s40
AVERAGE 50.55 51.57	 50.96 490!87 bl^l4
'
ST.OEV. :06 .43	 024 .30 T55
SURFACE AVGs 50.46	 BOTTOM AVG. 51938
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN 8	 12137.2 11 50•3 49.5	 49.4 49.9 SooI
SPAN 5	 121372 2) 5043 49•5	 4901 4905 49.9
SPAN B	 121372 3) 50.5 (49.5	 4993 4995 506
SPAN ,s	 121372 k) 50.4 49.5	 49.3 49-45 Wi0 
MAXIMUM 50.50 49.50	 49.40 49090 50110
MINIMUM 50.30 49.50	 49.10 49.50 49090
AVERAGE 50.37 49.50	 49.27 49.60 49997
ST.DEV. 010 .00	 . 13 920 X10
t^ I SURFACE	 AVG.	 49972	 BOTTOM	 AVG- 49.84
I SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 S1TE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN C	 121372 1) SO.3 S0.4	 5o. 50.2
^ SPAN c	 121372 21 50. 50•3	 49.7 50>3 50.2t	 I
SPAN C	 121]72 31 50. 59.3	 49.7 5095 5011-
{ SPAN C	 121372 4) 50• 49.5 5005 5097
SPAN C	 121372 51 49.7 5n.1	 49.4 50+5 50.1
SPAN f,	 121372 6) 44.8 50.1	 49.4 50..5 509 c	 zc
t SPAN 121372 71 49.6 50.2	 49.3 50•2 49.9°i SPAN C	 12137.2 81 49.6 50.3	 49.4 50+2 50•
SPAN C	 121372 91 49.5 iO.2	 49.4 50.
{ SPAN C	 121372 10) 49.5 50.4
#i	 I SPAN C	 121372 111 49.1 ..
^ MAXIMUM 50.30 50040	 50:90 50050 5030
MINIMUM 49.10 50.10	 49.30 50.00 490901
AVERAGE 49.74 Sn.26	 49.53 400-32 50.10
ST.D'EV. .33 .Il	 .22 •19 tl3
f SURFACE	 AVG.	 49.78	 BOTTOM	 AVG* 50.24
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN D	 121372 l) 49.4 50.7	 .51.2 50.2 50.1
i SPA N D	 121372 -21 49.2 50.7	 _51. S0. S0.
f{ SPAN D	 121372 3) 49.2 50.8	 50.8 5001 49.9
j 5 P A N D	 121372 4) 49.1 50.6	 50.8 50.3
1 SPAN D	 121372 5) 49., 50.5	 50.1 50.
{ SPAN 0	 121372 6) 9 ^
SPAN 0	 121,372 7) 49.1
MAXIMUM 49.40 Sn•80	 51.20 5000 50#10
MINIMUM 49.00 S0.50	 50.70 50000 49190`
.
AVERAGE 49.14 50.66	 50.90 50.12 50100it
k ST.t)EV• •1'4 .11	 .20 .13 1!01 SURFACE
	
AVG.	 SO.04	 BOTTOM AVG. 50.32
1 t
DATE	 121372
4 SPANS CALCULATEDo	 THE RESULTS ARE
I)	 'AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 50.18
2)	 MAXIMUM VALUE	 52.20
` 3)	 MINIMUM VALUE	 49000 -
41 'SURFACE AVG.	 SQ.00
51	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 S0.4w
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a	 e,	 ....><x	 :.
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	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE UF' DECEMBER 13, 1972 WITH A 172,404 cf/s FLOW RATE, 49 0F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND '100% CLOUD COVER.
co
G
TE MPERATURE 	 READINGS- AT BRO'• 105 FERRY	 POVrR	 LIME	 CFOS51rly
SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 122172 1-1 47.5 46.4	 47. 46.`7 46.98
SPAY A	 1 22 172 7.) 47.6 46+2	 14 7.! 46.8 47.1 t
511 AV A	 122172. 31 47.6 46.2	 47.2 47. 47.3
SPA 1 : A	 1.22172 4)
SPAN A	 1 22 172 51 47.3 46.6 4?.l
5	 AN A	 1 22 172 61 47.2 46.0 47A3
5aA r ) A	 1 22 172 7) 47. 46.7 47.Y




MINIMUM 47.50 -46.20	 47.III) 46c6U 46.90
4 AVERAGE 47.57 46.27
	
47.13 46.76 47423
' ST.OEV. .06 -12	 .12 .13 .18
SURFACE.	 AVG.	 46.96	 BOTTOM AVG. 46.90
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 5 1 T F	 h SITE
	
8 ti1T$ 'I 
SP4t1 R	 122172 1) 450 4745	 46.7 41.1 47.
5P0N Q	 122172 2) 45.8 47.5	 47.2 46. 47.
',Phil R	 122172 31 45.9 47.5	 47. 46. 47,
MAXIMUM 45.90 47.50	 :	 47.20 46.10 4l900
MINIMUM 45.70 47.50	 46.7G 46.Ou 4/.1)l
AVE R AGE 45.80 47.50	 46.97 46.03 41.OG
5T.OEV. .10 .00	 .25 .06 0L!
SURFACE
	
AV5.-46.68-	 BOTTOM	 AV(,. 46.60
SITE	 2 -	 SITF-4
	 SITE	 6 517E	 8 SIfI-
	
IU
5P1i1 C 1 2217 1) 47. 46.5	 46.4 47,5 47.2
SPAN C	 1 22 172 2) 47.1 46.4	 46.2 47.4 47. +.
SPAN C	 122172 3) 46.9 46.5	 46.1 47.4 41.
r;	 SPAN C	 1,27172 41 '
SPAN C	 1 22 172 ;) 46.3 46.3'	 45*9 47.2 46.6
SPA 1 , C	 127172 61 46.4 46.3	 45.8 47.3 46.0
SPAN C	 127172 7) 46.6 46.6	 -45.9 47 c3 46.9
SFrP C	 122172 N> 46.6
	
.15.8 47.4
11AXIMUM 47.IU 46.60	 46.40 47.5U 47.1u
111NIMUM 46.30 -1A.30'"
	 45,80 47.20 46.50-
AVERAGE 46.71, 46.46	 46.01 47.36 4b.yo
' ST.OEV. .3`1 .13	 .23 .10 .17
SURFACE





6 5111.	 8 SIfI:	 I 
4
SPAN D	 112177 I1 47. 46.4
	
47.4 47.9 41.4 s
SPAIJ 0	 122172 2) 47. 46.2	 47.2 Y7.9 47.5
SPAN D	 1 2217;' 3) 47. 1 46.	 47.3 47.11 !,U.1 4
SPAN 0	 122172. 5) 46.7
MAXIMUM 47.10 96.40
	 47,40 47.9u 5u.2
MINIMUM 46.70
-46.00	 47.20 47.8u 41.4L a-
AVERAGF 46.95 46.20
	 47.30 47.R1 488.11
ryry
ST.DEV. .17 .20
	 .10 .06 I.SY





	 k f VO LTS ANE:





3I	 11 11JIMUM	 VALOL	 4',.70 a
4)	 SURFACE
	 AVG.	 46.9.7
51	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 46.91
i AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.,
	51.









ITEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN I S FERRY	 POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE 4	 SiTE 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10 ^»'•
SPAN A	 122972 1) 48.4 117.3	 47.7 47.3 4f1.8
SPAN A	 122972 21 4894 47.2	 47.4 47.2 41.5; x	 ,
SPAN A	 122972 3) 4002 47.	 47.3 470 4805'
SP A • A	 122972 4) 470
SPAN A	 122972 5) 47.9
SPAN A	 122972 61 47.7 4699 40.2
SPAN A	 122972 7) 47.4 46.7 4609;





MINIMUM 48.20 47.00	 47.30' 46.30 48%50
AVERAGE 48.33 47.17	 47.50 46997 48.78
ST.OEV. .12 .15	 .19 .35 929
SURFACE	 AVG.	 47.56	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 47090
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 122972 1) 48.1 46.6	 47.4 47.8 40.8
SPAN 0	 122972 21 48.- 46.7	 47.4 4792 48t
SPAN R	 122972 3) 47.8 14A.6	 47.4 470 98•
MAXIMUM 4A.10 46.80	 47.40 47080 98980
MINIMUM 47.80 46.60	 47.40 47900 48000
AVERAGE 47.97 46.70	 47.40 47.33 48%27
5T.DEV. .15 .10	 .00 .42 t96
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 47.40	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 47.74
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE 6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
SPAN C	 122972 1) 47.2 4A.4	 47.5 4708 47.1
SPAN C	 122972 21 47.3 48.4	 47.5 4797 4703
SPAN C	 122972 3) 47.3 48.4	 47.6 47.5 47.2
SPAN C	 122972 41
SPAN C	 122972 5) 47.5 47.7	 48.2 47.9 47.6
SPAN C	 122972 61 47.8 47.6	 47.8 4705 4706
SPAN C	 122972 71 47.6 47.5	 47.7 97.4 47.5
SPAN C	 122972 A) 47.4 47.3	 47.7
SPAN C	 122972 9) 47.3
MAXIMUM 47.80 4A.4O
	 48.20 47990 47960 9^
MINIMUM 47.20 47.30
	
47.50 47.40 47420 !
AVERAGE 47.42 47.90	 47.71 47.63 47$42
ST•DEV. .20 .98	 .24 920 X17
SURFACE
	
AVG. 47.44	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 97.64
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN D	 122972 11 47.3 46.9	 46.3 46.7
SPAN 0	 122972 2) 47.4 46 . 5	 46.3 46.6
SPAN 0	 122972 31 47.4 46.3	 46.4 4697
SPAN D	 122972 4)
SPAN D	 122972 5) '47.5
MAXIMUM 47.50 46.90
	 46.40 46970 /00' 0„
MINIMUM 47.30 46.30
	 46.30 46460 000
AVERAGE 47.40` 46.57
	 46.33	 - 46.67 900
ST.DEV. .08 .31
	 .06 606 000 {
SURFACE	 AVG..46.72
	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 46.80
DATE	 122,172
4	 SPANS CALC U LATED9
	
THE RESULTS AREI
I)	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 47.45
2)	 MAXIMUM   VALUE
	
4 9 020
y jORIGII INAL'' PAG19 ^ ]1	 H)NfMUM	 VALUE'	 0 00
I
+
OF PWR 4!	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 47.3!QUAD„{^UEj^(^,^ S	 MOTTOM	 Avr.	 47.58 i.'










TEMPE R ATURE READINGS AT 6ROWN 0 S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
77
l`	 '
SITE	 2_ SITE 4	 SITE 6 SITE B SITE	 (0
SPAN; A	 011073 11 39.5 411.8	 41. 43.1 4694
SPAN^A 011073 2) 39.5 40.6	 410 11391 46.4
SPAN 011073 31 -39.5 4n.14	 41.2 43.1 4603 I
SPAN !_A 011073 41 4101 430 46.SPAN A	 01`1073 S1 4101 42.9 4569
SPAN A	 011073 bl 41.2 43• 45.0
SPAN A011073 71 40.8 42.9 45. 7
SPAN A	 011073 a$ 4209 45+6
{ MAXIMUM 39.50 40.90
	 41.20 43.LU 46040
E	 s
j MINIMUM 39.50. 40.40	 406110 42.90 45.60





	 AVG*	 411.84	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 42.16
SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE
	
6 SITE 9 SITE	 10
SPAN '8	 011073 11 44.7 45.1 44.2 440
SPAN 0	 011073 2) 440 47.7	 45. 44• 44,
SPAN 8	 011073
3)
44.6 47.	 44.9 440 44•
3 MAXIM U M 44.70 47.70
	 45.10 44.20 44.00
MINIMUM 44.60 47.00
	 44990 44.00 44•n0
AVE R AGE 44.67 47.35	 45.00 44.07 44.00
ST.DF.V9 .n6 ,49
	 .In 912 900
SURF'ACF	 AVG.	 44.90	 dnTTOM	 AVG. 44•SU-
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE '6 SITE
	
4 SITE	 10
SPAN -C	 011073 1) 43.6 46.1
	 43.8 4305 43.!
} SPAN C	 011073 21 43.7 46.2	 430 4297 43.-6
' SPAN C	 011073 31_ 43.5 4641
	 43.7 42.6 43.b
SPAF1 C	 011073 41 43.5 46.	 430, 4296 43.4 a--'
^
SPAN C>	 011073 51' -43.5 45.6	 43.6 42.5 4J•l
i SPAN C	 011073 61 43.5 45.6	 43.6 4204 43.3i SPAN C	 011073 71 43.4 45.5	 43.5 42.4 429-d
SPAN C	 011073 81 43.9 4504	 43.6 42.3
SPAN C	 011073 91 43.4 44.8	 43.6 42.4
2 MA%I HUM '43.70 46.20
	 43480 43950 43.70
MINIMUM 43.40 44.AO	 43.5M 42.30 42980
AVERAGE 43.50 45070
	 43.64 42960 4306 ;r
ST. DEV. .10 .45	 •09 •.36 •30
^ SURFACE.	 AVt..	 43.40	 BOTTOM	 XVG• 44.14 ^.
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 6 SITE	 t0
SPAN 0	 011073 11 45. 420	 4181 41.2 3905 -?SPAN n	 1711073 2) 44.7 41.9
	 40.7_ 41.2 39o5
SPAN )?	 011073 31 '44.4 41.9	 40.7 4192
SPAN D	 011073 41 44.4 41.8
	 40.7 41.2
SPAN D	 011073 5) 44. 39.5 =
MAXIMUM 45.00 42.00
	 41.10 41.20 39.50
MI'N1MUM 44.00 41.80
	 39.50 41020 39.50
Ya,.
, f, I
AVERAGE 44.50 41.90	 40954 41'920 39.50
ST.DEV. .37 .08	 061` 000 000











31	 M191MUM	 VALUI	 34.50 x
4'1` SURF A CE	 AVG@	 42.83 J,
S).809TOM
	 AVG.	 43.07













SPAN A SPAN B
.' SITES 4 1 2	 4	 6	 8-	 10
DEPTH 3 3 q
^b	
: N / ^1- ' ^3 ^y ^' ^6
	











	 SPAN C._	 3 SPAN D







y3 va • yl Yo	
,^./
ETEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN'S FERRY	 POWER LINE	 CROSSING
MSITE 2 SITE 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 Q71973 1) 44.8 45.4 44.5 45.8 43.7
SPAN A	 011973 2) 44.7 45. 4494 4508 43+5
SPAN A	 011973 31 44.2 44.7 44.5 4506 43.3
SPAN A	 011973 41 44.4 45.6 43.3
SPAN
J
A-	 19730 1 51 44.4 45.5 43.1 a
5PAN A	 011973 6) 44.5 4564 43.
SP 4:1 A	 011773 71 4503
MAXIMUM 44.80 45.49 44.50 45.90 4300
MINIMUM 44.20 44.70 44.40
	
_ 45.30 43.00
AVERAGE 44.57 45.03 44.45 45.57 43.32 s
STeDEV. .32 .35 as X19 .26
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 44.34 BOTTOM	 AVG. 44.R4
SITE
	
2 SITE''4 SITE 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN R	 011973 1) 45.1 44.7 43.3 4565 44.3
SPAN
 011973 21 45. 44.4 43.1 45.5 44.
SPAN R	 911973 3) 44.8 43.3 45.2 45.2
M AXIMU14 45.10 44.70 43.30 45.50 45.20
i MINIMUM 44080 44.40 43.10 45.20 44.00
! AVERAGE 44.97 44.$5 43.23 45.40 44.50 =
ST.DEV. .15 .21 .12 .l7 .62 G:
SURFACE	 AVG-	 44.58 BOTTOM	 AVG. 44.58
SITE-2 SITE	 14 SITE
	
6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
j	 SPAN C	 011973 1) 44. 4391 '44.6 44.2 44.4
SPAN C	 011973 2) ,43.7 43.1 4492 44.2 4402
'	 SPAN C	 011973 3) -43.5 4301 44. 4397 44+'
4 5 P A N C	 011973 4) 43.5 4394 44. 446 4309'
SPAN C	 011973 51 '43.4 43+3 44. 4397 43.7
SPAN C	 011971 A) 43.3 43.3 43.9 43.7 43.7 r
t	 SPAN C	 011973 71 47.3 43.7 43.9- 43.7 4307 e
SPAN C	 011973 81 41.3- 4398t
' MAXIMUM 44.00 43.70 44.60 44.20 44940`'
111 NI MUM 43.30 43.10 43•Bn 43.70 43.70 i
AVERAGE 43.50 43.29 44605 43989 43.94
j ST.DEVr .24 .22 .25 0-24 928
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 43.64 BOTTOM AVG. 44906
a^
SITF.	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 S1TE	 8 SITE	 10
t
SPAN D	 011973 11 43.3 44• 43.5 4509 4696
SPAN D	 011973 2) 44.3 4396 43.2 4506 4697`
SPAN D :	 011973 3) 4401 43.5 420 45.7 4608
SPAN r)	 011973 41 44.2 Y
SPAN D	 011973 51 44.1
MAXIMUM 44.30 44.00 43.50 45.90 46980
MINIMUM 43.30 43.50 42.90 45.60 46960'`
AVERAGE 44.00 43.70 43.20 45073 46+70
ST9DEV. .40 +26 030 .15 910







4 SPANS CAbCULATED. THE
	
RESULTS AREI
I ► 	 AVCRAGE'TEMP. 44.38






AVG.	 44.29R QVri 5)	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 44+53
AIR	 TEMP AVG.	 49.
WIND DIRECTION 27.:
WIND :SPEED 12.2 r
cL@UD LOVER OOr
94
" e`n	 #i^??eS 	 •^:	 ^`'^	 ^"^ref.x:.
	
rtn.„;;..i+,	 #`,. T ^F ^.SK vt	 .^^'-`Y	 k^:^	 ' i
	
!,-m.^;'{.	 9E„»+L.. s	 Y 5r	 . g^,
iM{.Lil	 _ r	 m.. M	 ER	 ANN...	 -	 -
SPAN A SPAN B










--TOWER 2 SPAN C ,
POWERLIl
3	 SPAN D










RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JANUARY 19, 1973 WITH A 54,016 cf/s FLOW RATE, 49^F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND NO CLOUD COVER.'
t
?LL
TFx, P ERATURE READINGS, AT GROWN I S FERRY	 POO.ZR	 LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE 4	 SITE 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10 ,.
SPAN A	 012473 11 44.5 44.9	 43.6 4506 44•'1
$P ♦ -1 A	 012473 71 44.4 44.8	 43.14 4501 4406 A.
51 , AN A	 012473 31 4SO4 4497 	 43.5 4501 4b.
S P AN A	 012473 41 44.1	 43.7 45.2 4b,1
SPAN A	 012,173 51 43.5 456 4406 -z
51)A') A	 012473 61 43.6 450 4409
SPA 1 I A	 012473 71 43.6 4409 44.8 e
SPAN A	 O12473 -	 AI' 45.
MAx114UM 45.40 44.90	 43.70 95060 4b. 10
MINIMUM 44.47 44.10
	
43.40 44.90 _`4400 R
AVERAGE 44.77 44.62-	 47.56 45.11 44987
' ST.DEV. .55 .36	 •10- .22 914
SURFACE	 AVG-	 44.56	 BOTTOM AVG. 44066
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6' SITE	 8 51 Tr.	 II] 4
St x .1N; 14	 01	 47j 11 44.5 - 45.1'	 41; - 43•8 44.:,
s	 ; Sf, 1,112473 2) "'44..5 44.8	 4593 440 44.b
5eA x 1 012473 3) 44.5 44.7'	 4504 1440 :








SURFACE	 AVC. 44.64	 BOTTOM AVG. 44.62 :.	
.Y
511E	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE B 511E	 IQ
51'tx C"	 012473 11 44.7 45.7	 45.2 44.1 44.E 1
St•.• C	 012473 2) 44.7 45.4	 45.2 44..1 44.8
;r	 i r,	 012"l73 3) 44.% 45.4	 45.2 49+1 4601
1 : r	 012x173 4) 44.9 45.5	 45.2 4402 45.4
;rJ:N C	 017473 SI 44.d 45.4	 45•i 1449 J 45•.3
012473 61 44.8 LISt4	 45.1 44.1 4S.4




SPa y r	 011473 8) 44.7 45.7	 45.2 44.1
MAXI14UM 44. 90 45.50	 45.20 44.20 95 40 n
MINIMLIM 44.6J 45.30
	 45.10 44010 44950
AVERAGE 44.74 45034-	 45.16 44.11 46114
ST.DEV. 09 .06-	 005 .o 4 v36 y
SURFACE	 AVG-	 44.94	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 44.76
1






SPAN 0	 017473 II 44.4 44.2	 44.9 43-8 45.1
SPAN n	 01'7.473 2) 44.3 44.5'	 4.4.7 4398 46.[ 1
SPAN D	 012473` 3) 44.3 44.6	 44.8 43.9
S P AN n	 012479 4 ► 44.4 44.9 y
k SPAN D	 012473- -6) 4-4.4

















I I	 AVERAGE'TEMP.- 	 44.h7




4)	 SURFACE "AVG.	 44.70 j
51	 W TOM 'AVGO	 44.63
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.	 41.
niNn DIRECTION 27•







#	 t:t+'^rL+'1,-	 .	 .-	 ..	 -.. ♦ 	 x.s s .nom,,..R _,^	 e...-e.. :-eh,5r{	 f ...mcmn 1	 ,	
'A{ si .c.^"^	 W .,ts av,_,	 i ..'. ..c-F' 
	 ir^>r_ .
	 9.	 -^: T.^	 ^	 ^	 ^ 
NOM
SHOE TOWER 1 TOWER 2
SPAN A__ SPAN B














TOWER 2 SPAN C
POWEFU IlIE
3 SPAN D





FIGURE 34,	 RIVER THERMAL. PROFILE OF JANUARY 24, 1973 WITH A 85,934 cf/s FLOW RATE, 41°F AIR'' TEMPERATURE
AND NO CLOUD COVER:




	 4	 SITE	 6 5ITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A-	 013173 1) 42.4 42.9	 45. 45.7 46.2
SPAN A-	 013173 2) 42. 42.9	 44.7 4506 46.2
i	 SPAN A	 013173 3) 429 42.9	 4496 45.4 41.3
SP ► N A	 013173 4) 4466 45.5 46.9
SPAN A	 013173 51 44 r4 45.4 46.1
1 SPA '4 A	 013173 6)
SPAN A	 013173 7) 43.6 44.6 45.7
MAXIMUM '42.40 42.90	 45.00 45.70 46440
MINIMUM 42.90 42.90	 43.40 44.60 J5970
AVERAGE 42.13 42.90	 44.48 45.36 46117
ST.DEV. .23 .00	 .48 .40 ^j4
la SURFACE	 AVG.	 43.76	 BOTTOM	 AVG.-44.44
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 0 SITE	 10
SPAN 8	 013173 I1 44. 43.2	 43.4 43.5 _44.6
SPAN 8	 013173 21 43.8 43.4	 43.3 43.6 44.6
-	 -'SPAN ,8 013173
_.	 3) 43 .*8 43. .1	 93.3 43.2 44.6
SPANF F9	 013173 4) 43.6 43. ^
MAXIMUM 44.OU 43.40	 43.40 43.60 44460
MINIMUM 43.80 43•f10	 43.30 43i2U 444`60
M AVERAGE 43.85 43.17
	
43.33 43.43 44160 >'





} 5 1 T E	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 5 1 T E
	
8 5  1 E 10
SPAN C	 013173 11 43.5 43.7	 45.8 43.8 43.7
Y	 SPAN C	 013173 2) 43. 43.7
	 45.6 43.7 43.4
5P A'4 C	 0131'73 3> '13. 43 . 6	 45.5 44. 43.!
5PA14 C	 013173 4) 43.2` 43.9	 45.5
_44.3 41.3
k	 SPAm C'	 013173 5) 43. 43.6	 45.S 93.9 43.
SPAN C	 013173 b)
SPANJi C	 013173 7) 42.6 43.2 43.6 420'
SPAN C	 013173 R) 42.7 43. 43.7
MAXIMUM 43.SO 43.90"	 "15.80 44.30 4300
4 MINIMUM 42.6C 43.00







	 BOTTOM	 AVG* 44.10_
t{
'.SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6' SITE B SITE	 10
r	 SPAN 0	 013173 11 44.3 44,8	 43.8 4302 ]9.7
t	
SPAN n	 013173 2) 44.2 44.6
	 43.6 42.7 39.4 j
SPAN 0	 013173 31 44.2 44.6	 43.6	 1 42.7
} SPAN p	 013173 41 44.3





	 43.67 42.87 39455
ST.OEV. .06 •12











F j <^ SURFACE
















° 	 SURFACE A'VG.	 43.41 a^.+















a_:_. F	 c-...rte .	 «:a....... '
S e..•uL '
, . _..::	 --	 +... •.:,_, t	 ^	 .:._.	 . _	 : a....^7- l 'x	 ...,-..	 #	 71	 ae	 _T 4	 dl!	 Y
SHORE TOWER 1 TOWER 2
..SPA A. SPAN B







FRCM NORTH 500 1000
SHORE
POWERLM POWERIJNE
TOWER 2 SPAN C 3 SPAN D
2 4	 6	 8	 10 2	 4 6	 8 10 SOUTH
X12-
'Vi








AND 10% CLOUD COVER.







4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	 10
SP4N A 021673 11 39, 40.	 4(1.6 4U.7 40.4
SPAN -A 021673 21 39.3 4O.	 _411.7 4u.6 40.6
SPAN A 021673 31 39.7 411.	 41'.7 4U.6 4U.a
SPAN A 021673 41 39,.5 40.7 40.6 40.d
SPAFI A 021673 5) 411.6 4U.5 40.1
SPAN A 021673 6) 4dl.6 4U.:, 40.1 !
SPAT` A 021673 71 4L.3 40.4 40.6
SPAN A- 021673 P) 4U.4 40.1
MAXI MUM_39.7U 411.(111	 4n.71) 40.7U 4y.Hu
MINIMUM 39.00 4-1.00	 40.30 4U.4u 4u	 4U-
A `VE R AGE 39.37 40.10	 40.60 40.54 4U9eo
ST.DEV. .W .00=	 .I4 .IL .13
SORFACF
	
AVG.	 40	 IS	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 40-.14
SITE	 2 SITF	 4	 SITE	 6 SIZE	 B SIIE	 10
.SPA?'. P. 021673 1) 42..2 . -	 43...	 42.9. 43. 41.
SP/.N ,Fl C21673 21 42.3 , q3.	 47.9 43. 41.
SPAT! N C7Ih73 31 4 2.4 43_.	 93. 43. 42.
MAXIMUM 42.40 4	 rc	 43. U1, - 43.nQ 4 e 00
MINIMUM 42.20 41.rc,,	 12.91, 4 3 . M u 4,e	 Oy
AVERAGE '42.3U 41.(f(	 42.93 43.nu 41.00
ST. DE V. -	 .1G {•	 .06 .nu
SURF ACF	 AVG.	 4 7.6Fi	 uOTTOM	 AVG. 42.61




4	 S 1 7 F
	
6 SITF	 )) ,TIE_	 1Li
SPAT'C C21 h73` T1 44.6 41.3	 142 Y1.6
SPAN C 021673 2) 44.6 41,f,
	
42. 4%.0
iP p N r 021673 3) 44.5 41.ti	 42. 4L.t
5 p tN C 071673 4) 44.5 42. 42.5
SPArI C 021673 S) 44.4 41.M	 47.I 4c.
SP 	 ti C C 2 1 A 7 3 6) 44.,3 41.7	 42.1 41./
SPe.N C 021673 71 43.'7 41.7;	 41.9 41.0
Sf'AIl C 021673 8) 43.8 41.7	 4I.4
SPAN C 0216',73 9! 43.6
f
MAXIMUM 44.66 4I. R.	 9Y. IL' .IIU 429..1
" MIN.IMUM 43.60 41.3(`	 41 a9E .'{u 4I .7v
AVERAGE 44.24 4I .6C	 42+C'U .!)V 4;2.1
ST.nEVi .313 .I1	 .08 .(1{) .41
a SURF ACF
	 AVG.	 4?.25 	 wITTOM	 AVG. 42.l.E
SITE  SITF	 4	 SITE	 h - SIIE	 8 !,lfL	 I 
5PAN T 02IA73 I! 41.6 41.P	 yL.8 4L..[ 39.Y
SPArI f) 021673 2! 41.6 4).h'	 41.6 4G.1 39.1
SP AM D 021673 3 F 41 .6 41 . h	 41 .3 'It,.,1
` SPArI -D 021673 4) 41 .6_ 41 .6 4L,.
'	 a SPAN :D 021673 51 41.5
i
MAXIMUM 41..60. 9I.6L.	 111.kt` 4rI.2U }.y.9U 5
a
f
_M 1111M'UM 41.5{r 41.611	 41.Tr• 4 it. lU
_
34-.70 -
AVE R AGE 41.56 41.60	 41.97 40.15 3'1.66
I
5T.DEV. .04 .00	 ;ZS .06 X14 J
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 40.84	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 41.02
^ (Y 4ATE	 021673

































TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN I S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE • SITE	 10
SPAN A 030173 11 415.5 4667	 4645 4502 4So2
SPAN A 030173 21 45.5 4607	 4605 45.2 4401
SPAN A 030173 3) 4505 4615 4593 4501
SPAN A 030173 41 4702 4504 4$.1
SPAN A 036173 5) i
SPAN A 030173 61 9609 4567 4L02
SPAN A 030173 7) 46.7 45.4 41100
MAXIMUM 45.50 46670	 47.20 45670 45#20
MINIMUM 45.50 46.70	 46+50 445620 44130
AVERAGE 45.50 46070	 46072 45937 45708
ST.DEVO 000 600	 .29 -019 015
-` SURFACE	 AVG *	45.82	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 45082
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE 6 SITE B SITE -10
SPAN 8 030173 1) 46.3 45.3	 45.9 45.2 4409
SPAN 8 030173 2) 46.4 45.2	 45.4 45.1 450 ?
MAXIMUM 46.40 45030	 45.40 45920 45000
MINIMUM 46630 45020	 45040 45020 44790
AVERAGE 46.35 45925	 45.41) 45020 44795
S'T.OEV. .07 .07	 .00 000 701
SURFACE	 AVG9	 45044	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 45.42
i
SITE 2 SITE 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SlrE	 10
SPAN C 030173 11 45.4 44.5	 46. 45. 45.3
SPAN C 030173 2) 45.4 44.5	 45.9 44.9 4G.2
SPAN C 030173 3) 45.S 44.6	 45.9 4409 456b
SPAN C 030173 4) 45.5 44.6	 45.9 450 4909'
SPAN C 030173 S) 45.4 44.6	 45.7 4408 4499
SPAN C 030173 6) 45.5 44.5	 45.7 440d 44.7
SPAN C 030173 7) 45.5 44.5	 45.5 44.d 440b d
SPAN C 030173 91 45.4 44.6	 45.4
SPAN C 030173 9) 45.4
MAXIMUM 45.50 44.60	 46.00 45000 4by50
MINIMUM 45.40 44.50	 45.40 44.80 44050
AVERAGE 45.44 14 44 	 45.75 44089 4b ► 00
ST.DEV. .05 -.OS	 _	 •21 .09 035
SURFACE AVG.	 44.94	 BOTTOM AVG• 45.24
SITE	 2 SITE '4,	 SITE	 6 51TE	 8 51rel 0
SPAN 0 030173 1) 44.9 44.9	 46.7 4665' 48.6
SPAN D 030173 2) 450 44.8	 46.3 46.6 46.6
SPAN-D 030173 3) 45. 49.8	 4602 4607
SPAN D 030173 9) 45.1
SPAN D 030173 5) 44.9
MAXIMUM 45.10 44.90	 46.30 46e70 46.60
MINIMUM 44.90- 44.80	 46.20` 464SU 48 ► 60
AVERAGE 44.98 44.8.3	 _	 46.27, 46060 48960









I 4 SPANS CALCULATEnz	 THE RESULTS ARE:
11	 AVERAGE	 TEMP *	45067
2)	 MAXIMUM VALUE	 48060






AIR TEMP	 AVG6	 510'




ftx!k§9. SiuMHiiG% hcdN+	 _, xliti	 ,t	 1.'s:H..	 f;	 .taY,.t	 i	 !.: a	 •#	 aC	 —.	 .t	 7 	 r	 Y	 :`	 4p	 .:..t	 1.»::	 Z	 4M^	 .,	 ^:
Nam
SSE TOWER. 1- . _ TOWER, 2
SPAN A	 __ " SPAN B
3I 4	
1 2 4	 6	 8	 10
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RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF MARCH 1, 1973 WITH A 49,944`cf/s FLOW RATE, 51°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 80% CLOUD COVER.
ow
TE •
' P F*1ATURE `+	 ADINGS AT BRO'+9N # S	 FERRY	 POWER	 LINE	 CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 a SITE	 10
-	 SP AN A 031973 11 55.4 54.2	 S3.1 53.7 5348 w
SPaN A -030973 21 55.7 54.1	 53+3 53.6 59.9
SPAN A 030973 3) 55.5 54.1	 S3.2 53.5 54. w'
SPAN A 0 3097 3 41
SPAN A 030973 51 53.5 53.7 63.7
SPA)1 A 030973 6) 53.5 53.7 53.5
SPAN A 030973 71 53.4 53.7 53.4
SPAN A 030973 81 53.9 53.5
11AXIMOM 55.7U 54.20	 53.50 53.80 54#00
MINIMUM 55.46 54.10	 53.10 53.SU S3tYO 4	
uAVERAGE 55.53 54.13	 53.32 53.66 63#69 ±
ST.DEV. .15 .06	 .17 •lt #23
SURFACE	 AVG.	 5 4 .06	 _OOTTOM	 AVG. 54.04
51TE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITC	 10
SPAN R 030973 1) '55.2 5S.1 	 56.7- 56.7 `39.8
SPAN R 030973 2) 55.1 55.	 56.8 56.6 56.6,
SPAN R 030973 3) 55.1 55.2	 56.8 56.6
MAXIMUM 55.20 55.20	 56.eJ 56.70 65#80
M 1141 MUM 55.10 55.00	 56.7 3- 66.60 55780
AVERAGE 55.13 55.10	 56.77 - 56.63 550,80
ST.DEV. .;16 .10	 .06 .06 t0 
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 55.90	 BOTTOM	 AVG., 55.90
SITE	 2 SITE	 '4'	 SITE	 5 SITE	 8 517E :10
SPAN, C 030973 L) S5.6 S4.4	 54.6, S5.2 59.1 -i
SPAN C 030973 21 55.6 54.8	 54.8 55.2 544..	 ._
SPAN C 030973 3) 55. 7 54.9	 55. 55.1 544.1
SPAW C 030973 41
SP-A 11 C 038973 51 56.1 56.1	 55.6 56.9 SS.1
SPAN C 037973 61 56.1 56.1	 55.6 56.S 60.3
SPAt1 C 030973 7) 55.8 55.8	 SFi•7 S6c1 58.1 •`
SPAN C 030973 8) 55.7 55.9	 55.7 56:x5
SPAN C 030973 9) 56.5
MAXIMUM 56.50 56.10	 5S.7q 56.90 55430'
MINIMUM SS.6J 54.80	 54.60 55.10 $4100
AVERAGE 55.99 5'x.49
	
55.29 55.93 64.62 3
ST.OEV. .32 .62'	 .47 .75 961
SURFACF
	 AVG.	 SS.94	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 54.88
SITE
	 2 51TE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 9 SITF
	 10
SPAN n 030973_ 11 5S.4 56.1	 57.1 56.9 56.9
`	 SPAN.. D C30973 2) 55:3 56.1	 57.2 56.8 57.1 _a
SPAN, D 030973 3) 55.4 S6.2	 57.3 57.1
SPAN 0 030913 4)
SPAN n 030973 S) 56.1
SPA14 n 030973 6') 56.1
MAXIMUM 56.IU 56.20






	 57.IC 56.80 56t90
AVE R AGE55.66 56.13	 57.20 56.90 57900
a
ST.DFV. .40 .Ob	 .10 •17 #14







5PAN5	 CALCULAT-ED•	 THE RESULTS ARE:
1)	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 55.49
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FIGURE 38.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF MARCH 9, 1973 WITH A 38 ,634 cf/s FLOW RATE, 66% AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 77 %
 
















1i SPAN A	 032873 1) 5568 5505	 550 5493 54.2 •"
SPAN A 	 032873 21 55.6 55.6	 55•
SPAN A	 032073 3) 55.6 55.4	 S5• 54. 3, 51407
5PAM A	 032073 41 55.7
' SPAM A	 C32A73 5) 55. 54. SN•d
SPAN A	 032873 61 55. 54• 54.3
SPAN A	 <132873 7) 550 $40 54.
SPAN A	 032073' Al 55.3' S^•tl 54.1
MAXIMUM SSaA0 55.60	 55.3[ 54. 3U b4	 70 f
MINIMUM 55.60 55.4Q	 55.00 53*80 54#10
` AVERAGE -55.67 55.50	 55.04 5400,9 54a9U-
_
ST.DEV• 010 .10<	 .11 0I9 X26




	 4	 5 1 T F	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN A	 032873- I1 $5.5 54.3	 54.7 54.7 SO08
SPA N P	 - 032A73 2) 55.3 54.3	 5445 54.1 b".9
SPAN
i
n	 032873' 3) S5.4 54.3	 54.2 590 550 r.
MAXIMUM 55#50 54.30-	 54670 54.7U Sbr0l1 ~
MINIMUM 55.30 54.30	 54.20 64#80
AVERAGE 55.40 54.30	 54.47 5407U 44#90'
ST.DEV. .10 .OG	 .25 .00 r10 y
SURFACF,	 AVG-S4.77	 BnTTOM-AVG.'54.80:
SITE.	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE. 	 6 SITE -6 SITE
	 10
SPAN C	 032073 II SS. 51.9	 54.0 55.4 56#! Y
SPAN C	 :032873 2) 55.4 53.9	 54.6 5505 55.4-
SPAN C	 032073' 3) - 55.4 53.9	 _	 54.9 55.6 55.4
SPAN C	 032873 4)
SPAN' C	 032873' 5) 56. 54.4	 55.2 55.7 55.4
SPAN C	 032873 61 55.7 54.3	 55.1 55.7 S5.S
SPAN C	 032873 71 55.4 54.2:	 54.9 55.5 bSO4
SPAN C	 032873 81 55.4 54.1`	 S4.9 5505
SPAN C	 032873 9) 55.2 54.7
SPAN C	 C37873 101 $5.1




"AVERAGE 55.40 54.17	 54.93 55.54 4br40
ST.f)EV. .30 .79	 .16 011 006
SURF'ACF
	
AVG.	 55.12	 BOTTOM	 AVb. 54.90 d
SITE.	 2 5 1 T E	 4	 5 1 T E	 b 51TE	 8 51TE
	
I 
i	 SPAN n	 032873` 1i 54.7 55.5`	 5 5. 9 5',S . S b6. {
SPAN 0	 C32A73 21 54.7 FS.6-	 56. 56.6 56.1' 1
SPAN 0	 032073 3) 54.7 55.6	 55.9 56  b6.b
SPAN D	 032873 41
SPAN 0	 032873 5) b5al
SPAN
L





MAXIMUM 55.14 5S.60	 56.04 S6.bU b6r5U




ST.DEV. .18 .06;	 .06 046 r76
SURFACE	 AVG.	 55.80	 H(iTTOM	 AVG. 55•72
DATE	 032073
{ 4	 SPANS	 CALCULA1En,
	 THE	 RESULTS ARE:*
I)	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.:	 55.15
2)	 MAXIMUM VALUE -	 56.60





41	 BOTTOM 'AVG,.	 55.1,1 x
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.	 59.




.[ .Mn._..s	 # p'x.iivr's-... r^.: e.+= aT.ram t:—.:..-..aa-:
	 .•'tn. K.- 	 i.s	 .;.._...♦ 	 )a...-r1Y'^'. 	 :	 y^.a.. 	 E.:?uur.	 #. .:r-	 -	 —^'.
i
SEIItE TOWER-17 	 TOWER-2 -------	
_
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r
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ZnGTIIZ 2 SPAN C
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$	 FIGURE 39.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF MARCH 28, 1973 WITH A 113,214 cf/s FLOW RATE, 59°F AIR TEMPERATURE









READIN4S AT BROWN 0 5 FERRY P06ER LINE CROSSING
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4 SITE 6 SITE S SITE	 10
SPAN A C40673 II 55.3 S60 55.5' 55.1 56.E
SPAN 040673 21 55.2 S6.2 5S.4 54.9 56.3
SPA^^ 04067] 31 55.3 S6.2 55.4 S4.9 56.4
SPAN A 040673 41 S5.4 54.8 56.5
SPAN A 040673 5) 55.4 54.7 56.5
SPAN A 040673 61 55.6 54.0 56.6
SPAN A C41673 71 55.7 5406 56.9
SPAN A 040673 81 S4.9 57.2
MAXIMUM 55.30 Sh.20 SS070 55010 S7f20
MINIMUM 55920 56.00 55.40 59060 56Y30 i
AVERAGE 55.27 56.13 55.49 54.94 $6059
ST.DEV. .06 .12 .12 015 f31
SURFACE, AVG. 55886 BOTTOM AVG. 55.64 ;`1
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE 6 SITE	 10
SPAN R 040673 1) 56.9'; 57.4 57.1 579 57.1
? SPAN A 040673 2) 56.8 57.3 56.9 57.2 57.2
SPAN A 040673 3) 57. "57.3 57.2 5701 57.4 1
MAXIMUM 57.00 57.47 57.70 57.20 67 .&10
MINIMUM 56.BU 57.30 66.9u 57000 b7 I.
AVERAGE 56.90 57.33 57.07 57.10 57023 F
ST.OEV. .10 .(16 .15 .1J .15
SURFACE	 AVG-	 57.26 BOTTOM AVG. 57.10
SITE	 2 SITE _4 SITE	 6 b17E 8 SITE	 10
SPAN C 040673 1) 56.6 56.8- S6.3 S6s7 56.`
SPAN C 040673 2) 56.7 56.8 56.3 56.7 56.1
SPAN C '040673 ]) 56.6 56.8 56.4 56.7 5642
SPAN C 040673 41 56.8 56.8 56.4 56.7 66.2
SPAN C 040673 5.1 56.8 56.7 56.3 56.7 -56.2-
SPAN C 040673 61 56.8 56+8 56.4 5697 5692
SPAN C 040673 7) 56.6 57.1 S6.4 5697 5601
` SPAN C 040673 8) -56.6 57.5- 56.5 5701 5693
SPAN C 04067.3 91 570
MAXIMUM 57.00 57.SO 56.501 57.10 66930 ,
MINIMUM 54.60 56.70_` S6. 3U 56.70 S6r01)
AVERAGE 56974 5h.91 56.37 56.75 56016
ST.OEV'. .13 .7,6 07 .I4 009
SURFACE	 AV(,-	 Sh.BR 80TTOM	 AVG. 56.48
SITE 2 SITE 4 SITE	 6- SITE '8 SITE	 10
SPAN O 040673 11 56.2 56.6 57. 5692 57.1`
SPAN D 040673- 2) 56. 4 56.4 57. 56.4 57.3
SPAN 0 040673 31 56.6 56.3' -57.1 56.4
SPokN 0 040673 4) 56.5 56.4 $791 56.5
MAXIMUM 56.60 56.60 57.10 56950 57930
MINIMUM 56.29 56.30 57.00 56.2U	 - !a7.IU x
AVE RAGE 56..42 56.42 57.05 56.37 Slt2U-
cF	 -
^ a
` ST.DEY. .17 .13 .Ob . Ira r i 4
-
t SURFACF AVG.	 56.76 BOTTOM	 AVG. 56.62 .,	 T.
p	 _ DATE 0466.73 ;k-x
4	 SPANS
	 CALCULATEO, THE	 RESULTS ARE:




'- 3)	 M1141MUM' VALUE--	 54060 .r
41	 SURFACE AVG.	 56.67i
ORIGINAL^Y I  PAGE] 5)	 BOTTOM AVG,.	 56.46
1
j	 a







F WIND SPEED ..405
CLOUD COVER 79








SHME Zum 1 ZnWER _2 ___
SPAN A SPAN B
STL`ES
	 4 6 2	 4	 6 ; _ 8	 _ _10








SCAN C 3	 SPAN D










RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF APRIL 6, 1973 WITH A 59,702 cf/s FLOW RATE, 509F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 70% 'CLOUD 'COVER: 1
i
1	 r
TEMPERATU.NE READINGS AT SRO'NN • S FERRY	 POWER LINE	 CROSSING
SITE
	
2 SITE 4	 SITE 6 SITE 6 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 041373 it 54. 54.2 	 55.4 5405 51.9
SPAN A	 041373 21I	 SPAN A	 041373 11 56.5 55.4	 56.6 5546 'l$	 5 i
SPAN: A	 041373 4)' 56. 55.1_	 S5.6 ssol 54.5
SPAN A,	 041373 51 55.3 54.9 54.3
SPAN A	 041373 6) 5502 5489 5402
SPAN A	 041373 71 55.1 5498 54161
SPAN A	 041373 9) 54.9 54.6 5401 R
MAXIM IfM 56•SO 55.40	 56.60 55.60 SS ► S0:
`r MINIMUM S4 .00 54.20	 54.94-1 _54.50 53.90
AVERAGE 55.5J 54.90	 55.44 54.93 54937 Y




AVG.	 54.94	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 54.4(
p - SI.IF,
	
2	 : S1TE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 511E
	
- 10	 - °r
SPAN P	 -04137.1 1) 54.5 54.7	 54.8 55. 55.
SPAN R	 041373 21
SPAN R	 041373 3) 55.9 S5.9 55.9 r"
SPAN A	 041373: 4) 5y •8
MAXIMUM 55.90 54.70	 54.au 55490 66990 a
M1N1MUM 54.SO 54.70	 54.80 54.80 559UU
i AVERAGE 55.20 $4.70	 54.8J` 55.23 55945 t






SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE
	
I0 j
5f°At li C	 x4137'3 11 54.7 55.	 54.2 54.1 54.4
SPAN C	 :041373 21
SP $kN C	 041373 3) 55.8 56.4	 55.3 56.3 55.2
SPIN C	 04137)_ 4) Sq.9 55.4	 5'1.7 Ss.6 S4.8: e
SPAN C	 041373 5) 54.5 13 S.1	 54.4 55+2 54.6
SPAN C	 041373 6) 54.5 5S.1	 54.4 55.2 S4.b
SPAN C	 041373 7) 54.4 54.9	 54.3 54.9 511.3
SPAN C	 041373 8) 54.5 54.9	 54.4 54.8 544.6
SPAN C	 041373 9) Sy.4 54.5
MAXIMUM SS.AO 56.40	 55.30 56.70 55920
MINIMUM 54.43 54.90
	 54.20 54.10 54 p30
AVERAGE 54.71 .55.26	 54`.59 55.16 54 ► 63
ST.DEV. - 9 47 .53	 .34 •69 t30
SURFACE
	 AVG- :64•O+4	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 54-48
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE ,8 SITE
	
10
SPAN 0	 041373 1) 53.9 55.2	 53.9 54.5 54. j
SPAN D	 041373 2)
SPAN 0	 041373 3) 55.9 56.2	 5S.2 55.2 55.
SPAN D	 041373': 41 55.1 55.6	 54.6 55.1 All
SPAN D	 041373 5) 54.8
SPAN
I




t MAXIMUM 55.90 56.20'	 55.20 55.20 55900
MINIMUM 53.90 55.20
	 53.90 54.50 541100
AVERAGE 54.90 85.67
	
54.57 54.93 54050 4
ST.OEV. .72 •50-,	 .65 •38 171
SURFACE AVG.	 55.02
	 BOTTOM AVG. 54.30
DATE
	 041d%3
4 SPANS CALCULATED. THE RESULTS ARE!
.,k
I)	 AVERAGE'TEMP.	 54.9-7





41	 SURFACE AVG.	 54.95
51	 BOTTOM	 AVG *	54.49 -.-.
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FIGURE 41.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF APRIL 13, 1973 WITH A 55,490 cf/s FLOW RATE, 490F AIR TEMPERATURE,





TEMPERA T UbC READINGS	 AT BROhN I S FERRY	 PO W ER LINE	 CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE
	
4 SITE 6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
a
SPAN A	 C4'1873 II SR.2 SR-7 58 . 8 57.1
;j SPAN A	 041873 21 58.2 58.7 S8.7 57.8 58.9
i SPt':,A 1.141A73 31 58.2 SR.7 SP•b 57.6 56.9
5P r.1 A	 _041873 41 58.2 5R .S 58.5 57.6 5899
j SPra A	 041873 6)
SriN .+	 C416.73 61 59.- 57.6 59:2
SPA I i A	 C41873 71 58.9 S7.4 59.
SPfN A	 041873 HI 5868 57.9 59.
k SPAN A	 ,^41973 91 57.3
MAXIMUM -58.2L bA.76 59.00 57.80 59020
MIN1mum 511.26 5A. 40 58.50 57.30 58*80'
AVERAGE 58.20 59.65 58.76 5'1.55 88096
ST. p EV. co. .1'0 .17 917 •13
SURFACF	 AVG.	 5A.36 BOTTOM	 AVG_. 58.44
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE B 51TE
	
10
SPAK E	 041873 1) 58.5 SA.5 S7.9 Se. S8.1
SPA P f R	 041873 2) 58.5 5(+yS 57.9 58. Sao 
I SPAN R	 041873- 31 S8.5 SA.S S7.9 S749 58.2
	
j
SPA*! R	 041873 41 58.5 58.5 SB• 57.7
i MAXIMUM 58.50 5A.50 58.00 58000 58t20
MINIMUM SA.50 5P.50 57.90 57.70 58/10
AVERAGE S8.50 5A.50 57.92 57.90 58413	 1
ST.DEV. .00 no .05 .14 X00
SURFACE
	




SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE
	 10
SPAN'-C 041873 11 67.1 SA.S 58.1 58.5 58.2
I SPAN C'	 0418.73 2) 57.I S8.5 5802 58+4 58.3
I SPAN C	 041873 3) 57.1 S8.7 58.3 58.4 5W.4
1 SPAN C	 041673 4) 57.1 5A.6 58.3 58.5 58.4	 ,
SPAM C	 041873 57
i SPAN. C	 041873 61 57.5 59.2 58.7 59.6 58.3
j SPAN C	 041973 7) 57.1 59. SA.4 5904 58.
S+ AN C	 041873 81 57. 59. 58.3 59. 57.8	 9
SPAN C	 041873 9) 57. 5A.9 Sao 1 5809
( MAXIMUM 57.56 59.70 58.7.0 59.60 58t40
- MINIMUM 57.00 58.50 58.Ib 58040 57$80I
I AVERAGE 57.12 5A.R0 58.30 59.84 58.20
5T.DEV. .16 .26 .19 .47
.22	 1
SURFACF	 AVG.	 58.14 BOTTOM	 AVG. 58.08
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN D	 041873 11 57.3 SA.3 59.5 59.4 60.2
SPAN D	 041873 2) 57.3 58.2 58.4 5904 60.2
SPAN D	 041873 3) 57.4 58.1 5804 59.5 60.3
SPAN D	 041873 4) 57.4 58. 58.3 59.3 6094
li
MAXIMUM 57.40 58.30 58.50 59950 60940
`	 1
MINIMUM 57.30 58.00- 58.30 69930' 6OP20	 A
-AVERAGE` 57.35 58.15 58.40 59040 60227	 :.	 t
ST.DEV. .06 .1J .08 .08 .IO




i SPANS4CALCULATED. UTHE RES LTS ARE! TM	 .,
I1	 AVERAGE TEMP.	 58.40








S1	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 58.36












SPAN A SPAN B
SIZES 4
	
6	 1 8 1Q 1 2 4	 6 8 10
1
1	 ^.
TE M PERA I UHE	 REAOILI(,S	 Al BROi11 9 5 FERRY	 POWpR LINE CROSSING
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE B SITE	 10
SPAN A	 042573 1) 63.6 62.2	 62.9 62. 63.
SPAN A	 042573 2) 63.6 62.4	 62.9 620 63.1
r
';PAN A	 042573 3) 63.7 62.5	 63. 62.3 63.1
p 5P; • 1 A	 042573 4) 63.7 62.6	 63. 62.2 63.1
SPAN A	 042573 5) 62.9 62.1 639
SPAN A	 042573 bl 63., 62.2 63.
SPA 1 1 A	 042573 71 63. 62.1 63.
SPAN A	 042573 ral 63.2 62.4 637?2
SPAN A	 042573 91 63.1 64.b
MAXIMUM 63.76 62,60	 63.20 63.10> 64960
MINIMUM 63.60 62.20	 62.90 62900 63000
AVERAGE 63.65 62.42	 62.99 62.27 63o2b
5T.bEV. .06 .17	 .10 •34 •SB
i
SURFACE	 AVG.	 63.48	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 62.74'
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 6 SITE	 10
SP • 1 P	 047573 1) 62.9 63.3	 63.5 63.1 62.9
f SPA -1 R	 042573 71 62.8 63.3	 63.6 63.2 65.





P	 042573 4) 63. fi3.S	 A4.2 6346 63.6
MAXIMUM 63.20 63.50	 64.20 63.150 63060
MINIMUM 62.80 63.30	 63.50 63.10 62990





	 AVG.	 63.62	 t3 
OT
	 AVG. 63.14





SPAN C	 042573, Il 63.4'	 63.3 62.1 6496
SPAN C 042573 2) 63.7 63.4	 63.4 62• 6=.7
1 SPAN r	 042573 3) 63.6 63.5	 63.4 62.1 63.
d	 SPAN C	 642573 4) 63.9 63.6	 63.4 620 634
SPAN C	 042573 5) 63.8 63.5	 63.4 62. 63•
f	 SPAN C	 042573 6) 63.; 63.6	 63.4 62.1 6.3.2
'	 SPAN C	 042573 71 63.5, 63.6	 63.3 62.1 63.2
j	 SPAN C	 047573 B). 63..4 63..6	 63..2.. 6.2.3 63.3
SPAN C	 042573 -	 9) 63.6: 63.7	 63.2 _63.1 •	 ;
SPAN C	 042573 10) 63.7
MAXIMUM 63.90 63.80	 63.40 63910 63330
MINIMUM 63.40 63.40	 63.20 62.00 62*60
AVERAGE 63.68 63.57	 63.33 62.20 63100
ST.DEV. .16 .13	 .09 .3b 424
SURFACE	 AVG.	 63.4U	 BOTTOM	 AVG• 62.95
SITE
	 2r SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 B	 -
)
SITE	 10
SPA a1 n	 04;?573` 11 63.2 63.!	 62.5 62.8 63.7	 ...
S p A li n'	 042573 2) 63.3 63.1	 62.5 62.7 63.5
S P AN 'r)	 042673 31 63.3 63.0	 62.6 62.6- 63.5









SP.N D	 042573 6) 63.4
5PAN t)	 042573 7) 63.2
MAXIMUM 63.50 63.50	 62.60 63.20 65930
MINIMUM 63.20 63.10
	 62.50 62060 63150
A V E R AGE 63.33 63,.18	 62.54 62.88 64,;00
ST.DEV., .11 .18	 .05 026- 687
SURFACE AVG.	 63.$6
	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 63-06
DATE	 042573
` 4 SPANS CALCULATE4,
	 THE RESULTS ARE/
1)	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 63.15




4)	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 63.51











- CLOUD COVER	 90;
.^-- ---- .------..„,
i
TEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWNS FERRY	 POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 6 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 050473 11
1
SPAN A	 050473- 21 63.7	 640 63.6 63.3
SPAN A	 050473 31
SPAN A	 OSO1473 41 63.9	 64.4 6366 63.1
SPAN A,	 050473 51
SP ► t1 A	 050473 61 6308 '6307 63.9
SPAN A	 050473 7) 63.6 6303 630b
SPAN A	 050473 R) 63.6 63.3 bZ•9
SPAN A	 05(3473 91 6303
MAXIMUM .00 63.90	 64.40 63.70 63931)
MINIMUM 000 ` 6300	 63.60 63.30 62980
AVERAGE •00 63.80	 63.88 63.47 63900
1 ST.OEV4 .00 .14	 .33 619 420
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 63.42	 BOTTOM	 AVG.
SITE
	





SPAN R	 050473 1) 659
SPAN R-	 050473 2) 64.1	 63.2 6505 6105
SPAN 4	 05,3473 3) 65.5 66.2 63.3
SPA • 1 A	 05_'3473 4) 64.1	 63.4 64.7 fl•2
MAXIMUM 65.50 64-.10	 63.40 65450 63#50
MINIMUM 65.00 64.10	 63.20 64x70 63920
1 AVERAGE 65.25 64.10	 63.30 65.13 63133
ST.DEV. •35 000	 014 040 #!5
I
i
SURFACE	 AVG.	 64.18	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 65000





SPAN C	 050473 11
It
	 SPAN f	 050473 2) 63.8	 65.7 69.5 6308-
9	 SPAN C	 050473 3) 64.6 63.3	 64.7 63.4 6301
SPAN C	 050473 4) 6403 63.3	 64.5- 63.3 6301
SPAN C	 050473 5) 64.1 63.3	 64.2
SPAN C	 050473 6) 63.9 63.3	 64.3 63.6 63.5
{	 SPAN C	 050473 7) 63.8 62.8	 64.2 63.4 630
SPAN C	 057473 8) 63.7 63.1	 64. 63.1 6304
	 j
SPAN C	 050473 9) 63.6 63.1	 63.9 6299_ r
! MAXIMUM 64.6U 63.80	 65.71 64.50 63.80
MINIMUM 63.60 62030
	 63.90 62.90 63110
l AVERAGE 64.00 63,25	 64.44 63.46 63140
ST.OEV. .36 .28	 .57 051 f24
SURFACE	 AVG.	 63.38	 BOTTOM	 AVG.
i SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITF	 6 SITE	 8 S1TE	 10
SPAN U	 050473 11




SPAN 0	 050473 3) 64.2 63.3	 64.V 63.2 66.	 {
SPAN 1)	 C50473 4) 6395 63.1	 -64.5 63.3
SPAN O	 050479 5) 65-. 65.1	 65.2 64.5
SPAN
,'




SPAN D	 050473 71 :` 63.8
MAXIMUM 65.00 65.30
	 65.20 64.50 65000
	 -
MINIMUM 63.50 63.10
	 64.50 63920 65400
AVE R AGE 64.08 63.77	 64.87 63060 65t00-	 -

















S1	 DOTTOM	 AVG.	 65.00
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG,	 58•















SPAN A SPAN B
STNS
	













ZC74JIIt 2 SPAN C
PO^tLII^
3 SPAN D
2	 4 6 8 10	 2 4	 6	 8 10	 SOUTH







'	 FIGURE 44.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF MAY 4, 1973 WITH A 76,252 cffs FLOW RATE, 58°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND NO CLOUD COVER.
v:,
TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWNIS FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2: SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
i	 SPAN A	 051173 1) 66.5 6597 6546 660$ 66.6,
SPAN A	 051173 21
SPAN A	 OSI173 3 ►
SPAN A	 051173 41 61.2 67.5	 - 66. 6667 66.
SPAN A	 GSI173 5) 6500 6606 66.
SPAN A	 051173 61
SPAN- -A	 051173 7) 65e7 66.2 6608
SPAN A	 051173 el 66.2 6606 65.0
SPAN A	 OS1173 91 _. 67.7
x
MAXIMUM 69.20 67.50 66.20 66.70 67970
MINIMUM 66.50 65.70 65060 66.20 65160
AVERAGE 67985 66.60 65.36 66.52 66.15
ST.DEV. 1.91 1.27 924 .19 177
SURFACE #VG.'67.44 BOTTOM	 AVG. 65.98
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 Br SITE
	
10
SPA N' 8	 OSI173 1) 65.5 66.8 66.1 6693 67.4`
SPAN B	 051173 2)
SPAN P	 051173 31:
SPAN B	 OSI173 41 6'804 69.4 68 6606 70.
MAXIMUM 68.40 69.40 68000 66060 70900
MINIMUM 65.50 66.80 66.10 6600 67940
AVERAGE 66.95 6A.10 67.05 66.45 68170





64.48 BOTTOM	 AVG. 66.42- i
SITE
	




_	 1) 66.9 65.1 6601 65.3 66.9'
SPAN C	 051173 21
SPAN C	 051173 31
SPAN C	 051173 4) 67.2 66. 66'.4 6595 66.4,_	 z
SPAN C	 051173 51 67.3 66. 6696 6596' 6602
SPAN -C	 051173 6) 67.4 -66. 66.6 6589"' 6601
SPAN C	 051'173 71 67.3 6S.8 66.6 66.2 6491
	
g
SPAN C	 051173 8) 67.6 65.9 66.7 66.9 66;11'	 1
SPAN C	 051173 9) 68.4 69.6 67.1 68.2
. MAXIMUM 68.40 69.60 67.10 68920 66180
MINIMUM -66.90 65.10 66.10 65930 65y9C
	
-
AVERAGE 67.44 66.34 66.59 66.23	 :
1
66926	 _v
STOOE.V. .47 1.47 .30 1.02 I3l
SURFACE' AVG.	 68.02 BOTTOM AVG, 65.A6 d
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4 SITE -6 SITE	 8 SITE
	 10
SPAN 0	 05117.1 11 66.1 _66.-2 66.7' 66.6 66.8
SPAN D	 051173 2)
SPAN 0	 051173 3)
SPAN D	 051173 4) 66.7 66.3 67.9 66.7 6901
SPAN 0	 051173 51 66.6 66.6 68.1 67.4
9
MAXIMUM 66.70 66.60 69.10 67940 69010
MINIMUM 66.10 66120 66.70 66.60 65880	 J
AVERAGE 66.47 66.37 67.57 66990 67145
ST.DEV. .32 .21 .76 .49 2133







4 SPANS CALCULATEDr THE RESULTS ARE:




31	 M INIMUM VALUE	 6S.10
_ 41	 SURFACE AVG.	 67.87
31	 BOTTOM AVG. 66.13
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TOWER 1	 gnWIIt 2
SPAN ,A SPAN B








TOWER 2 SPAN C Z
POWEUME
3 SPAN D










RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF MAY 11, 1973 WITH A 75,008 cf/s FLOW RATE, 72°F AIR TEMPERATURE




re	 t _.. __ ..	 _
T E M PERATURE READINGS AT BROWN t S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
" SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE 6 SITE 8 SITE
	
l0
SPAN A	 051873 11 63.6 62.2	 66.3 65.1 62.6
SPAN A	 OSI873 21
SPAN A	 051873 3) 64.1 6,4.5	 67.3 66.3 6$03
SPAN A	 05)673 4) 6461 6464	 67.2 6691 6591
SPAN A	 051873 S) 670 6509 690N
SPAN A	 051871 6) 679 6509 640
'	 SPAN A	 -081973 7) 6608 6597 64.6
SPAN A	 051673 91 6607 6S.7 64.5
SPAN A	 051873 9) 6596 64.5
MAXIMUM 64.10 64.50
	 67.30 66,30 65.30
MINIMUM 63.60 62920	 66.30 65910 62#60
' AVERAGE 63.93 63.70 `	 66.90 65979 64.5`l
-I ST.DEV. .29 1.30	 .34 .36 .82
E ; SURFACE
	
AVG-	 65.06	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 63.96
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN 8	 051873 11 62.1 65.	 62.3 63.9 66,9
S P AN F	 OS1873 24
SPAN 8	 051873 3) 66.8 65.7	 64.7 6404 6744
SPAN P	 051873 4) 66.4 65.7	 64.4 649 17.1
MAXIMUM 66.60 65.70
	 64.70 64.40 67740
MINIMUM 62.10 65.00	 62.30 63090 66990
AVERAGE 65.10 65.47	 63.AO 64.10 67917
ST-.DEV. 2.61 .40	 1.,31 .26 •26
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 65.54	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 64.04
SITE
	




SPAN C	 051873 1) 63.9 63.4	 64.2 630 64.2
SPAN C	 051873 2!'
SPAN C	 051873 3!' 65.4 64.3
	 65.4 64.1 65.
SPAN C	 051873 4) 65.4 64.1	 65.3 63.8 6409
SPAN f, 	 051873 S) 65.2 63.9	 65.1 63.7 64.7
SPAN C	 051873 61 65.2 63.7	 65.1 63.6 64.7
SPAN C	 051973 7) 65.1 63.5	 64.9 63.5 64.5
-	 SPAN C	 051873 8) 65.1 63.5	 64.9- 63.b 64.b
-SPAN C-	 Ob1873 9) 64.8 A1.3	 64.8 63.5
SPAN C	 051873 10) 64.8
MAXIMUM 65.40 64.30	 65.40 64.10 65000
MINIMUM 63.90 63.30	 64.26 63.01) 64120
	 {
AVE R AGE 64.99 -63.71	 64.9'6 63.Sy 64964
5T.DEV• .46 .36	 .37 .31 ► 2 	 a
SURFACE	 AV `G.	 64.18	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 63.74







SPAN D	 051873 1) 63.5 66.1	 64.7 63. 66.
SPAN 0	 _	 051873 2) 66.2	 65.4 63.1
'	 SPAN 0	 051873 3) 64.3 66.3	 65.9 63.5 66.5
SPAN 0	 051873 4!' 64. 66.1	 65.8 63.0
SPAN 'D	 051873 51 63.7 65.6	 65.6 63.2
a
SPAN D	 051873 6) 63.7 F°
' MAXIMUM 64.30 66.30
	 65.90 63950 66950
MINIMUM 63.50 65.60	 64.70 63.00 6bj00-





	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 64o46
v
DATE	 (151873 Y	 3
4 SPANS
	 CALCULATEOp











' 4)	 SURFACE AVG#	 64092
S),	 5OTTOM- AVG.	 64.05





120 CLOUD COVER	 49
^ '^ri#iY^C4^
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FIGURE 46.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF MAY 18, 1973 WITH A 50,038 cf/s FLOW RATE, 590F AIR TEMPERATURE









_.._, ._s.__.	 _.	 _...	 __. _.	 .. -	 ^^
rTEIIPERATUKE	 REACINGS	 AT BROWN I S FERRY	 POAtER	 LIME	 CROSSINy
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A 06C573 l) 68.8 70.3	 67.6 69.4 68.7
SPAN A 1160573 21
SPAN A 060573 3 ► 70.5 77.2	 69.2 71.7 7062
'	 SPA" A ('60573 4) 70.4 72.1	 69.1 71.6 70.1
SPAN A ('60573 5) 68.9 71.4 70.0
SPAN A 060573 61 68.8 71.0 70.
SPA` A 060573 71 6R.6_ 71. 69.8
SPAN A 06OS73 Al 68#7 71. 69.9
5PAr1i A 060573 "1
70,.8 69.9
MA!IMLIM 70.50 72.20	 -	 69.20 71.70 1UE2U
EIINIMI)M 68.80 7O.30	 67.60 69.40 6800
AVERAGE 69'.90 71.53	 68.70 70*99 69.02




AVG.	 70.30	 DOTTOM	 AVG. 60.96
1
' SITF	 2 SITF	 4	 SITE	 h SITE	 8 51TE	 10
SPAN 0 r60573 11 68.6 69.2	 68.4 68.5 70.3
SPP W P 060573 2)
SPAN<N 06CS73 3) 68.7 69.4	 70.7 69.0 72 .t a
SPAN FA 06CS73 4) 68.7 69.4	 70.5 69.7 72•L
MAXIMUM 68.701 64.40	 70.70 69.RU 7292U
MINIMUM 68.60 69.20	 6A.4Q 60.50 7Uf3U
AVFRAGE 68:67 69.33	 69. R7 69.33 11.57
5T.DEV. .06 .I2	 1.27 .72 1 





? SITE	 4	 SITE	 k SITE	 8 SIIE	 10
SPAN 06OS73
1)
68.4 h9.-	 71. 69.2 614.9
SPAN r 060573
y
SPAN C 060573 3) 70.4 7f.-	 77.3 76.b IU..L
SP g. r nhOS73 41 70.3 69.9	 72.1 7G.d 7G.I g
SPAT. C .060573 5) 70.2 71.7 70.7 7U.
SPAN C ChC573 6) 70.2 69.3 70.7 10.
SP At! r 060573 7) 70• 69.2	 71.3 70.5 69.d )
C	
SPAN C 060573 RI 70• A9.2	 71.3 7U.6 69.1
SPAN c 060573 9) 69.9 6".1	 '71.2 7U.4 a
MAXIMUM 70.40 7n.00	 72.30 70.8U 10.2L- i
MINIMUM 68.40 69.00	 71.00 69.2U 60.90
AVERAGE 69.92 69.39	 71.56 70.45 69.P1
ST.DEV. .64 .40	 .49 .53 .44
ir





7 SITE 	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITL
	 10
p	 SPAN D 060573 11 72.3 68.8	 70.6 71.5 71.1
5PA q 0 060573 2)
' 1;('414 0 060573 31 73. 69.3	 72. 73.5 12.1 1
SPAr. D 06057`3 4 ) 72.8 69.3	 72. 73.4 72.
SPAr1 0 060573 5) 72.6 69.	 71.8 73.2






j	SPAN 0 060573 7) 72.5
` AIAAIMOM 73.OU 69.30	 72.00 73.50 72.10
( M1141'1101 72. 3U 60.80	 70.60 71.50 71.10
AVE R AGF 12.65 69.10	 71.60 7299U 11 .7j
ST.OEV. .24 .24	 .67 •94 655 j
o
SURFACE	 AVG.	 71.70	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 70.86
C DATE	 _06(1573
4 SPANS	 CALCULATED,	 THE	 RESULTS AftEt
gg I)	 AVERAGE	 T 	 "70.,44
' 2)	 MAXIMUM	 V At 11 L	 13.50




5 ► 	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 69. S3




t CLOUD	 COVrP	 8._
_I„ - -
,tv .
TEMPERATURE READ`:NGS	 AT BROWN'S FERRY PO4ER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE
	 4	 SITE ` 6 SITE	 a SIT ► '10
SPAN ',A
	
061573 11 7106 75.	 71.5 7403 74.
SPAN A	 061573- 21
SPAN A	 061573 3) 72.9 76.6	 71.8 74+5 7Y•3 1
SPAN A	 061573- 41 7209 76.5	 71.7 7464 74.5
SPAN A	 061573 51 71.7 7404 7Ms1
SPAN A	 061573 61 71.8 74.4 741.3
SPAN A	 061573 71 71.5 74.4 74.2
SPAN A	 061573 A_1 71.6 74 r4 74.2




MINIMUM 71.60 75.00	 71.50 74.30 14.00
AVERAGE 72.47 76.03	 71.66- 74.39 74922 a
ST•DEV. .75 .90
	 -13 006 010
SURFACE	 AVG.	 73.92	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 73.28
51TE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 B SITE ,10
SPAN 8	 061573 11 70. 72.3	 72.8 75.7 71 .8
SPAN M	 061573` 21
SPAN 5	 061573 3f 7`5.9	 74.4 77o 7248
SPAN 8	 061573 MI 72.8 75.6	 74.5 770 A3.
MAXIMUM 72980 75.90-
	 74.50 77.00 73tOO
MINIMUM 70.00 72.30	 72.90 75.70 7`1.A0 "-
AVE R AGE 71 .40 74.60	 73.90 76957 72T53




AVG. -74.58	 BOTTOM -,AVG• 72.52
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 	 B SITE
	
10
SPAN C	 061573- 11 73.2 72.5'	 73.6 72.5 13.14
SPAN C	 061573 21 72.9 7309
SPAN C	 06I573 :	 3) 7598 73.	 73. 73.6 33.9
SPAN C	 06IG73 4) 75.7 73.rR	 73. 73•'4' 73.9
SPAN C	 061575 5) 75.6 73.7	 73. 73.2 7399
SPAN C	 061573 6) 75.$ 73.6'	 73.1 7392 7308-
SPAN C	 061573 7) 75.1 73.5	 72.9 73.1 73.8
SPAN C	 061573 8) 75• 73.6	 -	 72.8 73.2 73.s'
SPAN C`	 061573 9) 74.8 73.6	 72,9 73.4
MAXIMUM 75.80 73.80
	 73.60 73050 13.90
MINIMUM 73.20 72.50'	 72.93 72•SU 73f4U
AVERAGE 75.09 73.41
	 73.0.2 73.19 73P80 v
ST'.OEV. .84 .44	 .23 .31 911
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 73.70_'	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 73.04
-'i





SPAN D	 061573 11 74.2 71.9'	 73.4 72.6 73.5
SPAN 0	 061573` 21 71.6	 72.
SPAN D	 061573 3) 75.2 71.2	 72.1 73.3 12.9
SPA14 D	 _	 06IS73 41 75. 71.6	 72.1` 73.1 1
SPAN n	 061573 5) 74.9 71.6`	 72.3 73.5
SPAN 0	 061573 "6) 7499
SPAN 0	 061573`. 77 74.9
MAXIMUM 75.20 71.90	 73,40 73.50 73930
MiNIMUM 74.20 71.7.0.	 72.00 72.50 7290 _-
AVERAGE 74.95 71.58	 72.39 73.10 7i	 U
ST.OEV. .34 .25	 .58 .43 028 1
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 73.04	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 73.06
GATE	 n61573 r„ ^













5)	 BOTTUM	 AVG.	 72.97
Al p	TEMP	 AVG'.	 -78.
'01'10









NOM P/Wqii[a^ . ^^
SPAN A +_. SPAN B
SITES 4 10 2	 14	 6 8











TU7WM 2 SPAN C'
POWERLINE
3 SPAN D












FIGURE 48.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JUNE 15, 1973 WITH A 53,652 cf/s FLOW RATE, 780F
1
AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 80% CLOUD COVER.
NN'
TE" ? ERATuRE	 READINGS	 AT BROW4 1 5 FERRY	 POOER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE
	
4 517E	 6 SITE H SITE
	
10
SPAN A'	 (32774 11 SU.7 52.9 51.6 53.5 5Z.5
SFAN A	 032774 21 SI. 4 52.9 51+3 5394 52.1
S$' A	 032774 11 51. 4 52.9 51.1 53r4 520
5P en t	 037714 9) 5l. 53.3 .9
5; AN A	 011774 51
1	 St	 a!l ,.	 011774 b) 51.5 53.b 5208
A	 032774 71 51.1 53.6 52.3
5F AN A	 r, 37174 R) 51.1 53.5 52.4
f MAX114UM X1.4^ 52.90 51.611 53.80 51980
it I IJ MUM '7).70 52.90 51.0( b3.3U 51990
AVERAGE 51.17 57.90 51.74 53.50 52.29
ST.nF:V. .4Cr no .23 .16 931
SURFA(F	 AVG-	 57.26 BOTTOM	 AVG. 62.24
5 1 T E
	
2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
{ 5FAt: n	 F3?774 1) SD. 51.2 52. 51.3 51.7
I	 1,114,1 n	 1'17774 2) 50. 5_I. SI.8 51.4 51.8
51,4:1 11	 (1'12774 3) 1,0. sl. 51.7 51.3 Sl.7
1-1AAIMU11 1,0 9u 51.20 52-CO 51.40- 51.80
ItINI;iUl+ 50.01 51.00 51.7x, 51.30 61170
AVE R AGF 50.04 51.n7 51.63 ;1.33 5173
tiT.OFV. .9e .12 .15 .06 906
SUr+ACF	 AVr,.	 ,1.14 BOTTOM	 AVG. 51.24








4+*r r. r	 01	 11 774 I) 5U. 51. SA•2	 - 5417 51.7
r 0 12771 2) ,49.9 r,l•1 54.9 51.3 51.7
SFAI; E	 r,3: 774 31 5U. 51.2 54.7 51.2 51-.6
tiNr.tr r	 1 .11174 t4 SU. 41.3 54.6 S1.1 1,1 .6
,POs. C	 032774 51
r	 n32174 At Frl.1 ri1.3. 54.7 51.2 S1.I
S1'L4 C	 r'32774 71 b:).9 c3. 54.3 S0.9 53.1	 _	 a
4F.+L C	 P3 7 77 1 ( 31 b0.9 57.9 54.2 50.9 52.3
SPAt r	 ('32774 9) 5(1.2 52.6 1,3.7 50.7 52.1
S P AT. C	 C'3277It 10) 1,2.4 50.8
'4 AXIMV I ' SI.IC 5).;10 56.26 SI.70 53.20
M I I, ,I M(JM 49.90 b1.no 63.70 50.70 51960
AV['RAGF 50.37 57.M9 -54.65 -51.09 S2. 17	
-	 1
ST.nEV. .S .93 .72 .31 ♦66 	 j
SURFACF
	
AVG.	 51.86 BOTTOM	 AVG. 52.11
i







SF AI. I%	 (7-3?774 11 49.4 52.6 53.6 51.9 53.1
SPAt+ n	 032774 7) 49.9 52.:4: 53.4 51.Y 52.7-
SPAM (,1	 032774 3) 5U. 52.4 53.5 St .8
y.._
52.1;
SPAN D	 037174 4) 50• 52. 53.5- S1.8 b2.4
MAXIMUM SC".nG S2.60 53.6u S1.9U 53110:..
141NIHUI1 49.9C S2. •00 53.4( 51.90 52.40
aa
AVE R AGE 49:95 b2.35 53.5C SI.;BS 51.71	 "'
ST.OEV. .^6 .25 .Dfl .06 .29
5 UR FA.rF
	 A V G.	 51.94 b::TTOM AVG. 52.22
DATE 0327'14
4	 SPANS CALCULATED. Th;F	 RESULTS ARE:




i! ` MINIMUM VALUE'	 49.90 4;





AVG.	 571'E V1IND	 DIRECTION 16•QUALM N'INO
	 SPEED 8.5 x	 ,
CLOUD COVFR 10.
i 126
a4	 Y	 # x
NORM — vPOWER LINE POWiYW^
SHORE TOWER
SPAN A - --	 SPAN B
SITES 4 6 8 10 4	 6	 8 10
DEPIll
,37 6








dOL- SPAN C Z 3	 SPAN D
2	 4 6 8'	 10 2 	 4	 6	 8	 10 SOUTH








RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF MARCH 27, 1974 WITH A 90506 cf/s FLOW RATE, 57 0F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 100% CLOUD COVER.	 BF REACTOR #1 OPERATING AT 415 MW.
Nv
TEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWN I S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A 040374 1) 58.9 59.5	 59.9 58.9 60.
SPAN 'A 040374 2) 58.9 59.5	 59.8 599 60.
SPAN A 040374 3) 58.7 59.5	 59.R 59.1 60.1
SPAN A 040374 41 58.8 59.7	 59.7 59.1 60.1
SPAN A 040374 5)
SPAN A 040374 6) 60.7 60.1 61.1
SPAN A 040174 7i AO.4 59.8 61.
SPAN A 040374 8) 60.4 59.9 61.




AVERAGE 58.92 59.55	 60.10 59.41 60.47
ST.DEV. .10 .10	 .39 .50 .53
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 59.96	 BnTTOM AVG- 59.44
d
SITE	 2 SITE 4	 SITE 6 SITE	 a SITE	 10
SPAM A 040374 11 57.5 59.6_	 57.7 58.5 59.1
SPAN n n4R374 2) 57.6 59.7	 57.8 58.5 59.1
SPAN A 047374 31 87.7 59.9	 57.7 58.6 59.1
MAXIMUM 57.70 59.90	 57.PV 58.60= 59. J_0	 7
MINIMUM 57.50 59.60	 -57.7n 58.50 59.10	 i
AVERAGF 57.AO 59.73	 57.73 58.53 59.13
i ST.DEV. .10 15	 .06 .46 .06
SURFACE	 AVG.,SR.62	 BOTTOM	 AVG. SR.48 i
SITE
	





SPAN C 040374 1) 57.5 5R.6	 57.5 56.4: 56.9
SPAN C n40374 2) 57.5 59.6	 57.5 56.4 57.
SPAN r 040374 1) 57.5 58.6	 57.5 56,5 57.
5P1N C 04-0374 _	 4) 57.5 5A•5	 57.6 56.6 57.
SPAN C n4n374 51
SPAN C )40374 6) 59.1 59.2	 59.9 58.6 58.9
SPAN C 040174 71 59.1 59.	 59.5 58.5 58.2
SP At) C [140374 R1 59. SR.9	 59.4 58.5 58.1
SPAN r 040374 9) 59. 59.I
MAXIMUM 69.10 59.20	 69.90 58.60 58.40
MINIMUM 57,511 SA.SO	 57.5n 56.40 56.90
AVERAGE 58.27 58.77	 58.50 57.36 57.51
5T.0EV. .A3 .26	 1.07. 1.10 .68
SURFACE	 AVG.	 48.72	 BOTTOM AVG. 57.38
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN n 040374 I) S7.5 58.8	 58.3 59.4 61.4
SPAtl n 041374 21 57.5 SR..9	 58.3 59.5 61.3
SPAN n 04(1374- 31 57.6 58.9	 58.4 59.5 61.5
SPA-1 n 040374_ 4) 57.7 SR.9	 58.3 59.4
MAXIMUM 57.70 58.90	 58.40 59650 61.S0
MINIMUM 57.50 58.80	 58.30 59.90 61.30
AVERAGE 57.57 58.R7	 56.32 54.95 61.40
't ST.DEV. .IU .75,	 .OS .06 .l0
j SURFACE AVG-	 69. 16	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 59.,08
DATE	 040374
4 SPANS CALCULATED, 	 THE RESULTS ARE:
11	 A V ERAGE	 TE M P.	 58.86
2)	 MAl1MUM`VALUE	 _	 61.50 3





	 A V G . 	58.59
AIR
	 T EMP	 AVG.	 72.





SHOM Tam l IVA R 2
SPAN 'A ,.^ _	 SPAN B
SITES	 2	 4	 6 10 2	 4	 6 8	 10
DEPIH







ZnIEtZ 2	 SPAN C 3 SPAN D






FIGURE 50.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF APRIL 3, 1974 WITH A 77,904 cf/s FLOW RATE 72°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 80% CLOUD ` COVER.	 REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 719 MW AT 11 A.M. 	 TORNADOES IN THE EVENING CAUSED
PLANT SHUT-DOWN.
N












4	 51YE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
S P A T , 4 041074 1) 57.1 54.	 56.4 55. 56.
S p lrl A 041074 2) 56.9 54.	 56.4 55. 56.
SP 4N A 041n74 3) 57. 54.	 y6.4 55. 55.9
SP AM A 041074 4) 56.9 54.	 56.4 S469 56.
SPAN A 041074 51
SPAN A 041074 61 S7.1 55.6 56.4
SPAN A 041074 7) 57.8 55.2 56.2
SPAN A 041074 BI 57.9 55.1 56.2




MINIMUM 56.90 54.00	 56.4n 54.90 55490












6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN H 041074 I1 56.6 58.1	 56.9 56.,5 b6.V
5P AN R 041074- 2) 56.6 57.9	 56.8 S64 57.
'	 SPAN R n41079 3) 56.7 57.9	 96.R 56.5 57.
SPAN R- 041074 41 S6.6 S7.R	 56.8 56.4
MAXIMUM 56.70 58.10	 56.90 56050 57A00
MIf11MUM 56.60 57.AO	 56. An 56,.40 56.90
AVF.RAGF 56.62 57.92	 S6.R? 56-.45 _	 56997
ST.OEV. .05 .13	 .05 .n6 .06
SURFACE	 AVG.	 86 .9 2	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 57.00
'
5 1 T E
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE
	 8 5ITE	 to
SPANrC 041074 11 S7.7 SS.d	 58. 60. 56.1
SPAN C 041074 2,) 57.6 -45.9	 58. 56.6 56.1
SPAN C 041074 3) 57.5 S6.	 58. 56.2 56.2
SPAN C 041074 4) 57.4 56.1	 58.1 SB.2 56.1
SPAN f 041074 S)
SPAN C 041074 6) 57.6 58.5	 58.5 58.2 59.9
SPAN f 041074 7) S7.4 9R.3	 Sn.1 57.8 58.8
SPAN C 041074 R) 57.4 58.3	 $R. 57.6 5897
SPAN C 041074 9) 57.4 58.3	 -
SPAN C 041074 10) 57.4 58.1
MAXIMUM 57.70 50.50	 58.50 60.00 58.90
MINIMUM 57.40 55.80	 58.00 56.20 56110
A VE R AGE 57.49 57.26	 se. In 58.09 57.27	 }
ST.OEV. .12 1.25	 •18 1.14 1.43
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 57.96	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 57.52
1
SITF	 2 SITE	 4	 SITF.	 6 SITE	 B 511E	 10
,NAM n 041!179 1) 59.4 56.S	 56.3 56.7 54.8
SPAN n 041074 2) 58.4 56.5	 56.3 56.8 54.7
SPAN n n41074 1) 58.3 56.5	 56. 56.8 54.8
SPAN D 041074 4) S9.3 56.5	 55.9 56.8
3
MAXIMUM 58.40 56.50
	 56.3n 56.80 54.80
MI111MUM 50.30 56.50
	 5S.9n 56.70 64.70
AVE R AGE 58.35 56.50
	 56.12 56.77 54.77
5T.DCV. .06 000	 .21 .05 .06
SURFACE
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FIGURE 51.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF APRIL 10, 1974 WITH A 88,906 FLOW RATE, 530F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 50% CLOUD COVER.	 NO POWER PRODUCTION, POWER LINES DOWN FROM TORNADOES OF PREVIOUS WEEK.
w
x
TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN'S FERRY POWER LINE	 CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10	 .,
SPAN A	 041774 11 57.4 56.9 570 600 b[i.7
S P AN A	 041774 2) 57.3 57. 57.8 609 56.7	 -
SPAN A	 041774 3) 57.8 S7.2 58. 60. 58.8
SPAN A	 041774 41 57. 9 57"j 58.2 6U. S8.7
SPAN A	 041774 51
SPAN A	 C41774 6) 60.2 60.
SPAN A	 041774 71 60.1 5916
SPAN A	 041774 81 60.2 5V.5
MAXIMUM S7.9U 57.30 58.20 60.20 60900	 t	 ,
MINIMUM 57.30 56.90 57.80 60.00 58970
AVERAGE 57.60 57.10 57.97 60.07 59914
ST.DEV * .29 .18 .17 .10 154
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 58.62 BOTTOM	 AVG. 58.18
4
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 51TE	 6 517E	 8 SITE
	
10
'	 SPAN 8	 041774 11 58.7 60.3 59.6 59.4 59.2
SPAN 8	 041774 2) 58.7 60.2 59.9 5905 59.3
SPAN 8	 0041774 3) 58.8 -ISO .3 60. 59.6 59.4
SPAN P	 041774 41 60. 59.7 b.YaS
MAXIMUM 58.BU 60.30 60.00 b997U S9950
MINIMUM 58.70 6D. 7.0 59.80- 59.40 59920
AVERAGE 58.73 6p.27 59.92 59.55 59935-
ST.DEV. .06 .06 .10 .13 .ld
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 S9.66 BOTTOM	 AVG. 59.48
1 SITE
	
2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE	 lU
SPAN " C	 041774 11 60.2 48.8 SR.7 58.6 58.3
SPAN C	 041774 2) 60. 58.8 5R.8 58.7 S$.3
SPAN 'C	 041774 3) 60.1 58.8 58.8 58.8 58.2
SPAN C	 041774 4) 60.1 SA•7 56.9 58.8 5b.2
SPAN C	 041774 5)
SPAN C	 041774 6) 60.8 60.1 59.7 5905 S963
SPAN .0 041774 71 60.6 59.9 59-3 5904 59.2
SPAN C	 041774 8) 60.6 59.9 59.3 59.3 59.2
SPAN E	 041774 9) 60.6 59.7 59.3 59.2
MAXIMUM 60.80 60.10 59.7J 59050 b90G
r MINIMUM 60.OU 58.70 58.70 58.60 58620	 j
AVERAGE 60.37 59.34 59.10 59004 58967
ST.DEV. .31 .61 .35 .3S_, 953	
q
SURFACE	 AVG.	 59.60 BOTTOM	 AVG. 56.92 -`?
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE 6 5ITE°8 SITE	 !0
SPAN D	 041774 it 59.8 58.6 60.3 59.2-` 59.
SPAN D	 0.41774 21 59.9 58.6 60.3 59:2 6U.
j	 SPAN D	 041774 -	 3) 59.9 58.7 60.4 59.2 60.
SPAN D	 041774 41 60. 58.7 60.3 59.2
1
MAXIMUM 60.00 58.80 60.40 59.20 6UvOG
M1NIMIJM 59.80 SA.60 60,30 59.20` $9900
r	 ,
AVERAGE 59.90 58.70 60.32 59.20 b9.61
ST.OEV. .Q8
-	
.08 .OS .00 e5d
SURFACE.
	
AVG.	 59.64 BOTTOM	 AVG. 59.42
DATE 04177,4
4	 SPANS	 CALCULATED, THE RESULTS ARE`:
1)	 AVERAGE 'TEMP.	 59.20h 2)	 MAXIMUM V ALUE	 60.80
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FIGURE 52.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF APRIL 17,1974 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 55,300 cf/s, o53% AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 20% CLOUD COVER.




TE"PERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWN'S FERRY	 P06ER LINE CROSSING
E
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 51TE	 8 SITE	 10
}	 SPAN A	 042474 1) 61.3 62.S	 62.6- 62. 63.2
SPAN A	 042474 2) 61.3 62.6	 62.7 62. 63.3
SPAN A	 041474 3) 61.4 A3.1	 62.6 62.3 63.2
SPAN A	 041474 4) 63.2	 62 .6 62.2 63.3
SPAN A	 042404 51 62.6 61.8 6311
SPAN A	 042474 61 62.7 62. 63.3
SPAN A	 042474 71 62.6 61.8 63.2
SPAN A	 042974 81_ 62.6 6202 63.4




MINIMUM 61.30 62.SO	 62.60 61.80 63910
AVERAGE 61.33 62.85	 62.65 62.07 63123
ST.DEV. .06 $5	 .08 •19 !10
SURFACE,	 AVG.	 62.56	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 62.32
5ITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 B SITE
	
10
SPAN B	 042474 11 63.3 62.2	 62.5 63.5 62.6
SPAN P	 042474 21 63.4 67.2	 62.5 63.4 62.7	 s
SPAN P	 042474 3) 63.S 61.3	 62.5- 63.4 62.7
SPAN B	 042474 4) 63.9 62.5	 62.6 63.5
SPAN Q`	 042474 51 62.9	 ' 62.5
MAXIMUM 63.90 62.50	 62.60 63.50 62t70
MINIMUM 62.90 62.20
	 62.SCii 63.40 62.60
AVERAGE 63.40_ 62.30	 62.12 63.=45 62.67
ST.DEV. .36 .14	 .04 .06 .06
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 62.82	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 62.82
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 5 1 T E	 8 SITE
	
1J
SF'AN C	 C424711 1) 64.4 62.2	 62.5 62.1 63.0
SPAN C	 042474 21 64.4 A7.2	 62.6: 62. bd,^
5VAN C	 041479 3) 64.3 62.	 62.6' 62.1 63.5
SPAN C	 042474 41 64.1 62.1
	 62.6 62.4 63.6'
SPAN C	 042474 5) 63.9 62.	 62.'1 62.1 63.6
5 P A H C	 C42474 6) 63.8 62.1	 62.4 62.5 63.8
SPAN C	 (1424.74 7) 63.8 62:3
	
62,1 62.6 63.0	 {
SPAN C	 041474 A) 63.9 62.4	 62,1 63.1 64.1
SPAN C	 04247'4 91 64.1 62.3
MAXIMUM 64.46 62.40	 61,60 63.10 64110
	 1
MINIMUM 63.RU 62.DU	 62. 10 62.00 63f50
AVERAGE 64_.08 62.16	 62.37 62.36 63t6Y
ST.DEV. .24 .14	 .22 .37 f23
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 63.2E	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 62.9¢ 1
I




SPAN n	 042474 1i 63 .6 63.3	 63.2 62.2 63.
SPaN p	 042474 2) 63.5 63.3	 63.4 62.4 63.
SFaN 0'	 042474 :	 31 63.7 63`.3	 63.8 62.4 63.
5 P N D	 C42479 41 63.b 63.4
	 64.1 62.9
SPAN n-	 092474 5) 63.4, 6'2.5
SP! )! 0	 042479 6) 63.9
I
MAXIMUM 63..90 63.40
	 64.IF. 62..9U 63 1OD
MINImilm 63.40 62.50	 63.7J 62.10 bfrbC
AVFRA6F 63.65 6;1.16
	 61.6,.:.: 62.47 b3.('0.
ST.OEV. X19 ..37	 th .3q
.CC
SURFACE
	 AV(;-	 63.2@	 bOTTGM	 AV(, 63.06
DATE	 0 42 474 e..;
4	 SPANS




	 T E M P.	 62.85







51	 90TT(3M	 AV(,.	 62.79
.;.
_ AIR..	 TFMP	 AV$.	 S3.





fTEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWN'S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 M	 SITE	 6 SITE 6 SITE 10
SPAN A 050174 11 63.8 64.7	 66.4 676 6102
SPAN A 050174 2) 64. 650	 6604 67'9 69.1
SPAN A 050174 3) 64. 65.	 66.5 6702 64.
SPAN A 050174 4) 640 650	 6665 6701 6i.
SPAN A 050174 S) 67.7 6705 6606
SPAN A 050174 6) 6706 6765 6$05
SPAN A 050174 7) 6765 6704 6044
SPAN A 050174 81 6765 67.4 66,4
SPAN A 050174 9) 67.4
MAXIMUM 64.00 65.00	 67.70 67x50- 65460
MINIMUM 63.80 64070	 66.40 67000 65100'
AVERAGE 63.95 64.92	 61.01 67.28 65#27
STODEV. 610 .IS	 061 .!0 123
SURFACE	 A V Gs 65.86	 BOTTOM AVG * 65.42
SITE	 2 -SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 B SITE
	
10
SPAN 8 050174 1) 63.3 65.4	 64.1 65.1 64.
SPAN B 050174` 2) 63.4 65.5	 64.2 650 66.76
SPAN 8 050174 3) 63.4 65.5	 64.3 65.8 6649 
_	
SPAN 8 050174 4) 63.4 65.5	 64.3 6504`




AVERAGE 63.37 65.47	 64.2"2 65.30 65093
ST.DEV. .05 005	 .10 014 006
-SURFACE
	
AVG.	 64.90	 BOTTOM AVG. 64.78
51TF.
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN C 050174 I) 65.6 67.	 63. 6401 46.
SPAN C 060174 2) 65.6 67.1	 63.1x- 64.1 66.
SPAN C' 050174 3) 65.6 67.1	 63.2 64.2 660
SPA14 C 050174 4) 65.6 67.2	 63.2 64.2 660'
-	 SPAN C 050174 5) 66.7 67.6	 65. 64 v4 65.3
SPAN C 050174 6) 66.6 67.6	 64.7 64*4 66.3
SPAN C 050174 7) 66.5 67.6	 64.7 64.4 66.2
SPAN C 050174 8) 66.5 67.6	 _	 64.7 64.4 650E
SPAN C 050174 91 66.5 67.6	 64.7' 6403 ?
MAXIMUM 66.70 67.60




AVERAGE 66.13 67.38	 64.03 64928 6Sf11





6S.64	 BOTTOM	 AVG. ,64+94 3
a




SPAN D 050174 1) 66.5 64.4	 65.4 66.6 6706
SPAN D 050174 2) 66.6 64.5	 65.4 66.6 6705 lSPAN D 050174 3) 66.6 64.5	 65.4 66.6 67.7
SPAN O 050174
-4) 66.6 64.6 6606 6797
SPAN O 050174 5) 69.2 65. 66.8
SPAN )) 050174 6) 67.9
a
3
SPAN D 050174_ _	 7) 67.7 l
MAXIMUM 68.20 65.00	 65.40 66080 67.70
MINIMUM 66.SU 64040
	 65.40 66060 67950
AVERAGE 67.16 64.58	 65.40 66.64 67060 -
 
-
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FIGURE 54.	 RIVER THE FXAL PROFILE OF MAY 1, 1974 WITH A 49,654 cf/s FLOW RATE, 68°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 100% CLOUD COVER. REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 970 MW; :MOST POWER LINES BACK IN SERVICE.
N
w
tTEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWN I S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
r
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE p SITE; 10
SPAN A 050874 11 680 63.7 6563 640 6Ya^
SPAN , A 050874 2) 68.2 63.6 65.4 689 64@1
SPAN .A 050874 31 68.2 6346 65.5 449 69.2
SPAN 'A 050R74 41 68.2 63.e 65.5 et. e4.2
SPAN A 050874 5) 67.5 6Bs 66 r9
SPAN A 050874 6) 67`. 689 66*7
SPAN A 050874 7) 66.7 6749 66.6
SPAN A 050874 91 66.6 6749 66•S
MAXIMUM 68.20 63.70 67.50 64000 66#90
MINIMUM 68.00 63.60 65.3U 67990 64010
AVERAGE 68.15 63.62 66.19 67@97 65;04
ST.OF.V. .IU .05- .86 005 170y
SURFACE	 AVG.	 66.36 BOTTOM	 AVG. 65.R2




SPAN 8 050874 1) -61.1 6R.8 67.1 68@7 a6.^
SPAN R 050874 2) 67.1 6F1.7 66.8 65.6 66.2
SPAN R OSOA74 31 -67.1 69.6 66.8 65.6 65+3
SPAN R- 050874 4) 67.2 6R.5 66.8 6506 es.-
SPAN N 050X74 SI 66.9
MAXIMUM 67.20 68.80 67.10 65970 65,930
I MINIMUM 67.10 68.50 66.80 65.60 65/10
AVERAGE 67.12 68.65 66.80 65.63- 6SO22
ST.00V. .05 - 13 .13 905 $t0
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 66.70 BOTTOM	 AVG. 66.76
SITF	 2 SITE	 4 SITE-6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
SPAN C 050074 11 65.3 65,3 66.6 66.9 6603
11	 SP 4N (' OGnn74 2! 65.3 65:4 1,6.6 6`5.1 669J
SPAN C 050874 31 65.4 65.S 66.7 65.6 66.3
SPAN
_C O1:0874 4) 6S.4 hs.b 66.7 65.6 '66.5
SPAN C 050874 S) 66.4 67.2 66@5 67.b
SPAN
-C 050074 6) 66.4 66.7 67.1 66.3 67.3
SPAN C 050874 71 66.1 66.7 66.7 65.9 67.
SPanl C 050874 91 66. 66.5 66.7- 6b.9 66.8
SPA14 C 050874 9) 66.	 - h6.3 66.7 66.!
MAXIMUM 66.40 66.70 67.20` 6`6.5U 67150
MINIMUM 65.30 65.30 66.60, 65.6U 66130
J AVERAGE 6S.01 -	 65.99 66.78 65.91 66*71
ST.DEV. .46 .62 .22' .32 041
SURIACF	 AVG.	 66.32 bOTTOM. AVG. 65.Ou
SITE	 2 5 1 T F	 4 SITE 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10I
1	 SPAN O 050874 I'1 67.6 64.3 65. 67.1 66.3
1	 SPAN n 050874 2) 67.6 64.2 65,• 67.1 60.1
SPAN O CS0874 3) 67.7 64.3 65. 67.2 60.1
SPAN O 05(1874 4) 67.7 64.3 65. 67.2 67.6
j	 SPAN -D 0508'74 51 68.
SPAN O OSC874 61 68.
1
I
SPAN 0 050874 7) 67.8
J MAXIMUM 68.00 64.30 65.9(r 67.2U 6b@30
MINIMIJM 67.66 64.20 65•(11' 67.10 a"l.bU
AVE R AGE 67.77 64.27 65.!)11' 67.IS 6bt0L
ST.OEV. .17 .05 .QU 406 130
SURFACE	 AVG.	 66.`38 BOTTOM	 AVG. 66.46
PATE 050874 «...
4	 SPANS' CALCULATED.' T11E
	
RESULTS ARE:1	 AVERAGE TrM P. 	 66.40GWAL
-0T^1Lr &^16P p fe 3 1 	 M(N(MUM21	 MA X IMU M VALUE 	 68.80VALUE	 63.60
^AEI,j'ty 41	 SURFACE AVq.	 66.44
5)	 BOTTOM	 AVG.? 66.23
AIR	 TEMP` AVG.	 46.
WINO
	 DI R EC T ION 17.
WIND	 SPEED 8.3
138 CLODU COVER-	 10.
S	 '^. .tu;ir^	 3^ 	 .,.^-	 A	 t^f,^[ _	 -




	 !	 -	 A	 .,.a	 A:	 t	 ,?
J
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i
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r	 FIGURE 55.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF MAY 8, 1974 WITH A 42,754 cf/s FLOW RATE, 46°F AIR TEMPERATURE
'.	 AND 100%`CLOUD COVER.	 PLANT SHUT-DOWN FOR STEAM PIPE CHECKING.
TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN r S FERRY	 POIwER	 LINE	 CROSSING
SITE 2 SITE	 4 	 SITE	 6 SITE	 6 SITE	 1C
SPAN A	 0522714 11 75.1 74.3	 74. 73.1 75.3
SPAN A	 052274 2) 7S.1 74.4	 74.1 73.2 75.2
SPAN A	 052274 3) 75.1 74.4	 74.1 73.3 75.2
SPAN A	 0522-79 4) 74.4	 74.2 73.3 75.3
SPAN A	 052274 5) 74.2 73.3 7593
SPAN A	 052274 6) 74.1 73.3 75.3
SPAN A	 052274 77 74.1 73.3 7i.1
SPAN A	 052274 B) _ 74.1 73.3 7i.1
SPAN A	 052274 9) 73.3 75.
MAXIMUM 75.10 74.40	 74.20 7393U 75130
M1141MUM 75.10 74.30	 74.00 73910 75.00
AVERAGE 75.10- 74.37	 74.11 73x27 75921
ST.DEV. .00 .O5	 .06 .07 .!1
SURFACE	 AVG.	 74.38	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 74.36
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPANS 05?274 11 74.8 74.4	 73.8 74.4 73.2
SPAN 0	 052274 2) 74.9 74.4	 73.8' 74.4 73.2
SPAN R	 052274 31 74.9 74.4	 73.9 74.3 73,3
SPAN B	 052274 4) 74.9 74.4	 73.9 74.3 73.3	 -
SPAN' B	 C52274 51 7363
MAXIMUM 74.90- 74.40	 73.90 74.40 73.30
MINIMUM 74.BU 74.40	 73.80 74.30 73120
AVERAGE 74.87 74.40--	 73.85 74.35 73126
ST.DEV. .05 .00	 .06 .06 105
SURFACF
	




2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 5 1 T E	 8 SITE	 !0
SPAN C	 052274 1) 72.9 72.6	 72.7 72.5 74.1
SPAN C	 052274 2) 72.9 72.6	 72..7 72.5 73.9
SPAN C	 052274' 31 72.9 72.7	 72.7 72.4 739
SPAN C	 052274 4) 72.9 72.7	 72.7 72.3 73,
SPAN C	 052274 S) 72.9 72.7	 73.
SPAN C	 052274 6) 72.9" 72.7	 72.5 73. 74.1
SPAN -C'	 052274 71 72.8 72.6	 72.4 72.9 714
SPAN C	 052279' 8 ► ` _72.7 72.5	 72.7 72.7 7308
SPAN C	 052274 9) 72.7 72.5	 7291 72.5
SPAN C	 052274 10) 72.7
MAXIMUM, 72.90' 72.70	 73.00 73900 74910
MINIMUM 72.70 77.SD	 72.10 72930 73t00
AVERAGE 72.03 72.62	 72.56 72.60 73x70








2- SITE	 4	 51TE-6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
SPAN 0	 052274 1) 70.4 70.3	 71,5 74.5 70.9
SPAN o	 052274 2) 7U.5 7n.4	 71.6 74.6 71.
'	 SPAN 0	 052274 3) 70.7 70.3	 71.7 74.6 71#I
SPAN
i
-0	 052274 4) -	 70.7 70•3	 71.7 74.6-
MAXIMUM 70.70 70,40	 71.70 74.60 71,10
MINIMUM 70.40 70.30	 71.50 74.50 70p,90,
AVERAGE 70.57 70.32	 71.62 79.57 71900
ST.OEV. .15 .05	 .10 005 •10
I




4	 SPANS	 CALCULATED.	 THE RESULTS'.AREl1
11	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 73.26
{ 2)	 MAXIMUM	 VALUE
	
75.30
-k 3)	 MINIMUM VALUE	 7000
4)	 SURFACE
	 AVG.	 73.23
:tt SJ	 BOTTOM	 AVG..	 73.24
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FIGURE 56.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF MAY 22, 1974 WITH A 56,434 cf/s FLOW RATE, 640F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 100% CLOUD COVER.	 NO PLANT POWER PRODUCTION.
N
TEIAPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN I S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
	
SITE 2	 SITE 4	 SITE 6	 SITE 6	 SITE 10
SPAN A	 052974	
- 11	 7 1-• 3	 71.6	 71.6	 7009	 74.6
SPAN A
	
052974	 2)	 71.4	 71.9	 71.6	 71.	 7495
SPAN A	 OS2974	 3)	 71.4	 71.9	 71.6	 7101	 74.5
SPAN A
	
052974	 4 	 71.4	 71.9	 71 s6	 7101	 74.b
SPAT• A	 052974	 51
SPAN A
	
052974	 6)	 71.9	 7197
SPAN A
	 052974	 7)	 71.5	 71.6	 7409
SPAN _A
	 OS2974	 6)	 71.5	 7106	 7407
SPAN A
	
052974	 91	 71.5	 7-4.6
	
MAXIMUM 71.40	 71.90	 71.90	 71970	 74%90
	MINIMUM 71.30	 71. 80 	 71.50	 70990	 74s50
	
AVERAGE 71.37	 71.87	 71.61	 71031	 74g6l
	









	 71.3__	 74.4	 70.3
SPAN R	 052974	 21	 69.2	 71.5	 'l.9	 73.6	 700'
SPAN R
	
052974	 3)	 69.3	 71.6	 71.4	 73.9	 70.5
SPAN a	 052974	 4)	 69.3	 71.6	 '1.4	 73.7	 ]0.5
	





M INI M UM e9. 10 	 71.41?	 .3U	 73.7U	 70030
	
AJERA,F 69,27	 71 c O	 1.37	 73.95	 70P42
	
4T.D1r.	 .lU	 .n^	 .05	 .31	 1 
SU°FACE AV(3. 71	 a TTOM AVG. 71.30
	
51 T 2	 S17C 4	 SITE 6	 SITE 8	 SITE 10




	 2)	 72.3	 72,	 6A.4	 69.2	 72.2
SPAN C	 OS2974	 31	 72.3	 72.',	 AF..4	 69.3	 72.3
SPAN C
	
052974	 4)	 72.3	 72.4	 6R.4	 69.3	 72.3
SPAN C	 'IS 2974	 51
SPAN C	 0S 2974	 6)	 71.7	 73.4	 69.4	 70.2	 72.6
SPAN C	 (:52974	 71	 71.6	 73.3	 69.4	 70.1	 72.5
SPAN C
	
052974	 Al	 71.6	 73.2
	
69.4	 70.2	 74
SPAN c	 042	 91	 71.5	 72.9	 69.3	 70.1
	 77.b
SPA N C	 101	 69.1	 ,	 1
	
M AXIMUM 72.30	 73.40	 69.40	 70.20	 72.60
	
M1'.1: mum -71.SU	 72.40 	 68.31i	 69.10	 7Y920	 e
	
AVERAGE71.90	 72.A4













SITE 2	 SITE 4	 SITE 6	 BITE 8	 SITE 10
SPAN n	 052974
	 11	 69.1	 69.9	 77.8	 71,	 71.3
SPAN D
	
052014	 2)	 69.2	 7Q.	 72.9	 71.2	 7193	 3
SPAN n
	
052974	 31` 69. 1	 70.	 73.	 71.1	 71:04
SPAN D	 052974	 41	 69.3	 70.	 73.	 71.3	 71.4	 9
a
	







AVERAGE 69.22	 69.97	 72.92	 71.20	 71 /35
	









4 5PAN5 CALCULATED. THE RES U LTS ARE:
	
ti	 I) AVERAGE T EMP.	 71.38
q ;
	
OP'p 	 21 MAXIMUM VALUE	 74.90
3) MINIMUM VALUE
	
e,8.30R Qtr 	 4) SURFACE AVG.	 71.42S) BOTTOM AVG.	 71.21
	









SHORE TOWER 1 TOWER 2
SPAN A _ ^	 ^_..^.^._ SPAN 'B
SITES
	
2	 4	 6 ^. 2 4	 6 8 10
s





FROM NORTH	 500 1000
SHORE
POWERLINE POWERI,I
TOWER 2SPAN C , 3	 SPAN D
2	 4	 6	 8 10 2	 4 6	 8 10 SOUTH
71 73 SHORE71Q




FIGURE 57.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF MAY 29, 1974 WITH A 65,664 cf/s FLOW RATE, 61°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 80% CLOUD 'COVER.	 PLANT RESUMING POWER PRODUCTION FROM REACTOR #1 AT 10 MW.
w
i
TEMPERATURE HEADINGS	 AT RRONN I S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE
	





SPAN A	 060574 1) 76.8 76.2	 7517 720 72@3,
SPAN A	 060574 2) 76.9 7601	 75.8 72.5 7463'
SPAN A	 060574 3) 77. 76.1
	
7569 72.7 71.4
t	 SPAN A	 060574 4) 77. 76.2	 7S.9 73.7 12.4
SPAN A	 060574 5) 75.9 7298 7jo4
SPAN A	 060574 6! 7S.9 730 7j.$
SPAN A	 06QtS74 7) 75.9 73.1 74ob
SPAN A	 060574 8) 75.9 73.2 77.5
i	 SPAN A	 06ti:i74 9) 7394 72.S




AVERAGE 76.92 16-IS	 75.86 72982 72142
ST.DEV. .10 .06	 .07 042 #n8
SURFACF	 AVG.	 75.OU	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 74.60
i
'j SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN R	 060574 1'! 78,1 78.2 76.2 7693
I{	 SPAN R	 06(3574 2) 08.2 70.2	 76.7 76.2 76*3
SPAN R	 060574 3) 78.2 78.3	 76.7 76.2 76.3
SPAN P	 06OS74 4)' 78,2 70.3	 76,7 76.2 16.3
MAXIMUM 7,8.20 70.30-
	 76.70 76s2U 76.30
MINIMUM 78.10 10.20	 76.70 76.2U 76#30
AVERAGF 78.17 7P.25
	 76.70 76.20 76x30
ST.DEV. .05 .06	 .110 .00 900
5URFACF	 AVG.	 77.14	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 77.20
SITE
	
2 51TF	 4,	 SITE
	
6 SITE
	 8 S1IE	 10
SPAN C.	 060574 11 73.6 73.	 73.9 76.4
5PA 1v C	 060574 21 73.6 73.	 73.9 76.2 76.4
SPnv t	 060574 31 73.6 73.	 73.9 76.1 76.d
SPAN C	 060574 4) 73.6 73.	 74. 76, 16.2
S P AN C	 060574 5) 73.6 ` 73.	 74. 76. 74.1
SPAN C	 OhOS74 6) 73.6 73.	 74. 76. 76.1
5 P A 14 C	 060574 7) 73.7 73.	 73.7 75.9 76.
SPAN r,	 060574 4) 73.8 73.	 73.7 750 76.






I1IriI11UP 73.60 73.00	 73.70 75.80 7600
AVFRAGE 73.67 73.00
	 73.87 75.99 76#17




04.48	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 7+1.21 1
SIfF	 2 51TF	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE B SITE
	 10
I	 SPAN D	 060574 11 71.2 71.	 70.3 73. 69.3
	 ?
SPAP1 n	 n60S74 2'1 71.1 71.	 70.3 73. 69.3
SPAN n	 060574 31 71.1 71.	 70.4 73, 69.3
5VA0 D	 060574 41 7'1. 71 -	 70.5 72.'1 69.3
S P A ? 1 n	 060574 S) 70.9 71.	 70.5 72.7
5P AN
i
D	 060874 61 70.7
i
1 
1	 SPAN D	 060574 71 70.6
SPAN D	 060574 8) 70.6
MAXIMUM 71.20 71.00	 70.50 73.00 69#3U
MINIMUM 70.60 71.00
	 70.30 72070 6900
AVERAGE 70.90 71.00	 70.140 72492 69130
ST.DEV. .24 .00
	 10 .13 /00
SURFACE	 AVG.	 70.82
	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 70.96
DATE	 060574 ..`
4 SPANS CALCULATED,












51	 50TTDH	 AVG.	 74.n8
AIR	 TEMF	 AVG.	 72.
WIND	 DI R ECTION
	
13.
_	 144 WIND	 SPEED	 I1.8
CLOUD COVER-	 I0.
-,^ ^s	









SPAN A - —
------ SPAN B

































RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JUNE 5, 1974 WITH A 64,924 cf/s FLOW RATE, 72°F AIR TEMPERATURE









READINGS	 AT BROWN I S
•
FERRY	 POWER LINE CROSSING
' SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
e	 (` SPAN A:	 061274 1) 79.4 7511 76.1
SPAN A	 061274 2) 79.4 75.3	 76.2 75.1 76.1 iz	
1SPAN A	 06:274, 31 7995 75.3	 76.1 75.1 76.2
SPAN A	 061274 41 79.5 75.3	 76.1 75.1 76.2
SEAN A	 061274 51 76.1 75#1 76.1
SPAN A	 061274 6) 76.1 75.1 76.2
L SPAN _A	 061274 7) 76. 75#1 76.1
( SPAN A	 061274 9) 76. 7592 76.2
SPAN A	 061274 91 75#2 76.1
MAXIMUM 79.50 75.30	 76,20 76.20- 76:20 r
MINIMUM 79.40 75.30	 76.00 75.10 76.14 -






AVG.	 76.44	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 76.87
' SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 B SITE
	
10
SPAN P	 061274 11 75.9 77.	 74.' 76.-4 7404
SPAN R	 061274 2) 76. 76.9;	 74.1 76.4 76.3
SPdN P	 061274 31 76. 76.9	 74.1 76.4 76.2
SPAfI 8	 061274 4) 76.1' 76.9	 74.1 76.4 76.2
MAXIMUM 76.10 77.00	 74.10 76.40 7600 °-
` MINIMUM 75.90 76.90	 74.0(1_ 76940 76,20
AVE R AGE 76.00 76.92	 7407 76.40 76927 y
ST.DEV. .06 .05	 .05 100- 910
SURFACE	 AVG.	 75.94	 BOTTOM	 AVG'. 75.94-
SITE.
	
2 SiTF	 4	 SITF	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10 -`
SPAN C	 061274 1) 75.5 74.8	 73.3' 74.3 7691
SF AN C	 n61274 2) 75.6 74.9	 73.4 74.3 76.2
5P AN (
	
061274 3) 75.7 75.	 73,5 74.4 75.6
SPAN C	 061274 41 75.7 75.	 73.5 74.4 76.6
SPAN C	 061274 51 75.7 75.1
	
73.5 74.5 75.9
SPAN C	 061274 61 75.8 75.1	 73.7 74.6 76.
SPAN C	 C61'274 7) 75.7 75.1	 73.8 74.6 76.3
SPAN C	 0(,1274 81 75.R 75.3	 74.1 75.4- 77.
SPAN C	 061274 91, 75.9 -75.6	 74.5 76.9
SPAN C	 061274 10) 76.3




AVE R AGE 75.77 75.10
	
73.70 74.82 75#84
ST.OEV. .72 .23	 .3A: .85 962 8
SURFACEAVG.	 76.06	 B(iTT0M AVG. 74.60
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
SPAN tl	 C61274 1) 74.7 75.5	 74.1 74.4' 74,9
SPAN 0	 061774 21 74.7 75.4	 74.1 74.4 76.
SPAN D	 061274 3) 7S.5 75.7	 74.3 75.	 - 77.b
SPAN D	 061274 41 76.6 76.1
	
74.4 75.3' 78.7 j
RAXIMUM 76.6U 76.10
	 74.40 75.30 7SP70 I
1 .1 1141 HUM 74.70 " 75.40
	
74.10 74.40 74#90
AVERAGE 75.37 75.67	 74.27 74.77 76985
I
ST.DEV. .90- :31









4	 SPANS	 CALCULATED,	 THE RESULTS ARE:







91	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 76616`-
5):	 BOTTOM	 AYG..	 75.38









i	 it	 J	 M	 it	 it	
...
SHORE TOWER ' 1 TOWER 2
SPAN A _	 SPAN B-
ST'I'ES	 2
4	
6 1 2	 4	 6	 8	 10
79 • 7117 7	 .7 7G	 7s T^ ^s	 7G






TOWER 2 SPAN C 3 SPAN D





^^-^^ 7s . ;r6- Zy .y
r
25001500 2000
FIGURE 59.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JUNE 12, 1974 WITH A 28,900 cf/s 'FLOW RATE, 69°F AIR TEMPERATURE








	 4 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE 	 10
SPAN A 061974 1) 77.2 77.3 75.9 7507 7097
SPAN ,A 061974 21 7709 7797 75.9 7596 7«02 f	 `
SPAN A 061974 3) 77.9 7893 7693 750 76.3 Jl
SPAN A Q61974 4) 78.9 77.2 76*3 76.5
SPAN A 061974 51 77.4 77• 719 _.
SPAN A 061974 6) 77.4 77.4 77x5
SPAN A 061974 7) 77.6 77.3 77.4
SPAN A 061974 81 78.1 7799 7769
SPAN A 061974 9/ 78.4 79,1
MAXIMUM 77.90 78.90 78.30 78.40 79tI0 w
MINIMUM 77.20 77.30 75.90 75.60 75170
i AVERAGE 77.67 78.05 77.00 76.81 77107
ST•DEV. .40 670 .87 1003 1f04
SURFACE	 AVG.	 7 8.52 BOTTOM	 AVG * 76.36 ^n
511E	 2 SITE	 9 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
SPAN B 061974 1) 78.9 77.6 76.1 76.1 77#5
{
SPAN P 061974 2) 790 77.7 76.9 76.2 770 1,
SPAN 9 061974, 3) 79.1 78.3 77.7 76.9 70.2
SPAN 8 061974 4) 79.6 79.4 78. 77.4 78,6
MAXIMUM 79.60 79.40 78.00 77.40 78960
MINIMUM 78.90 77.60 76.10 76.1U 77i$0'
AVERAGE 79.16 78.25 77.17 76965 78%00




78.60 BOTTOM	 AVG. 77.24
SITE	 2 SITE
	
4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	 10
SPAN C 061974 1) 76. 75.9 74.1 75•
-76.1
SPAN C 061974 2) 76. 75.9 7404 75. 7$.4
SPAN C 061974- 3) 76.1 76. 75. 75.7 76x7
SPAN C 061974 4) 76. 76. 74.9 75.7 71.6
SPAN C 061974 5) 76. 76.2 74.9 75.3 7$.6
SPAN C 061974 61 76.4 75. 75.3 76.6
SPAN C. 061974 7) 77.1 76.3 75, 75.4 76.4
SPAN C 061974 81 78. 76.4 75.4 75.6
_7604
' SPAN C 061974 9) 78.3 76.6 75.`7
MAXIMUM 78.30 76.60 75.70 75.60 76160
MINIMUM 76.00 75.90 74.10 75900 75910 t
AVERAGE 76.69 76.19_ 74.93 75.25 75V85`
ST.DEV. .98 .25 .47 .2U
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 76.52" BOTTOM	 AVG. 75.22
SITE 2 _	 SITE
	
4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN 0 061974 11 75._ 73.8 74.4 74.4 75r g
SPAN 0 061974, 2) 75.3 73.9 74.8 74.7 75.1 4
SPAN D 061974 3 ► 75.7 74.3 750 79.7 76.
SPA14 D 061974 4) 75.7 75.1 75.1 7593
SPAN 1) 061974 S) 76. r
'	
; SPAN 0 061974- 6) "76.9
ai
MAXIMUM 76.90 75.10 75.10 75.30 75x10
MINIMUM 75.00 73.80 74.'40 74.40 7500
AVERAGE 75.77 74.27 74.82 74.77 75603
ST.DEV. .66 .59 .31 .30 606










-QUA, 3)	 MINIMUM VALUE	 73.80
' 4)	 SURFACE ,AVG*
	 77.28
5)	 BOTTOM	 AVG. /5.83
















SPAN A SPAN B
SITES	 2 4	 6 1 2	 4	 6 8_ 10










TUWER 2 SPAN C 3	 SPAN D
2	 4	 6 810 2	 4	 6	 8 10 SOUTH






RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JUNE 19, 1974 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 19,548 cf/s, 73°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 40% CLOUD COVER.	 REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 578 MW.
Y
kk-





4	 -	 SITE	 6 SITE D SITE	 10
•i SPAN A	 662674 11 71.5 73.6	 74.6 7509 76.
SPAN A	 062674 21 72.1 74.3	 74.7 76+1 7i,1
r ! SPAN A	 062674 3) 72.4 74.6	 74,7 76.1 )^,
SPAN A	 067674 4) 74. 75.7	 75.5 76.9 76.1
SPAN A	 062674 S) 75.6 7695 1547
SPAN A	 062674 61 75.7 76.5 7697
SPAN A	 062674 7) 75.6 76.4 75.6
SPAN A	 062.674 8"1 7596 7645 2546
SPAN A	 062674 9! 76.3 75.6
MAXIMUM 74.00 75.70	 75.70 76.90 7 6 # I U
MINIMUM 71.50 73.60	 74.6U 75x90 75%OL'
r' AVERAGE. 72.50 74.SS	 75.25 76.36 150'19














SPAN n	 00 674 1) 75.3 75.	 74.8 74.4 13.8
-; SPAN P	 062A74 2) 7S.6 75.1	 74.9 74.5 73.9
SPAN R	 062674 31 75.6 7505	 75.3 74.6 74.l
SPAN 4	 062674 4) 75.6 75.5	 75.6 75. 1, 74.4
MAXIMUM 75.60 75.50	 74.60 7 5 . I U 74040
MII)IMUM 75.30 75.00	 74.80 74.40 73-BU
AVFRA6F 75.52 75.27	 7r-11; 74.65 14.05





51TF	 2 SIT17	 4	 5ITF.	 6 5 1 T E	 B'- 5 1 T E
	
10
SPAN C	 062674 11 74.4' 74.5	 r	 73.6 74.4 lb:2
SPAN C	 067674 2) '74.3 74.6	 73.7 74.4 75.4 x
5P AN C	 062674 3) 74,4 74vH	 73-.9 74.6 15.5
SPAN C	 062674 41 74.5 74.8	 73.9 74.1 751b
SPAN C'	 062674 5) 74.5 75.	 73.9 74.6 75.
SPAN C	 062674' 61 74.5 75.1	 74. 7j.7 7547
SPAN C	 067674 71 74.4 75.1	 74. 74.6 1b.6
SPAN C	 06674 H) 74.3 74.5	 74.2 74.6 /S.e :.	 `
SPAN C	 062674 91 74.3 74.5	 74.2 74.6,
14AX IMUM 74. 5U 75.50
	
74.211/ 74.7U 15170
` MINIMUM 74.36 114	 73.6U 14.40 15*20
+I AVERAGE 74.40 7S.rj1	 13.93 74.58 75.5U
ST.OLV. .n9 .37
	 .2,1 .II .15 i
SURhACF	 AVG.	 74..84	 BOTTOM	 AV(,. 74.42.
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 5ITF	 6 SITE	 B 517E	 10
SPAN n	 062674 1) 73.7 74.	 73.2 73.8 74.
SPAN D`	 062674 21 73.4 74,5	 73.6' 74.J 74.2
--
SPAN n	 062674 3) 73.6 74.6	 74. 74.7 74rb
SPAN D'	 062674 4) 73.0 74.1
	
74.1 74.8





MAXII01A 73. AL 75.30
	 74.10 74.BU 7405G
MINIMUM 73.40 74.00	 73.20 73.80 )9900
AVERAGF 73.62 74.70
	 73.72 74.40 7Ht11
5T.DEV. .17 .51























C - 4)	 SURFACE	 AV G;.`	 75.00 ,.»
S1	 80TTOM	 AVG.	 74.23










`	 ^	 .:	 :!	 ^.	 :ahx, ,^	 'd.d.	 ......y	 ^	 ...-k.^
B.	 :^	 Y:.	 ,'^	 Y,-	 'ffi	 ^  	 4
A<3	 .^:1	 ^	 ..,.,^	 ^	 .,:	 ...3




t,.:..:.	 A	 M	 ..	 :.a
a	 -.	 - 	 a	 :.	 ^
Ye	 : . k.'+	 e.	 .^..,a	 K...	 `	 a .
e	 i	 z	 ....	 i	 k 	 f
--.	 i^	 Vii..	 7^—..-^	 .Fri.`$_._
a	 i.	 Y	 4	 ff:	 ^
^-,-7' ..	
'RC--^-r	 ^q. ^'	 ^ •-	 ^	 -	 _.
b"	 ?I	 ^	 s	 1	 	 T
NORTH POWERLINE POWERLINE
SNORE TOWER l TOWER 2
SPAN A -y SPAN B




FROM NORTH 500 1000
SHORE
POWERLINE POWERLINE
TOWER ' 2 SPAN C 3	 SPAN D2	 4	 6 8	 10 2	 4 6	 8 10 SOTum






RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JUNE 26, 1974 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 18,360 cf/s FLOW RATE, 640F AIR













6	 5 1 T E	 8	 5 1 T E
	
IJ
SPAN	 A	 071774	 I1	 83.5	 92•1	 A3.4
	 82.1	 82.1
SPAN	 A	 071774	 21	 84,	 P7.8	 83.5	 82.2	 62.2
SF At.	 A	 071774	 3)	 PS.	 P4.3
	 P3,5	 82.7	 62.4
SPAN	 t	 C71714	 4I	 P5.3	 82.7	 a4.1
r,	 SPAt	 A	 071774	 51	 A4.5	 83.4	 b9.^
S.PAt'	 A	 U71774	 6I	 84.5	 83.5	 83.3
SPAN _A	 C71774	 7)	 84.5	 83,5	 83.3	 u
SPAN	 A	 071774 ,	 81	 -	 84.5	 84'.4
MA F.IMUM	 85.nL	 64.30
	 x5.30	 b4.5u
	 64970






AVE R AGF	 8 4 .17	 83.13-	 84.17	 83.07	 d3t2z
5T.f l f.V.	 .16	 1 •04	 ..72	 .su	 .95









	 11	 84.3	 al.6	 P4.	 83.1	 83.11
SPAN	 P	 C71774	 21	 84.3	 A3.7
	 P4.5-
	 63.4	 b3.b
s p AN	 P	 [717711	 3)	 8S.	 P'3.P	 N4.S	 83.5	 83.8
SPAt'.e 	 (71774	 4)	 85.1	 A3.9	 n5:	 83.8
MAXIMUM	 8S.IU	 a3•9c	 85•GL	 63.BU	 b3	 0
MIMIMUM	 84.30	 83:.60
	
t1 4. r>1.	 83.2U	 8J.4U
AVE R AGE
	
A 4 .6b	 83.75
	 x4.62	 83.4)_	 b3.67
5T.DEV.>	 . 4 .1	 .13
	 .25	 .?S	 •l9
SV(4ACF
	 AVG.	 P.4.32.
	 tinTTA.M	 ,AVG.	 81.PL:.
5 1 T F	 2	 CT'F	 4	 51TF	 6	 SIT£	 B.	 5ITE
	
10
SPAN	 C	 071774	 I1	 82.8	 A3..3
	
3?.I	 83.1	 b2.




071774	 3).:	 :P3,.1	 -	 F1.} 1=7.1	 83 .2
	87.3
SEAN	 C	 071774	 41	 89.3'	 n7.4	 R?.?	 83.4	 82.9
SRAN	 C	 071774	 SI	 63.3	 3•]	 142.3	 83.4	 8,e.i
SPA N
	C	 071774	 61	 1,,3.3	 1<1.h	 F2.5	 83.4	 82.b
SP At)
	 C	 071774•	 71	 P.3-.1	 n3.7	 P2.6	 93.4	 89. 4
SPAN	 C	 071774	 AI	 f3.5	 P'+.4	 Pi.	 83.6	 82.5
SPAN	 C	 C%1774	 91	 F,3.6	 n4.3	 r3.3	 63.8	 81.5
VAAIMU1'	 14.3 .6C	 TS>.13	 u3.3ti	 ri3.8 
.	 1
a^.5J
ttIIN 1M 1 11 1 	 B2. PC'	 a^.3^	 87. IC




	 82.47	 b3.38	 82.31
i	 ST.nF.v.	 .26	 „G9	 .42	 .23	 .,20
..	 ')t,i4AtI	 AV..	 AI.71r	 BnTTGr't	 AVG...	 87.6e	 -	 1
:
5l IF	 2	 S1'10	 4	 _	 51TF	 b	 51TF.	 8	 -	 b I T E
	
10	 .1
SPAN,	 r,	 071174	 11	 83.5	 P2.5
	
r
- 3.	 84.	 82.3
I 5PA 1 4	 r.	 071774	 2I	 A3	 u?.	 P371-	 84.1	 82.4
5 F A^ I 	r	 071774	 31	 (4.	 1'2.7	 P3,4	 84.2	 b2.7
f	 SFAN	 n	 071779	 4)	 84.	 H?.h	 P1.6
	 B4.	
1
SPAIN	 n	 071774	 51 -	 84.
SPAN,
	n	 C71774	 6)	 F9.	 p 








A 1 ,	 C	 011974	 BI	 f?1.w
















` 1 )Pt ACF	 .,r r,.	 P}.18


















	 82 -c o w:.
AJj.'[Y	 111	 5 1 1 P FACE	 AVG.	 83.935)	 4n1T(; M
	AVG.
	 83.05
AI R 	IFMP	 AVG.	 79.
P+I "! 0	 DI R E-CTInN	 08-.
152	 7,IMD












SHORE TOWER l TOWER 2
SPAN A SPAN B
SITES
	
2 4 6 1 2	 4	 6 8	 10
gY





FRAM NORTH 500 1000SHORE
POWERLIlE POWERLIM
TOWER 2 SPAN G'
---^ 3	 SPAN D
2 4 6 8 10 2	 4	 6	 8 10




FIGURE 62.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JULY 17 1974 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 66,430 cf/s, 790F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND '20%'CLOUD COVER.	 REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 1091 MW.
v





4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE 10
SPAN A 072474 11 82.1 81.6	 82.7 82.2 8a.
SPAN A 072474 2) 83.5 R3.3	 P2.4 81.5 Sao	 -»
;PAN A 072474 31 85. 81+7	 82.4 81.6 82.
SPAM A 1172474 4) 85.1 A4.7	 82.4 81.6- tl2.1
SPAN A 072474 5) 82.4 81.6 82.4
SPA 14 A 072474 6) 84.6 82. 83.
SPAN A 072474 7) BB 63.1 83.6
SPAN A 07P474 P) 84.3- 85.1
MAXIMUM 85.10 84.20
	




AVERAGE 83.93 83.20	 b3.13 82.24 82177
- ST.DEV. 1.42 1.13	 1.15 099 1.10
SURFACE





4	 51 TI	 6 511E	 B SITE	 10
SPAN P C72474 I1 84. 02.6	 Al. 82.4 83,9
SPAN P 072474 2) 84.6 83.9	 A4. 82.5 B4.b
SPAN R 077474 31 86.2 A4.	 n4.7 83.7
MAX1140M 116.20 H4.nO -	 84.70 -	 B3.7.0 _IAA .6t,
mINIMUM 64.00 b2. 60	 83. GL d2.4U 83.90
AVE R AGE 84.93 B I .ti0	 1, 3.90 82.A7 8,1	 ?b
ST.OEV. 1.14 _.7b	 .85 .72 ♦49 	 t
SURFA(F	 AVG,.	 A4.64	 bOTTOM	 AVG. 83.18
5ITE	 2 $1TF	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 B S I I 
	
10
SPAN C 072474 II 81.2 P2.1	 S 	 ,S 111.6 bZ.4
SEAN C 072474 21 81.2 87.4	 82. 81.6 N2,6
SPAM G P72474 31 81.3 fl2.4	 A2.1 82.1 b3.
SPAN C 4f72474 41 8.1 . 5 n2.h	 n<• 92.1 _ .:83.
_5PAH t 072474 S1 A1.4 87.6	 82.1 82.1 63.
SPAY c 072474 61 81.6 n 2.7	 A2.2 82.1 63.1
	
,-
5PATI'C 072474 71 SI.G P2.9	 R2.1 82. b3.3
5P AN C 072474 81 82. 84.	 62.3 83.4 U6.b
SPAV'C C77474 9) 83.7 Ah.3	 A3;.7 84.1!
MAXIMUM 83.70 8/,.30	 83.7;.. H4.flu ub.bu`
MINI MUM'81.2(; 82.10	 81.8+1 I,I.6d d2.4U
AVERAGE 81.71 83.11
	
02.22 b2.92 tl3pI	 {
ST.DE,V. .7.A _	 ).31	 .61, 1.03 Io30	 !
SURFACF	 AVG.	 AS.UO	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 81.76 _y





SPAN D 072474 1) 81. At -7	 A2.1 82.3 6'3.b
_	 SPAN "1) 072474 21 81.I n1.7-	 82.5 8<.5 84.3	 .
SPAN 0 072474
3)
A 1.3 H7•I';	 A2.5 A2.B 85.7
'SPAN fi 072474 4) 81.2 R7.4	 A2.7 83.2,
SPAN n 072474 5) A1.2












AVERAGE 81.20 at .97	 82.45 02.70 bli050
ST.DEV• .14 .34	 .75 .39 lilt	 r "




	 THE RESULTS ARE:




3)	 MINIMUM	 VALUE	 81.00
41	 SURFACE
	 AVG.	 84.36
5)	 BOTTOM AVG.	 82-29 ^.
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.	 83. x>:
WI N D	 DI R ECTION	 25.











SPAN A SPAN B
STIES 2	 4	 6	

















TUWER 2 SPAN C	 3 SPAN D -
2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 2	 4 6	 8 10	 so=
g3 9- 3 SHORE




FIGURE 63-.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JULY 24, 1974 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 18,846 cf/s, 83°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 50% CLOUD COVER.	 REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 1098 MW.
to
to
TE M PE R ATU R E	 READINGS	 AT BROWN'S FERRY	 PO4ER	 LINE	 CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 511E	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A 073174 11 83.2 P3.7 A7. 82.8 62.4
SPAN A 073174 21 A4.I R4. Q7. 82.V 8144
SPAN A 073174 3) 85. P5.2 R2.- R3. 82.5
SPAN A 073174 4) 85.4 n6 112.2 83.,! 82.7
SPAN A 073174 51 62.7 83.2 bt.e
5 P AN A 073174 61 83.5 83.V B2./
SPAN A 073174 7) A3.9 84.1 d3.
SPAN A 073174 8) 85.3 85.4 Hb,4
SPAN A 071174 9) S6.1 ri5.4
MAXIMUM 85.40 86.110 85.30 86.21 85940
MINIMUM 83.20 83.70 62.00 82-Au b2.4U
AVERAGF 84.42 84.72 82.94 83.87 6302J




	 A4.66 BOTTOM 	 AVG. 87.81;
5ITE 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 511F	 8 ,ITi;	 I 
SPAN % 073174 11 82.6 87.7 A3. 82.b 1t2.s
SPAN R 073174 2) 83.2 A34 R3.1 BY.b II	 .r.
-	 SPAN A 073174 3) 84.7 A3.8 n5.1 #13.8 83.es
	 ,
SPAN H 073174 4) 850 A5. n5.6 84.1 84.8
MAXIMUM 65.OU 85.70 85.60 b4.7U 84.tiu
MINIMUM 82.60 82.70 b3+9U 82.50 bL.,u
AVERAGE_ 83.87 83.62 64.70 83.37 trS. !z
ST.DEV. 1.16- 1x)3 1.34 1.06 1.1!
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 AS-02 BOTTOM	 AVG. 82.62
5 1 T E
	
2 5ITF	 4: S1 T 6 SITE	 8 S11  10
SPAta C 073174 1 1 83. A2.3 (13.6 82.6 83.1
SPAN C' 071174 2) 83. R2.3 A3.6 82.5 H3 .c
SPAN C 073174 3) 83.3 P2.4 A.1.b 82.6 81.3
SPAN C 073174 4) 83.3 A2.5 n3.5 62.7 83.4
SPAN C 073174 5) 83.6 82.5 n3.5 82.8 83.4
SPAN C 073,174 6) 84. n2.9 83.5 82.6 83.14
SPAN C 073174 7) 83.9 A3.2 113.9 83.1 89.3	
I
SPAN C. 073174 S) 83.9 R4.2 A4.9 R3 8 83.8
SPAN C 117'3174 7) '64.7 94.9 A4.9 84x4
MAXIMUM 64.70 A4. 90 84.90 b4.4U b34 40
MINIMUM 83.00 82.30' 83.1;U 82.SU 83610
AVERAGE 83.63 83.12" 83.n7 b3.03 83x34
ST.DEV. .55 .93 .60 .65 rIb	 j
SURFACE	 AVG.	 A4.5U BOTTOM	 AVG. 82.92
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 51YF	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
l0
SPAN -n 073174 1) 82.4 H7.2 AI.4 R2.4 04.
SPAN 0 073174 2) 82.3 97..3 Al .2 82.4 b4.d
SPA N 0 073174 3) 82.4 82.9 RI.4 82.7' b4. b,	 1
SPAN n 073174 4) 82.5 83.3 83.3 83.4 1
SPAN _n 073174 51 83.5 84.6 4.:1
S$ 1 AN- O 073174 6) 84.7
3
3
MAXIMUM 84.70 84.60 83.30 b4.OU a4.Su
MINIMUM 82.30 82.20 81.20 82.40 84e0u
AVERAGE. 82.97 83.06
	 - 61.P2
	 - B2.98 84.21
ST.DEV. .96 .97 .49 .70
_ rzs
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 8.4.22 BOTTOM	 AVG. 82.4b
DATE 073174
Qrj i[r T^ 4	 SPANS CALCULATED # THE RESULTS ARE:'^
EQu^G 11	 AVERAGE2)	 MAXIMUM .M ► .	 837TF	 .4VALUE	 86020
31	 MINIMUM VALUE	 81.20 r:
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FIGURE 64.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JULY 31, 1974 WITH A 28,270 cf/s FLOW RATE, 75°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 60% CLOUD COVER.




TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN'S FERRY	 POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE 2 SITE 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 6, SITE	 10
SPAN A	 080774 11 82.8 8101	 al -1 82.1 80.9
SPAN A	 DR0774 2) 83.5 A2.1
	
el. 620 60.7
SPAN A	 080774 3) 64. 92.5	 81.6 8202 8009
SPAN A	 OA0774 4) 94. 82.5	 82.3 82.4 61.6
SPAN A	 080774 5) 82.3 63.1 81.9
5PAN- A	 080774 61 82.4 83.7 8203
SPAN A	 080774 71 83.3 64. 82.5
5P AN A	 OA0774 Al 83.8 84.3 82.0
SPANi A	 090774 9) 84.4 82.7
MAXIMUM 64.00 82.50	 83.60 84.40 d1A70
MINIMUM 82.80 81.10
	 81.00 82.00 60470
j AVERAGE 83.57 112.05	 82.26 83913 61/7Y





	 BOTTOM	 AVG• 81.60
517E
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 S1TF,	 lU
SPAN P	 080774 1) R4. 92.1	 83.7 83• 82.6
SPAN N	 090774 21 83.7 P7.	 83.4 8207 82.3
SPAN n	 090774 3) 84.1 92.2	 8304 83._ 84.4
SPAN A	 090774 4) 63.7 92.4	 03.6 83.1
MAXIMUM 94.10 82.40	 83.70 83.10 bL.6U
MINIMUM H3.70 82.00
	 85.40' 82v70 b2o2U
AVERAGE 83.87 82.17	 83.52 62.96 82037
ST.DEV. .21 .17	 .15 .17 621
SURFACE
	 AVG-	 R3.OU	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 83.08
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 IU
SPAN C	 080774 11 83.1 9I.	 62.2 60.6 82.
SPAN C	 080774 2) 83.3 A1.4	 82.2 8U.7 bls
SPAN C	 OR0.774 3) 83.7 .... 91 .8	 82.R .81.3.. 62.E
SPAN C	 080774 41 83.7 91.9	 83. 81.5 b2.a
SPAN C	 08C774 5) 63.7 11.9	 63. Al s7 8d. .1
SPAN C	 080774 _6) 84. 9,1,9	 83.2 81.7 82.3	 _..
SPAN C	 ORD774 7) 63.6 R7.	 83.2 81.8 b 
SPAN C	 OR0774 A; 83.6 A2.4	 R3.6 82.1 82.3
SPAN C	 080774 9) 92.3	 83.6 82.4
MAXIMUM 84.00 82.40	 63.60 82.40 8[.30 1MINIMUM 83.10` 81+00	 82.20 80.60 82.OU
AVERAGE 83.59 81.64	 82.98 81.54 62#21	 y
ST.DEV. .27 -.43	 .51 061
.14
SURFACE




	 R	 SITE	 6 5117_	 8 SITE
	
IU
SPAN D	 080774 I) 79.6 An.2	 60.9 79.3 b0.3
SPAN 1)	 080774 2) 79.9 An.1	 80.8 79.2 bU.t
SPAN D	 060774- 3) 60.2 An.2	 RI. 79.1 HO.Y
SPAN P	 080774 4) 80.1 fin .2	 81. 79.L




MAXIMUM 80.20 80.20	 81.00 79.30 bU,3O
MINIMUM 79.80 8n.10
	
SO. PQ 79`.20 80	 2U
AVERAGE 80.00 8r.1R	 80.92 79.22 Uu.23
ST.DEV. .18 .04	 .10 .05 .C6






	 IHE	 RESULTS ARE.
I)	 AVFRAGE	 TEMP.	 82.02




4)	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 82.35
S)	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 81.64
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG,	 74.
WI N E)	 DIRECTION	 12.
WINO	 SPEED
	 '9.5
158 CLOUD	 COVER	 10. ;
es	 ,	 ¢	 .,.,..3	 0.	 «x	 .: 	 :^	 _
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FIGURE 65.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF AUGUST 7 1974 WITH A 15,434 cf/s FLOW RATE, 74°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 100% CLOUD COVER. REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 1063 MW.
1-„
.,
TE M PERATURE READINGS AT B R OWN'S FERRY	 POWER	 LINE	 CROSSING





SPAN A 081474 ll 91$1 82.2	 80.7 BO.b a  d
!	 SPAN A 081474 2) 82#5 83•	 R0.6 80.9 HI-•b
'j	 SPAN A 081474 3) 82.9 P3.4	 80.7 80.9 81.9'
S P AN A 081474 4) 83.7 83.8	 AI.6 81• 81.Y
SPAN A 081474 5) R1.2 80.9 840
SPAN A 081474 6) 81.4 81.2 62*4
SPAN A C81474 71 82.4 80.9 82.e
SPAN A 081474 6) 82.5 82.2 82.1
j	 SPAN 'A 081414 9! SO: 6264 9
- MAXIMUM 83.70 83.80	 82,.50 82.20 tl2.60 -
MINIMUM 81.10 82.20	 80.60 80900 b1r8U
AVERAGE 82.55 83.10	 81.37 80.94 62.11




SURFACE.	 AVG.	 82.48	 BOTTOM	 AVG• 81.26
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 6 517E
	
10
#'	 SPANI 6 081474 11 83.1 81.5	 81.8 81.6 81.1ij	 SPAN P 081474 2) 83.1 81.5	 81.9 01.7 BI.S
r	 SPAN R OR1474 31 83.5 P2.	 82.4 816tl ip2ob i
SPAN S 081474 4) 83.8 R2.5	 P3. R36
MAXIMUM 83.80 82.50
	 83.00 83.OU 62950
j MINIMUM 83.10 at .50	 81.80 81.hU tl102U ..<,..
AVERAGE 63.37 8 1..87.	 82.27 82.01 81.73









	 5 1 T F	 6 SITE	 8 51TE	 10
SPAN C Cf,1479 1) 81.3' AP.h	 PO.6 80. 80.6
SPAN C G81474 2) 81.6 Rfl.7	 PO.S 8U• I tlfJ.4
SPAN C OR 1474 3) 81.9 AD.9	 RO.7 ALI.l BU.b
SPAN C 081474 41 82.2 AI.	 R0.9' BU•4 hueb
SPAN C 081474 5) 92.2 A1.	 R0.9 Bu.4 bG.6	 -
SPAN C C5: 474 6) 82.6 AL•	 P,0:9 80.6 bG.Y
SPAN C CR1474 7! A171:9-Pr.9 RU .6 bO.Y
SPAN C CR1474' 81 82.8 AI.2	 R1.4 80.7 bl	 +
SPAN C 081474 91 82.9 R1.6	 81.6 BU.8
i	 SPAN C' 091474 10) 93.3 1y
1
MAXIMUM 83.30 81.60
	 81.60` 80.80 81151'
MINIMUM 81.30 80.60	 b0.50 bO.OU bU.40
AVERAGE e2.31 Bn.99	 80.93 80.41 80.74 8
I ST•DEV. •65 .29	 .36 •28 936
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 81.76	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 80.61
i
jE SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 51TE	 6 SITE	 a SIIE	 10
^	 SEAN D 091474 Il 80.4 RI•	 90.5 dU.7 IS4.
SPAN 0 081474 2) 80.4 90.8	 R0.5 at . b(, C1
SPAN D 081474 3) _	 80.2 RC'.6	 80.7 81.1 b1d.3
SPAN 0 081474 41 60.2 Rf!.9
	 R(i.7 Bl•
SPAN D Cie 1474 51 80.1 RO.O 81 .
3A
SPAN D 081474 6) 80.1
SPAN 0 _ 081474 7) 80•
a
MAXIMUM 80.40 8(.00
	 130.70 b	 •I a0f34
MINIMUM GO.00 60.80	 80.50 b0.7U bUoOU
AVERAGE 80.20 80._88
	 80.60 80.96 8U#17




AVG.	 80.56	 BOTTOM	 AVG. bO.52
DATE	 081474
'
! 4 SPANS CALCULATED.,














3)	 50TTOM	 AVG.	 81.06
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FIGURE 66'.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF AUGUST 14, 1974. WITH A 51,254 cf/s FLOW RATE, -77°F 'AIR TEMPERATURE





TEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWN I S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
^	 '
SITE	 2 SITE _4 SITE 6 SITE	 8 SIZE	 13
SPAN A	 082174 1) 19.5 80.8 81.9 81.9 8<.0
SPAN A	 082174 2) 79.9 81.2 82.1 81.3 02.v 
SPAN A	 082174 3) 79.9 82. 82.5 8l r9 ei•}
SPAN A	 08217 4 4) 80.3 82.2 P 1.6 81.8 b3.1
j SPAN A	 062174 51 92.7 dl •9 81I r±
f SPAN A	 082174 6) 83+ 81.9 E'3.4 k
SPAN A	 082174 71 R7.9 62. tl3.o
'I SPAN A	 082174 81 82.8. 8201 83.4 -
SPAN A	 082174 9) 82.1
MAXIMUM 80.30 82.10 83.OU b2.7U tiS.4u y
MINIMUM 79.50 80.80 81.90 81.30 61.(';
AVERAGE 79.90 at.55 82..56 bl•R9 d3.11
ST.DEV• .33 .66 .39 •25 .7`t
SURFACF
	
AVG.	 P2.16 BOTTOM	 AV(,. 81.3b
i
SITE
	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 S1TE	 8: S1Tk'IU 1
SPAN 8	 082174 1) 83• 83.5 112.7 03.S 83.1
f SPAN 8	 082174 2) 83. 83.9 R2.7 83.6- 03.s 3
} SPAN 8	 082174 31 83.1 64. 83. 83.b tt.l.ti
SPAN P	 082174 4) - R3.5 P3.7 R3.9
1 MAXIMUM 83.10 84.00 83.20 83.9U 83.41
MINIMUM 83,00 83.50 82.70 83.50 bJEIJ 11
AVERAGE 83.03 63.72 82.91) b3.7U tll.t/
,I	 c ST.OEV• .06 .16 .74- .Itl .IS
SURFACF
	
AVG'.	 83.42 BOTTOM	 AVG. 63.16




SPAN C	 082174 11 81.5 It Pl.' 81.7 fl0,t
SPAN C	 082174 2) 81.3_ R7.1 81.3 R1• 80.h
} SFAN C	 082174 3) 81.6 A2.7 At .3 62.8 bO.7
SPAN C	 082:174 4) 81.6 82.3 R1.4 62.3 nG.9
SPAN t	 082174 5) 81.8 R2.4 (31.5 82.3 80,7
. I SPAN C	 082174 61` 82.6 R2.6 81.6 82.5 81.
j SPAN C	 087174 7) 82.5 82.8 P1.9 82.7 80.b
'1 SPAN C	 082174 81 82'•S 83. N7.1 82.8SPAN C	 082174 9) -62.6 R3.1 R2.J
SPAN C	 C82174 10) 82.6
MAXIMUM 92.60 83.10 82.3V 62.8U UIFUU
MINIMUM, 81.30 82.00 81 .nn 61.70 80.50
' AVERAGE 62.06 82.50 B1..62' 82.39 80y77
ST.DEV. .54 .40 .43 x39 F16
SURFACE AVG.	 82.32 BOTTOM	 AVG., 81-34
SITE
	
2 5ITE	 If SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10 7
1 SPAN D	 082174 1) 81.8 81.4 82.3 82.2 87.6
`
►
SPAN 0	 082174 2) 81.9 91.6 R2.6 82.3 If? ,tl !gSPAN- D	 082174 3) :82.1 81 •8. 82.7 82.6 83.-
SPAN 0	 082174 41 82.2 f11.9 112.9 82.7




SPAN D	 082174 6) 82.2
e
MAXIMUM 82.20 81.90 62.90 82.70 83 ;00
_ . MINIMUM 81.80 81.40 82.30 82x20 6260
-!	
^ AVERAGE 82.07 81.67 .82.62.. 82x45 82080 a
ST.DEV. to .22 .29 124 *20
SURFACE.
	













}^T.7ri•._: 3)	 MINIMUM VALUE	 79.50 t
4)	 SURFACE AVG,	 81.61 v.a
CS) BOTTOM	 AY(lr R1.98
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FIGURE 67.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF AUGUST 21, 1974 WITH A 39,258 cf/s FLOW RATE, 79°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 30% CLOUD COVER.	 REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 459 MW. -
;:	 a1	 'w
pew'	 ..	 ::'•	 ,.: ,
SITE
	
2 SITE 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE -10
SPAN A 082874 1) 85.6 85.6	 8406 83.6 8309
ii	 SPAN A 062874 21 85.7 85.7	 84.4 83.4 83.8
'i	 SPAN A 082874 31 85.8 85.7	 84.3 83.3 8391
SPA N A 082874 4) 85.8	 8402 83.2 84.-
SPAN A 082874 51 64.2 83,1 83.7	 t	 '.
'	 SPAN A 082874 61 84.5 83. 83.6	 ',t
SPAN A 082874 7) RS• 82.9 eJa d





_ MINIMUM 65.60 85.60
	
84.20 82090 83063
' i AVERAGE 85.70 85.70
	
84.46 83.25 83r87
ST.DEV. 910 .08	 .28 .24 f2d
i SURFACE	 AVG.	 84.92	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 84.66
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN 8 082874 11 83.6 84.3	 84.7 84. 84.!
	
µSPAN 8 082874 21 83.3 84.2	 84.6 83.5 8403
SPAN R 082874 31 8393 840	 R4.7 83.7 8403
MAXIMUM 83.60 84.30	 84.74) 84.OU 44930
MINIMUM 83.30 84.20
	 84.60 8305U 64ti70	 w
AVERAGE 83.40 84.27	 84.67 83.73 84430
ST.DEV) .17 .06	 .06 •25 i00
SURFACE	 AVG.	 84-06	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 84.18
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE -6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN C 087874 1) 84.1 84.1	 83.1 83.5 83.4
SPAN C 082874 21 83.8 R4.	 63.3 83.3 6394
SPAN G 087874 }) 63.8 R4.	 83.3 83.3 8504`
SPAN C, 002874 4) 83.8 R3.8	 83.3 83-4 83.4
SPAN C 082879 51 83.8 83.8
	 83.2 83.4 8394
SPAN C 082874 6) 83.8 84.	 93.3 83•S 89.3	 j
SPAN C 082874 7) 83.5 83.7	 83.1 83.6 d3.2
SPAN C 082874 8) 83.4 84.3	 83.5 83.7
SPAN C 082074 9) 83.4
MAXIMUM 84.10 84.30	 83.53 83070 83140




	 63.26 83046 83036
ST.DEV. .23 .19	 .13 014 #08
SURFACF
	 AVG.	 81.62	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 83.64
SITE.2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10'	 33
SPAN q 082874 1) 84. 83.1	 83.5 89.2 84.6	 d
SPAN D 082874 2) 83.8 83.1
	 83.5 84.1 84.5
SPAN
-D 082874 3) 83.7 83.2	 93.4 84.3 8407
SPAN n - OR2674 41 83.8 83.2	 83.4 84.2
' MAXIMUM 84.00 83.20	 83.50 84.30 84970
MINIMUM 83.70 63. 10	 63.40 84010
-04950
AVERAGE' 83.82 83.15	 83-45 84.20 84460



















21	 MAXIMUM	 VALUE	 85.80'
3)	 MINIMUM	 VALUE














. 1.64 a v
6^
1TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN 0 5 FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 090474 1) 79.2 79.2	 78. 78.6 7842
F	 SPAN A	 090474 2) 7994 79.3	 79.1 7807 76.2
SPAN A	 090474 31 79.4 7904	 78.1 78.7 70.3
SPAN A	 090474 41 79.7 7904	 78.2 79. 7H.!
SPAN A	 090474 S1 78.7 78.9 78.3
SPAN A	 090474 61 7808 79. 78.3
SPAN A	 090474 7) 78.8 799 70.3
SP AN A	 090474 81 79.1 18.1
MAXIMUM 79.70 79.40	 78.80 79.10 78.70
MINIMUM 79.20 79.20	 7A.00 78.60 78f.0
AVERAGE 79.47 79.32	 7R.31 78987 78932
ST.DEV * .22 .10	 .34 .18 916
SURFACE	 AVG*	 79.14	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 78.64
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE
	
IU
SPAN R	 090474 1) 711.9 78.8	 78.9 79.4 79.4
SPAN R	 090474 21 78.9 78.7	 78.9 79.2 7Y..)
SP',N R	 090474 3) 79. 78.8	 79. 79.2 79.2




AVERAGE 78.93 78.77	 78.93	 - 19.27 7993U
ST.DEV. .06 .06	 .`06	 _ .12 ^L0
SURFACE AV6.	 79.04	 BOTTOM AVG. 79.08
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITf`	 6 517E	 8 STTF:
	 10
SPAN C	 09(479 1) 77.5 7R.6	 77.9 78. 78.4
SPAN C	 090474 21 77.7 78.5	 77.8 77.9 18.4
SPAN C	 090474 31 77.7 7A.5	 77.9 78. 78.4
SPAN C	 090474 4) 77.7 78.6	 77.9 78.1 18.5
SPAS+ C	 n90474 5) 77.7 7R.6	 77.9 7b.1 78.b
SPAN C	 090474 6) 77.7 78.6 78.2 7695
SPAN C	 090474 7) 77.6 78.6	 77.9 78.2 18.4
SPAN C	 090474 81 77.5 78.6	 78. 78.4 78.4
SPAN C	 090474 9) 77.5 7A.7	 77.7
MAXIMUM 77.70 78.70	 7R-O(, 78.40 10.50
MINIMUM 77.50 78.50
	 77.7(. 77.90 78.40	 J
AVERAGE 77.62 78.59	 77.P7, 7A.,11 70#44	 -
ST.DEV. .10 .06
	 .09 .16 905	 3
SURFACE	 AVG.	 7 A	 14	 RnTTOM	 AVG. 7R.O6 f
SITE
	
2 5 1 T F	 4	 5 1 T F	 6 SITE	 8 SITf
	
IU
Sf'AN D	 090474 1) 78.7 77.6	 77. 76.9
SPAN D	 090474 2) 78.6 77.5	 77. 76.y /b.y
SPAF: D	 090474 3) 78.7 77.5	 77. 76.9 76.
SPAN D	 090474 4) 78.7 77.5	 77.` 764.9
SPA N 0	 - C9G474 51 78.5










AVERAGE 78.62 77.52	 77.00 76.9U /SlyJ
ST.DEV. .10 .05	 .00+ C6
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 77.,18	 BOTTOM' AVG. 77.22
DATE	 090474
4`SPANS
	 CALCULATED,	 THE	 RESULTS ARE:
1I	 AVERAGE:	 TEMP.	 7P.31







' 5)	 BOTTOM AVG.	 78.25










SHORE TOWER 1 TOWER 2
SPAN A__ SPAN B
SI i- S	 2 4	 6 1p 2 4	 6 8	 10
^
-7 77
















FIGURE 69.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF SEPTEMBER 4, 1974 WITH A''41,554 cf/s FLOW RATE, 630F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 100% CLOUD COVER. REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 997 MW AND REACTOR #2 AT 188 MW.
rj
rnv
rTEWFERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWN ► S FERRY	 POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 B SITE	 1,0
SPAN A	 091 17 4 1) 60.3 78.6 75.9 7699 76.7
SPA ►. AI	 ;091174 2) 60.6 AD.6 76.2 7699 7697
!	 SPAN A	 '0.91174 31 A1.4 76.6 77.2 76.9	 -°
SPAN A	 091174 41 77.3 77.6 7P•
SPAN A	 091174 51 76.5 78.3 7795
SPAN A	 091174 61 79.9 7b.9 7893
SPAN A	 091174 7) 60.3 81• 8094
SPAN A	 091174 8) 6192 dl •
SPAN A	 091174 91 81•'9
MAXIMUM 80.60 61.40 60.30 81050 bI90o
MINIMUM 80.30 78.60 75.90 76.90 16970
AVERAGE 60.45 dn.20 77.81 78.83 78906
ST.OEV. .21 1.44 1.78 1.92 1972
SURFACE	 AV69	 80.96 BOTTOM	 AVG. 77.60
SITE	 2 SITE 4 SITE	 6 SITE _8 SITE
	
10
SPAN B	 091174 11 78.9 78.5 77.8 77.7 7909
SPAN 8	 091174 27 78.3 796 7A.3 78.7 80•
SPAN A	 091174 3) 78.6 00.7 79.6 79. bill
Ua
MAXIMUM 78.90 60970 79.60 79.OU ditto
MINIMUM 76.30 '7R•50 77.80 77.7U 79990
' AVERAGE 78.60 79.40 78.57 78947 80433
ST.DEV. .30 1.15 .93 066 967
SURFACE	 AVG.	 79.804 BOTTOM	 AVG. 78.56
SITE _2 SITE 4 5ITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN C	 091174 1) 76.7 75.9 77. 76.4 77.6
SPAN C	 091174` 2) 7695 7'6. 77• 76.6, 7791
SPAN C	 091174 3) 76.8 7691 77.1 76.6'_ 77.2_
SPAN C	 091174 4) 77.1 76. 77.1_ 77.(: 77.1
SPAN C;	 091174 5) 77.2 76. 77.7 77.6 77.1
SPAN C	 091174 61 77.3 79.3 7991 1095
SPAN C	 091174 7) 80,1 79.1 79 n 2 79.1 79.1
SPAN C	 091'174 8) 80.3 79.4 79.5 79.9
SPAN C	 1'91174 9) 79.7
MAXIMUM 80.30 79.70 79.50 79090 79910
MINIMUM 76.SQ 75.90 77.00' 76.40 77910
AVERAGE 77.81 77.28 77.99 77.80 17960
ST•DEV. 1.65 1.65 1.14 1.37 4 69	
3
SURFACE
	 AVA.	 79.7U BOTTOM
	 AVG. 76.62
SITE	 2	 ' SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 517E
	
10	 a
SPAN D	 491174 11 76.3 76.7 76.7 76.2 77.6
SPAN 0	 091174 2) 76.4 76.9 76.6 76.2 18.1
SPAN D	 091174 3) 77. 78. 77r7 77.1
SPAN I?	 091174 4) 77.2 78.6 78. 77.5
k	 SPAN D	 091174 5) 77.3
SPAN 0	 091174 6) 78.3
SPAN
If.
0	 0911-74 71 78.4 w
:.	 9999	
4
MAXIMUM 76.40 78.60 78 .01) 17. SU 78910
MINIMUM 76.30 76._70 76.60 76.20 77860
AVERAGE 77.27 77.55 77.25 76975 17X95
ST.DEV. .83 .90 .70
.66 .S
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 78.12 BOTTOM AVG.7 .7U.
DATE 091174
4	 SPANS
	 CALCULATED 9 THE RESULTS ARE:
ORIGINAL PO	 T _GE IS
AVERAGE TEMP. 61.29
PO ^T 2f	 MAXIMUM V ALUE 81'.50jj	 UALI ^j 3)	 MINIMUM VALUE	 75.90
'^+/ 41	 SURFACE AVG.	 79.64
5)	 BOTTOM	 AVGo 77.39













SPAN A - - SPAN B
SITES
	
2	 4	 6 7,0 2 4	 96- 8 10a
F	 DEPTH 2 7









	 SPAN C 3 SPAN D









FIGURE 70.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF SEPTEMBER 11, 1974 WITH A 2,162 cf/s FLOW RATE, 760F AIR TEMPERATURE





TEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWN'S FERRY POWER LINE
	
CROSSING
SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN A	 091874 1) 78.4 77.3
	
76 r6 75.4 76.7
SPAN A	 091874 21 78.9 77.7	 76.5 75.3 7698
SPAN A	 091974 3) 79.3 78.5	 76.7 75.4 76.
SPAN A	 091874 4) 77. 75.4 7Are2
SPAN A	 091874 51 77.4 76. 76.3
SPAN A	 091874 6) 78.2 76.1 76.9
SPAN A	 091874 7) 79.1 76.5 77.6
SPAN A	 091974 Q) 77.5 79.1
MAXIMUM 79.30 78..50	 79.10 77.SU 79.10
MINIMUM 78.40 77.30
	 76.50 75.30 7570
AVER,%GE 78.87 77.83
	 77+36 75.95 76#70	 4,"
ST.OEV. .45 .61
	 .97 -	 .76 115
SURFACE	 AVG.	 78.70	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 76.66
SITE
	
2- SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE AD	 !
SPAN R	 091874 11 77.8 78.-	 78.3 76.9 77.2
SPAN 8	 091874 2) 77.8 79.1
	 79.3 76.8 ?7.2
SPAN 8	 091874 3) 78.1 78.5	 78.5 76.7 77.5
MAXIMUM 79.10 78.50




	 78.30 76.70 77.20
AVERAGE 77.90' 78.20	 78.37 76.80 71#30'
ST.bEV. .17 .26	 012_ .10 #17SURFACF
	 AVG.	 77.86	 BOTTOM	 AVG- 77.64
5 1 T E	 2 SITE
	
4	 SITF.	 6 SSTE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN C	 091874 1) 75.1 75.9	 75.6 76.1 76@3
SPAN r	 n91874- 2) 75.2 76.1
	 75.6 76.3 7694
SPAN C	 091874 3) 75.4 76.1
	 76.5 76.3 74.6
SPAN C	 091874 4) 7S.5 76.2	 75.14 76.3 76.7
SPAN (
	
091874 94 1 75.5 76.4	 75.5 76.9 76.7
SPAII C	 1)91874 6) 75.6 76.6	 75.7 76.4 76.6
5P AN C	 0911374 7) 75.7 77.4	 75.9 76.5 76.9
SPA1`1 c	 091874 8) 75.9 78.3
	 77.9 77.7 77.6SPAN r	 ' 1?91F174 9) 76.3
MAXIM11M 76.30 7A.30
	 77.90 77#70 77.60
111141 NUM 75.10 75.90
	 75.40 76l,1U 76.3U
AVF.1lAGF 75.58 76.62	 76.01 76,S0 7602
5T.OEV. .36 .82
	 .84 .80 -	 t4p
SURF'ACF	 AVG.	 77.56	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 75.80 I
1
51rE	 2 SITE 9	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAll n	 091A74 11 75.4 75.1
	 76.5 75.5 7696
SPAN n	 (191874 7) 75.4 75.4	 76.6 75.5 77.
1; q;d n	 091474
-3) 75.4 75.6	 76.6 75.1 Y
SPA1! D	 091 874 41 _ 76.4 " 77.	 77.'1 16.
9P A N) n	 091874 5`) 75_.5
S1'AV n-	 091874 61 76.1
14AAIMOM 7 6 . I U 77.D0
	 77.10 76.00 77A00
1'INIMUM 1500 /5x.10










	 D	 .AVG. 75.82
DATE	 091874
4	 SPANS	 CAL;'UL'ATEnr
	 %NF RESULTS ARE:












5)	 BOTTOM	 Avr,.	 76.48 -
AIR	 (EMP	 AVG.	 70.







TE M PERATURE READINGS AT BROWN'S FERRY	 POVER LINE CROSSING
SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 0 SITE
	
10
SPAN A	 092574 1) 66.6 68.2	 70.2 6901 oil	 4
SPAN A	 092574 2) 66.6 68.1	 70*4 69.3 1't.8
SPAN A	 092574 3) 66.7 6891
	
70•S 69.5 70m
SPAN A	 092574 4) 70.6 69.6 700
SPAN A	 097574 5) 70.7 6906 7042
SPAN A	 092574 6) 7009 70. 7064
SPAN A	 092574 7) 71. 70. 7903 M
SPAN A	 092574 8i 7092 '003
MAXIMUM 66.70 68.20	 71.00 70.20 70f40
MINIMUM 66.50 68.10	 70.20 69910 69;40
AVERAGE 66.60 68.13	 70.61 69.69 70105
ST.DF.V. .10 .06	 .28 .38 933
SURFACE AVG.	 69.26	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 68968
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN 0	 092574 1) 70.3 ` 70.6	 70. 70. 70.7
SPAN N	 092574 2) 70.2 70.7	 70.1 70.1 70.6
SPA14 R	 092574 3) 70.3 70.7	 70.2 70.2 70.7
MAXIMUM 70.30 70.70
	 70.21)' 70920 70470
MINIMUM 70.20 70.60	 70.00 70oDU 70660
AVERAGE 70.-27 70.67	 70.10 70.10 70467
ST.DEV. .O6 .06	 .10 410 606
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 70.42	 BOTTOM AVG. 70.32-
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 51TE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN C	 092574 1) 70.4 70.5	 69.3 64.9 70*9
SPAN C	 n92574 2) 70.4 70.6	 6914 6909 70.9
SPAN C	 092574 3) 70.5 70.7	 69.4 7U.2 71.
SPAN C	 097574 4) 70.4 70.7	 69.5 70. 70.9
SPAN C	 -092';74 5) 70. 4 70.7	 69.5 70.1' 70.9
SPAN C	 092574 6) 70.4 70.7	 69.5 70.1 70.9
SPAN C	 092574 7) 70.3 70.6	 69.4 704 70.8
SPAN C	 092574 8) 70.2 7n.6	 69.5 U^
SPAN C	 092574 91 70.1
SPAN C	 092574 10) 70.
MAX114UM 70.50 70.70	 69.50 70.20 71eUO
MINIMUM 70.00 70.50	 69.30 69090 70980
AVERAGF 70.31 70.64	 69.44 70.42 70.90
ST.OEV. .1,6 •07	 .07 .10 106
SURFACE	 AV 6-	 70.18	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 70.20
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6' SITE	 8 SITE
	 10 a
SPAN D	 092574 1) 69.5 70.6	 69.7 68.5 66.7
SPAN D	 092574 2) 69.5 7n.6	 69.7 68.5 68.6
-SPAN 0	 (192574 "3) 69.5 7n.6	 69.7 68.5 68.9
SPAN 0	 (192574 4) 69.5 7n.6	 69.8 68.5 1
SPAN D	 092574 5) 69.5
SPANi
j
O	 092574 6) 69.5 ^
I
' MAXIMUM 69.5U 70.60	 69.80 68.50 68p90
MINIMUM 69.50 70,60,
	 69.70 60.5U 68#70-





	 BOTTOM	 AVG, 69.40
DATE	 092574
4	 SPANS	 CALCVLATEDo TNF_	 RESU LTS ARE:
I)	 AVERAGE	 TE M P.	 69.77




41	 SUR FACE	 AVG. <	 69.83
S'	 BOTTOM:	 AVG.	 69.65
_:` 3
_











SHORE TOWERER 1 TOWER 2.	 k
SPAN A,,* ,F SPAN S
SITES	 2 4	 6 1 2	 4	 6	 8	 10






TawER 2 SPAN e 3 SPAN D





FIGURE 72.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF SEPTEMBER 25, 1974 WITH A 36,00
{
cf/s FLOW RATE,, 58 F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 100% CLOUD COVER. REACTOR #1 NOT IN OPERATION AND REACTOR #2 OPERATING AT 626 MW
w ;
il
TEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWN S S FERRY	 POWER	 LINE	 CROSSING r
SITE	 2 SITE
	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN!A 100274 1) 67.6 _6965	 68.1 6of6 6016
SPAN A	 100274 2) 67.7 69.	 68. 68:7 66#6
SPAN A	 100274 31 67.8 69.	 68. 6897 6897
SPAN A	 100274 (:) 6769 68.7 68.7
SPAN A	 100274 51 67.9 68.6 68.7
SPAN A	 100274 61 67.9- 68.8 680
SPAN A	 100274 71 67.9 68.6 66x6
SPAN A	 100274 A) 68.8 68#7
i MAXIMUM 47.80 69.00	 6H.10 68.80 68170
MINIMUM 67.60
-68.50	 67.90 68960 68960




SURFACE	 AVG.	 68.44	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 68.24
5 1 T E	 2 SITE
	
4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 a SITE
	
lU
SPAN 8	 100274 11 68.5 69.	 68.5 69:3 6991
SPAN R	 100274 21 68.5 69.2
	
66.5 69.4 6903
SPANi 8	 100274 3) 68.5 69.3	 66.5' 69.4 69.4i
MAXIMUM 68.50` 69.30	 66.50 69.40 69940
MINIMUM 68.50 69.00	 68.50 69.30 69.20
AVERAGE 68.50 69.17
	 68.50 69.37 69o3D
j ST.OEV. .00 .I5'	 .00 906 610
SURFACE	 AVG.	 69.02'	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 68.90
SITE	 2 SITE	 4,	 5 1 T E
	
6 SITE	 8 SITE -10
SPAN C	 100274 1) 68.9 70.`-	 68#4 68.8 68.8
Si AN C	 100274 2) 68.9 70:1	 68.5 68.9 69.1 k	 .
SPAN C	 100274 3) 68.9 -	 70.3	 68.5 69. 69.4
SPAN C	 1002714 41 -68.9 70.2	 66.7 69. 69.6
SPAN f	 100274 5) 68.8 70.1'`	 68.7 69. 69.7,
SPAN C	 100274 6) 68.7 70.2	 69. 6941 69.9
SPAN C	 100274" 7) 68.6 70.1	 68.9' 69+ 69.8
SPAN C	 100274 8) 68.6 7n.	 690 69.1
'	 SPAN C	 100274 9) 68.6
MAXIMUM 68.-90 7n.30
	 69.00 69.40 69990 l'
MIN IMUM 68.60 70.00	 68.40 69.80 6896Ct  9
AVERAGE 68.17 70.12	 68.71 68999 6947i ST.DEV. .14 .10	 .24 910 99Q
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 69.30	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 68.94
t




SPAN 0	 100274 1) 67.4 6869	 66.7 67.1 61.1
SPAN D	 100274 21 67.4 68.9	 66.6 67.2 66.2
SPAN O	 100274 3) 67. 4 69.	 66.9 67.3
SPAN D	 100274 4) 67.7 69.	 670 67.3 i
- MAXIMUM 67.7U 69.00
	 67`.00 67.30 66#20
MINIMUM 67.40 68.90
	 66.60 67.10 66#10
I,





ST9DEV9 .15 106	 Is ,10 9pg
SURFACE






4	 SPANS CALCULATEO.	 THE RESULTS AREI
1)
	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 68.47
^^T 2)	 MA.XIMUM	 VALUE
	
70.30
wi 3)	 MINIMUM "VALUE	 66.10
.r.
) 	 AlLf 4)	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 68.55d^ (^^jjj^V SI	 BOTTOM	 AVG•	 68.35
TMx.
R QT> `^^i ►^ AIR	 TEMP	 AVG9	 - 534














SPAN A SPAN B
SITES






FRCM NORTH 500 1000SHORE
POWERLINE POWERLDE
TOWER 2
-, SPAN C 3	 SPAN D






FIGURE 73.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF OCTOBER 2, 1974 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 41,550 cf/s, 53°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 307. CLOUD COVER. 	 REACTOR i'f1 NOT OPERATING, REACTOR #2 OPERATING AT 14'0 MW.
'TENPERATURE READIN65	 AT 06OW14 9 5 FERRY	 POIy ER	 NINE	 CHOSS1N4
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 a __SITE
	
10
SPA S: A	 100974 T1 63.3 65.	 66. 65 a 65.1
SPAN A	 100974 i1 63.4 65.	 66. 65.5 0.2
5PA14 A	 100974 31 63,6 65.2	 66. 65.6 65.3
. SPAN A	 1009714 -	 . .4) 66... 65-r6 6.ti.-1
	
-
SPAN A	 100974 51 66, 65.5: 610.3
SPAN A	 100974 61 66. 65.5 66.J
SP A N A	 100974 71 66. 65.6 6`.3	 k
SPAN A	 100974 AI 6595 65.2
MAXIMUM 63.SU 65.20	 66.00 65.60 65
 .,10
MINIMUM -63.30 65.OLI	 66.I1U 6S.SU 65.10










SITE	 2 S1 f	 4	 SITE
	
6 b11E
	 6- SITE	 10
SPAN M	 IQn974 11 66.2 1,	 1	 6h. 666 66.3
SPAN 11	 10-'.1974 2.1 66.3 h;.2	 66.1 66. 66.4
1
SPAN M	 100974 ail 66.3 A,	 3	 66.1 66 ► 66.6
MAXIMUM 66.31, 1,	 3U	 66.10 66.00 66•!,U
MINIMUM 66 Z 65.11)	 66.OU 66.00 66930_
AVERAGE 6A.27 65.20






AV{,.	 6h. n4	 IinTTOM	 AVG. 65.92
BITE
	





C	 - SPAN C	 Inn914 ..	 11 65.7 h',.;3	 65.6 65.3 6'^	 ti
SPAN C In r1'7 74 21 65.8 0,	 4	 65.6 65.4 65.7
SPAN C	 Inn974 1l 65.7 h^,.S	 65.6 65.6 65.8
SPAN r	 I111)9714 41 6 1;vN hS.S =	 65.6 6b.6 65.1
SPAN r	 Inn474 it 65. R, A,.4	 65.6 65.'5 ^j
SPAN C	 100774 61 65.9 hh.S
	 65.1 65.6 7
SPAN: r	 Inn97-4 71 65.9 65.9	 65.7 65.6
SPAN C	 100974 A h5:9 61,	 5	 66 65.It
,MAK 11111P1 65..'1: 6^,.'{n	 66..Oil 65.8U -GS.61.1
M 1 141 MI)m hb. 7J1 bS. 111 ...	 6r)::, Al) -	 65.3U 654AD -	 ..
AVLRAGr 6b.@9 611.44	 6(,,67 65.55 65v7V
5 T . 0 F V . .n7 .117	 .14 .15 .OG	 1
SuNFACF
	
AVr,.	 h5. 7P	 BOTTOM	 AV6. 65.54
i SIIt
	
2 S1 TI	 4	 51TF	 h 5111:	 8 SIIt.
	
lU1
SPAM U	 IOn97'1_ I	 1 6 1 ,.11 hh.	 1, 64,4 61,
SPAN n	 100974 21 64.7 66.	 6f,. 64'.4 6b.4
SPAN n	 IOn97 31 h',.9 6h.	 65. 64 .5
SPAN 1)	 _.1 009714 - 41 b;••..1
SPAN n	 100974 ral 64.7
S o A [d ry	 1 1 1119 7'i h 1 h'x. 1
I: ,.MA4,I.t1Uld 65. - 3:' : -6h.flf)'	 6'i. flU 66.RU








	 6Cx.rlt1 64.51 :65. {j
5 T . D E'V . . 0 8 .0-1)
	
.0-O .29 6 0 11_
SURF ArF
	 AVr,.













J j_ 71	 ?AX[MUM	 VA L UE-	 66.5x1 z




41	 5UNFACE !AV 1:.	 65.5H
51	 11r)TTOM	 AV(,.	 61;	 45
AIP ` TEMP	 AVG.	 S8.
V
vv<I N n














SPAN A..._ SPAN B
SITES







FROM NORTH 500 1000SHORE
I.,T 11`1
1 
}ryePOWERLINE Ty^IR^.^YI '^"'f^'^1 V.WE LL.J^.^((,j..
TOWER 2
SPAN C 3	 SPAN D







FIGURE 74.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF OCTOBER 9, 1974 WITH A 55,414 cf/s FLOW RATE", 58 F AIR TEMPERATURE







TE"PF.RATURE	 READINGS	 AT BROWN'S FERRY	 POKER
	
LINE	 CROSSING







..CAN5 A.	 71016	 4 11 64.3 65..5	 66.3 - 61.3 65.6
5E'A •J A	 101674 2) 6t.3 65.7	 66.4 66.4 6i.6
`	 5PA^4 A	 1-1674 3) 64,,3 65.7	 A6.6 66.4 66.1
SPAN A	 101674 4) 66.6 66.6 65.1
5PAN A	 101674 5) 66.5 66.5 616.1
SPAN A	 101674 61 66.6 66.5 6661
SPAN A	 101674 7) 66.4 66.b 618.6	 a
,I	 SPAN A	 101674 R) 66.5
MAXIMUM 64. 1U 69.70
	 66.60 66.60 6S. 7U
MINIMUM 6 4 .30 65.50	 66.30 66930 66apU
II AVERAGE 64.31, 69.63









2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 BITE	 8 SICE;	 I 
9PA:1 H	 101674 1) 65.6_ 67.	 66. 65.7 66.6
SPAN EA	 101674 2) 65.7 67.	 66. 65.8	 - 66.7
SPAN
1
A	 101674 31 65.9	 : 67.1	 66.1 65.11 66.Y
11AAIMUM 65.90- 67.10
	 66.Iu aS.RU 66*9U
M''{NI MUM 65.611 67.1)0
	








OVA,	 h4r36	 BOTTOM	 AV(,. 66-IS
51 T
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITF	 6 S I T F
	 8 - X111;	 I 
SPAN C	 171674 11 6b.6 66.6	 65.-4 66.3 64.
S P AN (	 101674 2) 66.8 66.7	 6S.5 66.4 66.
SPAN f	 I01674 31 66.11 66.9	 65.5 66.4 66.1j	 - 5 P r m C:	 In1674 4) 66 .9 66.9
	 6S.4 66.4
f	 SPr.N C	 101674 S) 66.9 66.R	 65.4 66.6 66.1
;PAN C	 101.574 61 :67.1 66.9	 65.S 66.b qA 
;PaM C	 101614 7) 66.9 h6.9	 AS.S 66.6 66.1
nPAhI C	 101674 Al 66.9 67.1	 65.5 66.6t
{ MAXIMUM 67.IJ 67.10
	
65.RO 66.50 66.2u





I AVERAGE 66.86 6h.9-.	 65.46 66.44 6ti.13i 5T.DEV. .14 .15













5PA1) 1)	 101674 1) 66.6 65.5	 A 65.3 64.v
1; v A0 r)	 101674 2) 66.7 65.S	 65.-9 6b.4 616.1
j	 SwAto n	 161674 31 66.8 65.6	 6064 65.6
SHAH n	 101674 4) 66.8 65.5	 65.9
-65.6
SPAN 1) 	 101674 51 66.8
SPAN 11
	 101674 61 66.8
MAXIMUM 66.80 65.60
	 65.90 65.60 bbEIU
MINIMUM 66.60 65•.50	 65.90 65.30 64.`9u





SU R FACF	 AVG.	 65.18	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 65.64
DAT E	 101A74
4	 SPANS CALCULATED, 	 THE
	
NFSl1LIS Al2E1 4
-I	 AVERAGE TEMP.	 66.01







5')	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 65.9U
AIR TEMP	 AVG,	 S4.


























FIGURE 75.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF OCTOBER 16, 1974 WITH A 52,362
I
cf/s FLOW RAIE, 54°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 70% CLOUD COVER.	 REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 748 MW
J
jTEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWN'S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 S1TE
	
10
SP Ail A	 102374 I) 61. 62.6 	 62. 62.6 64,5
SPAN A	 102374 2) 61. 62.6	 62, 62.5 62.5
SPAN A	 102374 3) 61.8 6208	 62. 62.5 6Z.5
SPAN A	 102374 -4) 6104 62. 62.4 62.5
SPAN A	 102374 51 62.2 6203 62.4'
SPAN A	 102374 6) 62.4 62.2 64,05
SPAN A 1 0237 7) 62.5: 62.7 6$.3
MAXIMUM 61.80 62.80	 62.50 62.717 62.50
MINIMUM 61 .CO 62.60	 62.00 62.20 62130
AVERAGE 61 . 30 62.67	 62.16 62.46 62946






62.34	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 62.14
5ITF
	
2 SITE'4	 5 1 T F	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
lil
SPAN H	 102374 I) 64.3 63.	 63.3 62. 62.5
SPAN Ft
	
102374 2) 64.3 63.	 63.3' 62. 62.5
SPAN ` B 102374 3) 6-4.3 1-3.-	 63.3 62.
MAX IMUM 64.30' 6.1.00	 63.3U 62.OU 62.50
M1NIMOM 64. 3U 61•^O	 63.3 t'. 62.nu 6LI50
AVERAGE 64.3U 63.'(W0	 -63.30 62.00 62150-
5T.PEV, .OU -00




	 6OTT.OM	 AVG, 63.112	 -...




5PAtl C	 102374 11 62.5 62.5	 60.5 62.V 62.6
SPAN C	 70737`4 2) 62.5 62.1,	 60.5 62,7 62.5
5 P A N C	 102374 31 62.S 62.6	 bn.4 62.6 62.5
SPAN C-	 102374 41 62.5 62.6	 6r).4 62.5 62.5
Sf + Ata r	 102374, 51 6 :7• ti 62.6	 6M.b 62,4 61,4
SPAN G	 102374 h1 6I.0 62.1	 - -60.6 62..b 62.;:
- 5VAll C-	 102374 71 -61.1 62.9
	
611.7 62.h 6a.4
5F AN C	 102374' Fl t 62.4 ;.SPAN C	 -'102374 91 62.5
MAXI1 ,111M 62.5:. 62.9;-	 .60.7+.: 62.90 62.56
-s
. M 114 1 MOM 67, 16 - 62.5i,),	 An, 4!. 62.40 62.4&
AVERAGE 62.42 62.6.3,	 60.51 62.57 62.47
ST.PFV. .i4 .I4	 .1I .16
.05
SURF ACF	 AVG -	 61. 18
	
LtbTTOM	 AVG. 62.1 t+ 1
917E
	




SPA , ) O	 162374 11 6-1. 62.9	 At, .7 61.1 59,8 y
SP r	 .102174 7) 61. 6?.8	 6+1.7 61,1 60.6
5PA14 it	 102,3714 31 61• A2.A	 61,1 61.3
SP A14 (1	 102374 41 61.1 '-2.R
5	 AN n	 107374 S1 62.
!. NA X I HUM 62.0:. 62.91)	 61 . 10 61 .36 60	 6,J
MINIMUM 61.00, 62.80	 60.7U 61.117 59,30
AVERAGE 61..22 67.h2	 60.83 61.17 'o4p9h






	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 61.00 g
I
DATE	 102374











.,L PAGE 41	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 62.27
t;
OF PppR j1( S1	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 6'2.08QU
^7L(('^
A`IR
	 TEMP	 AVG. `	 59.
WIND








`	 SE	 tE TOWER	 -.. iVWLYE L..	 -
SPAN A SPAN B














SPAN DR 2'	 4	 6 8 10	 2	 4 6	 8	 10	 SoLmi
2.











,r	 FIGURE 76	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF OCTOBER 23, 1974 WITH A 55,994 cf/s FLOW RATE, 54°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND NO CLOUD COVER. 	 REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 1046 MW.
Y
co
TEMPERATURE READINGS AT !!ROAMS FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE 2 SITE
	




SPAN A 	 1.03074 11 64.3 611.6	 6469 43.6 64.6
SPAN A	 103074 2) 64.4 64.6	 650 6399 64:.7
SPAN A	 103074 3) 65.1
	
6503 64.4 66.
•	 !	 SPAN A	 103074 4t 65.5 6405. 66.J
SPAN A	 103074 S1 65.6 6405 6614
SPAN A	 103074 61 660 64.6 4606
SPAN A	 103074 7) 660* 46.2 64.3
SPAN A	 103074 81 46.9 660 v.
MAXIMUM 64.60 66.10	 66090 66990- 64*90
MINIMUM 64.30 64080
	 64090 63.60 64 ► S0
AVERAGE 64.45 64.90
	 65.60 64960 6Si4s
ST.DEV. .2I ,l7-	 066 066 di{
SURFACE	 AVG.	 65.86	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 64.46
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 6 bi TE
	
IU
SPAN 8	 103074 1) 66.5 68.6	 66.6 66.7 6601
SPAN 8	 103079 21 66.6 68.6 '	 66,9 670 64.y
SPAN R	 103074 3) 66.6 68.6	 67.1' 6701 66:•b
MAXIMUM 66.60 68.60
	 67.10 67.10 4L050
MINIMUM 66.50 66.60
	 66.60 66090 a6 ► IU
AVERAGE 66.57 68660
	 66.87 67000 6633
S T.OEV. .06 .00	 025 .10 421
SURFACE	 AVG.	 67.18	 BOTTOM AVG. -66.9y
SITE " 2 517E	 4'	 SITE	 b SITE q SITE,	 10
SPAN C	 103074 11 65.5 64.2	 66.7 64.6 64.7
SPAN C	 103074 2) 65.6 64.5	 66.6 64.6 64e
SPAN C	 103074 3) .6 64.6	 bb.5 64.6 66,1
SPAN C	 103074 9) 6508 64.6	 66.5 65.1 66.
"	 SPAN C	 103074 5) -`66.5 64.7	 66.4 65.1 64.Y
SPAN C	 103074 6) 66.6 64.8
	 66.4 :65.1 64•
SPAN C	 103074 7) 66.6 65.4	 66.3 : 65.1 64
SPAN C	 103074 8) 66@6 A5.5	 66.4 65.2
S P AN C,	 103074 91 ,66.6
MAXIMUM 66.60_ 65.50
	 66.70 65.20 66910
MINIHUM 65.50 64.20
	 66.30 64.60 64100
AVERAGE 66.16 64,.79	 66.47'- 6401 64061
ST.DEV. .Sl- .145







	 AVG. 65.14 1
SITE	 2 517E	 4	 517E	 6 SITE	 B SITE
	
10
SPAN D	 103074 1) 64.9 65.5	 63.4 6446 63.6 1
SPAN 0	 103074 2) 64.8 65.5	 63.8 64.6 6494
SPAN O	 103074 31 64.8 65.5	 63.8 64.7
SP AN q:	 103074 4) 64.7 65.)5	 63.8- 6407
SPAN ?	 103074 5)>_,64•6
SPAN 0-	 103074 6) 64.7
MAXIMUM 64.90' 65.50
	 63.90 64.70 64440
MINIMUM 64.60 65.50
	 63.80 64.60 6d ► 4U
AVE R AGE 64.75 65.50	 63.92 64.65 b4 ► 00
ST.OEV. .10
.00	 .05 .06 ♦57
SURFACF	 AVC.	 64.62
	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 64050 c:p
DATE	 103074 x	 •'
- 9'-SPANS CALC U LA T EDr_'THE RESULTS ARE,
IIAVERAGE
	 TEMP.	 65,.50
2)	 MAXIMUM	 V ALUE	 6.9.60




51	 SOTTO)	 AVG.; "	65026













I 1fi9PERATURE R EADINGS	 AT BROWN'S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE a SITE
	 10
i SPA4 A	 110674 1) 67. 65.6	 65.8 650 63.t1
SPAN A	 110674 2) 67. 65.6	 65.7 64.9 63.e
SPAN A,	 110674 3) 67.7 66.1	 65.6 64.6 63.6
AN A	 110674 41 65.5 64.7 el.b
''AN A	 110674 5) 6F,,-5 64.7 63.0
SPAN n	 110674. 61 .'.5.9 64,8 ^..:63.5
SPAN A	 110674 7) 67.6 65.4
5PAN A	 110674 R1 6604
j MAXI MI) M 67.70 66.10
	 67.60 66.40 6.3,80
j MINIMUM 67.00 65 .60	 65.50 6497U 6315A
AVERAGE 67.23 65c77	 65.94 65.09 631511
ST.DEV. .40 .29	 .75 .58 .Ii
SURFACE	 AVG.	 66.26	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 65.44
SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE.	 6 SITE 8 511E	 10
SPAN R	 110674 1) 65+5 bS.S	 65.3 65. 65.Y'
SPAN R	 110674 21 65.4 65.5	 65:.3 65. b6.8
SPAN a':	 110674 3) 65.4 65.5	 65.3 65. 66.3
MAXIMUM 65.50 65.50




AVERAGE 65.43 65.50	 65.30 65.00 66.03
ST.DEV. .06 no	 .00 .00 r26_
SURFACE AVG-
	
65,.50	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 65.49
51TE	 2 SITF_4	 SITE	 6 S1 (E	 8 SITL
	
10	 =.
SPAN C	 110674 l) 64.1 63.9 6b.3
SPAN C	 110674 2) 65.8 65:.	 ("4.1 63.7 6:1.1
SPAN C	 110674 3) 65.6 65.	 64.1 63.7 66•I
SPAN C'	 110674 41 65.7 64.9	 64. 63.7 ol}rlr
SPAN C	 110674 S1 65.5 64.9	 64. 63.5 6b.
SPAN C	 110674 61 6S.4 64.9	 64. 63.5 66,
SPAN c`	 110674 71 65,2 64.8	 64.2 63.5 6b.7
SPAN C	 110674 R1 65.2 64.9	 65. 64.8
SPAN L	 11.0674 9) 65.1 1




	 p4.00 63.50 - 65POO
AVERAGE 65.46 64.91
	
64.19 634,79 65 
5T.DEV. .28 .07	 .34 43 r2S
SURFACE
	
AVG-	 65a10,	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 64.43
9
517E	 2 SITE	 4	 51TE	 6 SITE,8 51TE	 10
SPAN D	 1111674 11 63.2 63.3	 62.4 63.7 63.	 1
SPAN O	 110674 21 63.2 63.2	 62.3 63..6 69.
SPAN D	 110674 3) 63.3 63.4	 62.4 63.6
SPAN D	 110674 4) 63.2 63.6 63,6
SPAN 0	 110674 5) 63.2
SPAN D	 IIG674 61 63.3
MAXIMUM 63.30 63.60	 62. 4J 63.70 r^3^00
1
MINIMUM 63.7L 63.20	 62.30 63.6U 61000	 y
AVERAGE 63.23 63.3.7	 62.37 63.62 6300











21 'MAXIMUM	 V ALUE	 67.70























tt	 TEPPERATUHE	 READIN65	 AT BROWN'S FERRY	 POKER LINE CR055INC,
y, SITE	 2 ` 6SITE	 4	 SITE SITE 6 SITE
	 10
t'	 SPAN A	 111374 11 5807 60.5	 59.5 5962 5d.v
SPAN A	 111374 2) 58.6 60.4	 59.,5 59.1 58.9
!	 SPAN A	 !!1374 31 so	 1. 60	 4	 59.5 59.'1 54.9
SPAN A	 111374 4) 59.5 59*1 58.9
'	 SPAN A	 111374 51 5905 590 6609
SPA N A	 -111374 6) 59.5 5809 5009
SPAN A	 111374 7) $9.5 5809 50.7
SPAN A	 I11374 8) 5809
MAXIMUM 59.70 60.5Q




p AVERAGE 58.60 60.43	 59.50 59,02 S8r87
# ST.DEV• .10 .06	 .00 .12
.Oki
SURFACE	 AVG.	 59.20	 BOTTOM	 AVG* 59.36
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 i& SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN 0	 111374 11 59.1 596	 59.7 590'1 5606
SPAN 8	 111374 2) 59.1 49.	 r9.6 59- 5808
'	 SPAN 8	 111374 31 59.1 5906	 59.6 596
f MAXIMUM 59.10 59.10	 59.70 69.`IU 66480
} MINIMUM 59.10 59.00	 59.60 69000 SMf80
AVERAGE 59.10 $9.03	 59.63 $9.03 68.80
ST.OEV. .00 .06	 036 .C16 r0U
SURFACE	 AVG.	 59.12	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 59-14
	 -
a 51TE	 2 51 T 4	 SITE 6 SITE 8 SITE	 IO	
^6SPAN C	 111374 1) 59-.8 56.9	 5863 57.5 51.2
SPAN C	 111374 2) 54.7 57•	 58.2- 57-5 5701
SPAN C	 111374 3) 59.7 51.1	 58.3 57.5 5101
SPAN C	 1,1374 4) 59 ` .6 57.6	 K8.4 57.5 57.1
SPAN (	 111374 5) $9.5 57.9	 58.6 57.7 570
SPAN C	 111374 6) S9.5 57.9	 58.8 58.2 5701
SPAN C	 111374 7) 59.4 S8•	 58.9 58-3 57.1
SPAN C	 1 1 1374 8) -59.4 58 y 1	 59, 58'.4
MAX Imull 59.80 SA. 1U	 14 9.00 h8 :4U 5762U	
j
1
MINIMUM 5 9 440 56.90
	 SA.70 57.50 S/.00
AVERAGE 59,57 "x7.56	 5)1 .,6 5768-2 57610
ST.OEV. .15 .49	 .31 .40 r0a	 -
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 SR- 4E,	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 57.94 1
{ SITE	 2 51TE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
SPAN D	 111374 !1 57.3 57.2	 56.4 54.7 54.5
SPAN D	 111374 2) S7.2 57.2	 56.3 54.9 = 5M•4„
SPAN D	 111374 3) 57.2 57.2	 56.4 55.3
SPAN D	 111374 4) 57.2 55.3
' S P A N O	 1113'74' 5- S7.I
SPAN O	 1113714 b) 57.!
MAXIMUM 57.?0 57.20	 56.40 55130 54040




AVERAGE 57,.18 57. Z0-






AVG.	 56.08	 BOTTOM AVG- 55.98
OATS -	 111s7N
f - 4 SPANS tALCULATEO•	 THE RESULTS ARES
I)	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 58.IH
i 2)	 MAXIMUM	 VALUE'	 60610
3)	 MINIMUM VALUE
	 54.30
' 4)	 SURFACE:` AVU.	 56.20 r
5)	 t3oTTOM'AVG.	 580 la













TE" P ERATURE READINGS	 AT BROVIN I S FERRY PO4ER LINE	 CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN A	 120674 1) 46. 47.3	 46.8 47.8 9Y06 fi
S P AN A	 120674 2) 45.8 47.2	 46.7 47.8 48.6
SPAN A	 120674 3) 47.3	 46.7 47.0 440.5
5P AN A	 120674 41 46.7 47.7 4.46
SPAN A	 120674 5) 46.6 47x6 48oy
SPAN A	 120674 6) 46.5 47.6 4805
} SPAN A	 120674 71; 46.4 4705 4f•4
SPAN A	 120674 8) 47.4




AVERAGE 45.90 47.27	 46.63 47065 48P53
ST.DE.V. .14 :U6	 .L4 •15 00d
SURFACE	 AVG.	 47.06	 BOTTOM AVG- 47.30'
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE	 10
SPAN R	 120674 1) 49.1 48.4c	 49. 48.3 49.1 r
SPAN R	 120674 2) -49.1 48.3	 49.1 48.2 49.
(.
^
SPAN 8	 12n674 3) 49.2 49.2- 44801 I
MAXIMUM 49.20 4A.40	 49.20 48.30 44.10
MINIMUM 49.10 46.30	 49.00 48.10 49.00
AVERAGE `49.13 4P. 35	 49.10 48.20 49.05
ST.DEV. .p6 .07	 110 1U .07
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 4P.76	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 48.78
51TF.	 2 SITE	 4	 S I T F
	




SPAN C	 120674 1)- 48.7 47.5	 47.6 4d.4 4A06
f SPAN C	 120674 2) 48.7 47.8	 47.7 48.4 4608 ¢.'	 J
SPAN C	 170674 3) '48.8 47.8	 47.8 48.w 4a.y
SPAN C	 120674 4) '48.8 47.8	 47.9 48.5 47,{
SP 4N C	 120674 -	 5) 4848 47.8	 47.9- 'fd.5
SPAN f	 120674 6) 48.7 47.8	 48. 448.6
SPAT! C-	 IZC674 7) 48.7 47.7	 47-r8 48.5
! 5P API C	 120674 8) "48.7 47.7	 47.9 48.1
SPAN C	 120674 9) 48.7




AVE R AGE 48.73 47.74	 47.82 48.41 46.82
ST.DEV. .05 .i1	 .13 .14 01,7 '
{ SURFACF	 AVG.	 47.88






	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN 0	 120674 1) 46.8 4q.	 47. 46.2 44.
( SPAN D	 120674 2) 46.9 48.	 47.' 46.4 444 !`
SPAN n	 120674 3) 46.9 45.	 47., 46.5
Y SPAN 0	 120.674 4) 46.9 4A.
I SPAN O	 120674 5) 46.9
1
MAXIMUM 46.90: 48.00	 47.00 46.50 44^OD
MINIMUM 46.80 4P.00
	 47.00 46.20 44000
a
r^
AVERAGE 46.88 48.00	 47.00 46.37 44000
A
, J ST.DEV. .04 .00	 .QO .15 Opp






I)	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 47.58










6)	 BOTTOM	 AVG-	 47.56
TEMP	 42,.AIR	 AVG.
'
^a*T	 rav	 AJAU/ _ WIND
	 DIRECTION	 12. 1











TaER 1 TOWER. 2
SPAN A SPAN B
STt'F^ 4 1 2	
4	 6 8	 10
^
I^'gI
Sts'	 yG N; ^ ,y^	 ;y 
7 ,^^ `^' ^	




FROM NDM 500 1000 -SHORE
POW RLINE
2C7WEEt 2 SPAN C 3	 SR.% D
2 4 6	 8	 Zp 2	 4	 6	 8 1p	 SOLTIH
2'
^






	 RIVER TEMPERATURE PROFILE OF DECEMBER
1
6, 1974 WITH A 57,536 cf/s FLOW RATE, 420F AIR TEMPERATURE











j	 TEMPERATURE	 READINGS	 AT BROWN'S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE	 2` SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE	 10
S P AN A	 121174 1) 43.9- 46.9
	
46*3 4508 4704
SPAN A	 121174 2) 43.7 146.8	 46.2 45*8 47.J
SPAN'A 121174 3.1 46.7
	 46.2 45.7 47.3
SPIN A	 _-121174 41 46. 45.7 4703
SPAN A	 121174 51 4509 45.6 4j^1
{	 SPAN A	 121)74 6) 45.7, 45.6 47.2
SPAN A_	 121174 7) 45.6 4505 97.1_ ^""
SPAN A	 121174 a) 45.5 4-7
MAXIMUM 43.9G 46.90
	 46.30 45.80 47#40-
MINIMUM 4300- 46.70
	
45.60 45.50 'i7 .0U
AVERAGE ` 43.80 46.80	 45.99 45065 47122
ST.DEV. .14 .10	 .27 012 1.13





4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 biTE
	
10
f	 SPAN 8	 121174 11 4706 4892	 47.5 4806 470
SPAN B	 121174 2) 47.6 48.3	 47.6 48.7 47.
SPAN P	 121174 31 4R.1
	
47.4 4808
f MAXIMUM 47.60 48.30
	 47.60 4.8080 4%.00
j MINIMUM 47.60 4A.10
	
47.40 4806U 47PUU
AVERAGE 47.60 4x.20	 47.50 48.70 47900
ST.DEV. .00 .10
	 .10 .10 100
{{I





2 SITE	 4	 SITE '6 SITE	 8 SITE
	 10
`I	 SPAN C 	 121174- 11 4841 47.6	 46.3` 46.9 46 ► b
SPAN
_C	 121174 2) 48.2 47.6	 46.3 46.8 46.4
SPAN_C 121174 3) -48.2 47.5	 46.3 46.8 46ob
r	 SPAN C	 121174 4) -48.2 47.5
	 46.3 46.1 46.b
1	 SPAN C-
	
121 17 44 5) 4R.2 47.4	 46.3 46.7 46.4
SPANf C	 121174 6) 48.2 47.4	 46.3 46.6 46.7
SPAN C	 121174 71 47.9 47.3	 46.1 46.b 46.4




'j MINIMUM 47.Rii 47.30	 46.IU- 46.20 4694U
AVERAGE 48.IU 47.45	 46.26 46.65 46x44
STsDEV• .16 •12.07 .22 0Ub 9
SURFACE








4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10 A;
SPAN r)	 121174 I) 46.6 44.6	 46. 44.6 44.6
SPAN n	 1211`74 2) 46.6 44-.6	 46.1 44.6 44.6
SPAN 1)	 121174 3) 46.6 44.6
	
46.1, 44.6 ^A
j	 SPAN n	 1211.74 4) 46.7




A V ERAGE. 46.62 44.6r	 46.07 44.60 44.5b w,a
f





















	 AVG.	 46.39 .f
S1: BOTTOM	 AVG•-	 4h+55
- AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.	 42











TakIR 1 TOWER 2,.
SPAN A SPAN B'
STS 4 13 1 2 4	 6	 8 10








TOwIIt 2 SPAN C SPAN D








FIGURE 81.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF DECEMBER 11, 1974 WITH A 58,022 cf/s FLOW RATE, 42°F AIR TEMPERATURE




TEMPERATURE REAOINGS	 AT BROWN I S FERRY POWERLINE CROSSING
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6	 - SITE 8 SITE
	 10
SPAN  121874 _11 42.6 43.2
	 42.4 440 494- a
SPAN A-	 121874 21 4296 43.1
	
42.4 41401 46.3
SPAN A	 121874 31 42.3 43.6	 42.4 4401 4694
SPAN A	 121874 4) 42.4 440 4693
SPAN A	 121874 6) 4204 449 46.3
SPAN A	 121874 6) 42.4 44• 4493
SPAN A	 121874 71 4203 43+9 4103
SPAN A	 121874 81 42+4 4399
MAXIMUM 42.50 43.60
	





	 42.39 44900 46*33
ST.OEV. .12 .26
	 004 9013 005
SURFACE
	 AVG* -43970	 BOTTOM AVG * 4300
SITE	 2 SITE 4	 SITE 6 SITE 8 SITE
	 10
SPAN A	 121874 11 47.5 46.9	 46.1 47.9 47.2
SPAN 8	 121874 21 47.5 46.9	 48`91 4798 4792
MAXIMUM .11.50 46.90
	
48.10 47990 97 ► 20















2 SITE '4	 5ITE	 6 SITE	 8 517E
	
10
SPAN C	 121874 11 46.7- 46.9	 47.4 44.7 469
S P AN"C 121874 2) 46.8 -47.2	 47.5 44.7 469
SPAN C	 121874 31 46.8 47.4	 47.5 45. 46.
SPAN C	 121874 41 46.8 47.3
	 47.5 45. 4b.9
SPAN C	 121874 S1 46.0- 97.4	 47.5 -45.2 4b.! i
SPAN C	 121874 61 46.9- 47.5	 47.5 - 45.3 4S.7
SPAN C	 121874 7) 46.d 47.5	 47.5 45.4 45.S
SPAN C	 121874 8) 46.8 -
MAXIMUM 46.90' 47.50
	 47.50 4564U 46900
MINIMIJM 46.70 46.90
	 47.41) -44.70 45.50 i
AVERAGE 46.80 47.31
	
47.44	 - 45904'- 4Sf83
ST.DEV. .05 .21	 .04 .26 820 l
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 46.54	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 46.34
SITE	 2 SITF_
	
4	 SITE 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	 10 fy
SPAN D	 121874 11 43.8 43.7	 43.2 42. 43.6 I
SPAN 0	 12.1874 21 43.7:. 43.6	 43.3 -. 42. 43.6 ._,.:..
- SPAN 0	 121874 3l 43.7 43.6	 43.3 42. 43.6
MAXIMUM 43.80	 : 43.70	 43.30 42.00 43960
M1141MUM 43.70 43.40 -
	 43.20 42.00- 43.60 y
--a
AVERAGF. 43.73 41.63
	 43 .27 42.OU 43-60








	 THE RESULTS ARE:`










nj}^/^ 57	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 45.20
ry+^\T^
GDTA PAGE:
AIR.	 TEMP	 AVG .	 35.
OF is WIN)	 DIRECTION	 C5.
,POOR`QUI'I'I' W I Nq SPEED `	 8 0 6CLOUD COVER	 58









SPAN A SPAN B'










 R 2 SPAN C
PO t^
3 SPAN D





FIGURE 82. RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF DECEMBER 18, 1974 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 55,544-cf/s, 350F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 507 CLOUD COVER.
	 REACTOR X61 IS OPERATING AT 1092 MW AND REACTOR X62 AT 1045 MW.
F-'
w
TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWNS FERRY	 POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITF	 10
SPAN A 011578 1) 43.3 44.1 44.1 4501 46•b
SPAN A 011575 2) 43.3 43.9 44.1 45.2 46.7
SPAN A 011575 31 43.9 44.2 45.2 46.7
SPAN A 011575 41 44.2 45.1 46.7
SPAN A 011575 5) 44.1 45. 460
SPAN A 011575 61 44.2 45. 46.5
SPAN A 011575 71 44.1 44.8 46.5
.	 SPAN A 011575 8) 44.8
MAXIMUM 43.30 44.10 44.20 45.217 46.80
1
MINIMUM 43.36 43.90 44.10 44.PU +!6fy0
AVERAGE 43.30 43.97 44.14 4502 46rha
ST.DEV. .OD .12 .C5 .lb •1l
SURFACE	 AVG.	 44.52 BOTTOM	 AVG. 44.68
JITE,2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SCTE	 10
SPAN R 011575 1) 46.3 47.9 47.2 46.5 47.5
'	 SPAN -R 011575 2) 46.2 47.4 47.2 96.4 47.5
SPAN R 011575 3) 46.1 47.4 47.3 46.5 41.5
MAXIMUM 46.30 47.40 47.30 46660 y7y50
MINIMUM 46.10 47.40_ 47.30 46.40 1(7	 SO
AVERAGE 46.20 47.40 47.23 46947 479SU
ST.DEV .10 .00 .06 .06 f:00
' SURFACE	 AVG.	 46.96 BOTTOM AVG. 46.98
SITE`2 SITE	 4 SITE
	
6 SITE B SITE
	
10
SPAN C 011575 1) 46.6 48.5 46. 46.7 45.4
SPAN C 011575- 2) 46.6 48.1 46.1 46.3 4504
SPAN C 011575 31 46.6: 48.1 46.2 46.3 96.4
SPAN C 011575 41 46.4 47.9 46.3 46.3 46.4
'	 SPAN C 01IS75' 5)' 46.3 -,47.7 46.3 46r '4
SPAN'C "011575 6) 46.2 47.7 46.1 45.3 46.2
SPAN C 011575 7)' 45.9 47.S 46.2 45.3 95.
r	 SPAN C 011575 8) 45.7 '47.5 45.3
SPAN r, 0-I 1575 9) 45.6
SPAr4 C 011575 10) 45.7
MAXIMUM 46.60 49.50 46.3U 46.7U 45.40	 j
[	
.
MINIMUM 45.0 4'1.50 46.00 45.30,- 45.00
AVERAGE 46.16 47.87 46.17 45.94 4592y
f ST.DEV. .40 .35 .i1 •56
.tbr SURFACE
	 AVG . 	45.94 BOTTOM	 AVG. 46.64
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 a SITE
	
10
SPAN D (111575 11 45.1' 45.4 44.5 43.9 43rd	 a
SPAN D 011575 2) 45.2 45.5 44.4 43.9 ' 43.8
l	 SPAN D 011575 3) 45.2 45.5 44.4 43.9 43.6
SPAN`D 011575 41 4S.2 _'45.5 44.4 43.9 j
SPAN° -
 D 011575 -	 5) 4S.i: j
SPAN'0 011575 6)- 45.1
1
MAXIMUM 45.20 45.50 44.50 43.90 43.8u
MINIMUM '15.10 45.40 44.40 4300: 43980	 )
AVERAGE 45.15 4/5.47 44.42 -43.90- 43980
ST.DEV.' .05` .n5 .t)5
.00' •00












j}rjr 3)	 MINIMUM VALUE	 43=30
/1v^+AfsrilLT 15	 ^r^AGE 4)	 SURFACE AVG.	 45.49Qr1	 IS S)	 BOTTOM	 AVG•	 45.71









' 	 ^.a sf.3h9^	 w	 ki	 x	 :a-3Z	 ;^'...-4..., `	 1--s' }	 «:9	 `S.J¢.+J a .'X :.
SHORE TOWER 1
SPAN A SPAN B









TOWER 2 SPAN C 3	 SPAN D
2 4 6	 8 10 2	 4	 6	 8 SOLTIH






RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JANUARY 15, 1975 WITH A 101,506 cf[s FLOW RATE, 37 0F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 30% CLOUD COVER.
	
REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING AT 1043 MW AND REACTOR #2 AT 930 MW.
Nw
IT pI PERATUREr :READINGS	 AT BROWN'S
'




2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 S1TE
	
10
SPAN A	 012975 11 50.5 50.3	 49.6 48.7 4b.!
5 P A N A	 012975 21. 50.5 5n.3	 49,7 4698 ;48.2
5 P A N A	 012975 3} 50.4	 49.6 48.6 4A.^
SPAN A	 0>12975 4) 49.6 46.9 Iie.x
SPAN A	 012975 S1 49.6 lib.Y 41se
SPAN A	 012975 61 49.6 48 -.6 4Y. y
SPAN A	 017975 7) 49.4 413.9 4N.
5P AN A	 012975 AI 49.
MAXIMUM 5C.5i 5n.4.0	 49.7U 49.ou 46..40
MINIMUM SO.50 Sn 30	 49.40 48.60 4b.(ILIt	 i
AVE R AGE 50 .50 50. 33 	 49 . 59 48 . R2 4b.lo
ST-.DEV. .OU .06	 409 .13 r1;+
i
SURFACF	 AVG.	 49.46	 boTTOM	 AVG. 49,48
51TE
	
2 51TF	 4	 SITE	 6 SIZE	 8 ,1(E
	
IU
j	 SPAN R	 01297S II 50. 4R.S	 49.6 413.Y
SPA14 R	 012975 2) - 4 9 .6 , 4P.7	 49.7 48.1 49.J
SPAN R	 017975 3) 50. 414.6	 49.8 46.7
MAXIMUM SC.nU 4;.70	 49.P3„- L48.9U yV.31_
MINIMUM 49.Rt• 4A.50	 49.60 HH.7u 4Yr0U
AVE R AGE 49.93 4P.60	 49.7C 48.77 4YrL5 '
ST.DEV. .12 .10
	 .10 .12- 21
SURF_ACF:AVG.	 49 -28 	 AVG. 49.20
SITE	 2 5 1 T F	 4	 51TF	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN C	 012975 1) 48.9 4`9.	 47.7 4b•3 48.6
SPAN C	 012975 2) 49.1 49.9	 47.9 46.t 48.0
' SPAN C	 012975 31 49 .1 4R.A	 4P. 46.2 48.9
SPAN C	 012975 4) :49.2 4P.9	 48.- 4b.1 4N.Y
SPAN C	 (,12975 5) 49.3 48+9	 vP. 46. 4b. ti
SPAN C	 C.12975 6) 49-3
'
	 4P. 4H Li 6.b
5 P A N C	 012975 7) -49.2 4e.8	 47.8 48. y8.%
SPAN C:	 C1297S P1 49.2 48-.6	 47.8 4b.1
SPAN C	 012975 91 49.1 ` 4R.
MAXIMUM 49.30 : 49.00	 4A.0G 48.31, 4b.VU
M(N1MUM 46.90 48.80
	 47.70 46.nU' 4br6a
AVERAGE °49.16 4(,.89	 47.91 48.12 48e7b




	 bOTTOM AVG. 48.SU ` , -.=
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 5 1 T E
	
6 bITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN 7	 012975 I1 _49.3 ` 9P_.3	 49.6:' SU.2 52.67 =	 )
SPAN D	 C12975 2) 49.4 4P.4	 49.6 50.1' SZ.7 1
SPAN )1	 012975 31 49.3 48.4	 49.7 50. 1 I
SPAN :0	 C1 ?.975 41 ::49.2-. 48.4
SPAN D	 017975 5) 49.4 a
SPAN D	 012975 6) '49.4
MAXIMUM 49.40 4A.40







AVERAGE: 49.33 48.37	 49.70 SO. 13 52170
ST•OEV. .08 .05	 .10 .06 100'
SURFACF
	
AVG.	 50.06	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 50.02 Te
DATE	 312,975
4	 SPANS CALCULATED,
	 TNF	 RESULT5_ ARE1 ?_	 =
11" AVERAGE
	




























SPAN A_ SPAN B
SITES 4	 6 1 2	 4	 6 8" 10












3	 SPAN D Vol2 4	 6 8'	 10 2	 4	 6	 8	 10




	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF JANUARY 29, 1975 WITH A 116,834 cf/s FLOW RATE, 62°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 60% CLOUD COVER.	 REACTOR #1 IS OPERATING; AT 1080 MW AND REACTOR #2 AT 345 MW.'
t
i
iTE"PERATURE R EADING S 	 AT B R OWN'S FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	 10
`.	 SPAN A	 020775 1) 42. 4492 430S 44.9 4609
-SPAN A	 020775 2) 42.2 44+2 43.7 45. 46,
SPAN A	 020775 31 44.3 44. 4b. 4692
'	 SPAN A	 020775 41 44. 4b. 4602
SPAN A	 020775 6) 44.3 4409- 46.1
SPAN A	 020775 61 114.3 440 4601
SPA N A	 020775 71 44.t 44.7 460
SPAN-A_ 02C775 8) 44.8 46.9
MAXIMUM 42.20 44.30 44.30 45.OU 46420
MINIMUM 42.00 4 4 . 2n ,^ 43.50 44,:70 45090
` AVERAGE 42.10 44.23 43.99 44.90 46405
ST.OEV. 14 .06 .30 .11 9 12
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 44.26 BOTTOM	 AVG. 44.10
` SITE	 2 SITE	 4 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN 0	 C20775 11 47. 46.6 46.6, 47-.3 479
SPAN 8	 020775 2) 47. 46.9 46.5 47.2 47.2
SPAN P	 020775 3) -47. 47. 46.6 47.3
MAXIMUM 47.00 47.00 46.6U 47.30 4740
MINIMUM 47.00 4x_.60 46.50_ 47.2U g79OU
AVERAGE 47.00 46.63 46.57 47.27 47%IU
ST.OEV. .00 .21 106 .06 fI4
SURFACE
	 A V G .	 47.02 BOTTOM	 AVG- 46.90
51TE	 2 SITE	 4 511F	 6 SITE	 6 SITE '10
-SPAN C;	 020775 11 46.3 47.3 46. 45.8 45.5-
SPAN C-	 020775 2) 46.3 47.3 46. 45.9 45_05 -
SPAN C	 024775 31 46.3 47s 45.9 46.9 45.6
SPAN C	 020775 4) 46.4 47.3 4 46. 46.6
SPAN C	 020775 51 4,6.3 47.2 44.7 45.9
SPFN C	 020775 6) 46.3 47.2 45.7 45.9
SPAN C	 020775 7) _96.2 47.2 45.5 45.8
SPAN C`-	 020775 8) 46.2 47.3 4Lr.5
MAXIMUM 46.4U 47.30 46.00._ 46.OU 45.60
MINIMUM 46+20 47.10 45.Sr 45,8u 45 5U 5
AVERAGE 46.29 47.26 45.76 45.89 45.57
ST.DEV. .06 .n5 .20 •07 ^O6 I9
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 46.08 BOTTOM	 AVG. 46.18 1
SITE	 2 51TF.	 4 51TF.	 6- SITE	 B 5111
	
10
SPAN 0	 010775 1) 44.2 44.6 4'1.7 43.6 43.9
SPAN D	 029775 21- 44.3 44.'4 44.8 43.1 43.9
SPAN D	 020775 3) 44.4 44,5 - 44.8 43.9
SPAN D	 0 207 75 4) 44.4 44.4 44.8 44.
SPAN D	 020775 5) 44.4
MAXIMUM 44.4U 4'1.60 -44.80 4'1.OU 45090 - a
MINIMUM 44.20 44.40 4'1.70 43.60 43.9u
AVERAGE 44.34 44.47 54.77 93.80 93.9U
I

















G I 	 MINIMUM VALUE	 42.00























SPAN A SPAN B
SITFS 4 1 2	 4	 6	 8	 10

























RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF FEBRUARY 7, 1975 WITH A 119,556 cf/s FLOW RATE, 30OF AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 50
	
CLOUD COVER.	 REACTOR #1 IS NOT OPERATIONAL AND REACTOR #2 IS OPERATING AT 1061 MW.
TEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BRO'WN'S FERRY	 POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE 6 SITE	 9 511E	 10
f SPAN A-	 021275 1) 48.6 48.2	 49.3 47.1 47.9
f SPAN A	 021275 21 48.5 48.1	 49.5 46.9 47.6
SPAN A	 021275 11 48.4 4R,	 48.2 47. 47.0
SPAN A	 021275 41 48.1 46.8 4 /.I:
SPAN A	 Q21275 5) 47.7 46.8 47.'1 1
` SP%N_A 071275 61: 47.7 46.7 48, c
SPAN A	 021275 7) - 47.2, '46.7 47.9
`
SPAN A	 021275 81 46.4 47.9
MAXIMUM 48.60 48.20	 49.30 47.10 44.00
>i
MINIMUM 48.40 49•!70	 47020 46.40 47{80
AVERAGE 46.8U 48.10	 48.10 46.80 47-87`
. ST.DEV. •10 IO	 .68 •21 90'7
_...
SURFACE	 AVG.	 47.58	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 48.22
' SITE	 2 5 1 T E	 4	 SITE	 6 5 1 T E 8 S11F	 13
SPAN Ij	 0212.75 11 47.9 47.	 48.7 46.8 4ta.b
SPfiFI 9	 0112.75 2) 48. 46.9	 49.4 46.4 46.6
SPAN A	 021275 3) 48.- 46.9	 4P.3 46.5
14AXIMIJM 48.00 47'.00	 49.70 46.80 46.80
MINIMUM 47.90 46.90	 48. 30 46•"0 46160
AVERAGE 47.97 46.93	 48.47 46.5° 46.70 -;






5 1 T E
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8- 51TE	 10
SPAN C	 021275 11 46.8 46.6	 48.3 45.7 47.7
' SPAN C	 021275 2) 46.5 46.,5_	 47.9 45.7 47.2
SPAN :C	 021275` 3) 46. 46.2	 47.6, 45.7 47.E
' SPAN C	 021275 41 46.3 ` 46.2	 47.6 45.6 47•1
` SPAN C	 021275 51 46.3 44.7	 47.3; 45.4 46.1
o-
SP AN C	 021275 6) 45.9' 4'5.7	 46.9 45.4 46.3
' SP.N C	 021275 71 45.8 45;5	 46.5- 45.3 45.9
SPAN C	 021275 B) 45.8 45.3	 46.3 45.3 4
SPAN C	 ;171275 9) 45.7
SPAN C	 071275 10) 45.5
tlSPAN C	 021275 11) 45.4 jj
.MAXIMUM 46.80 46.60










AVG.	 45.64	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 47.02'




SPAN .n	 021275 11 46.4 48.4
	
46.6 48.7 48.6
SPAN 021275 2) 45.9 47.9	 46.3" 46.6 47.d
SPA N D	 02)275 3) 46. 47.7	 46.2 48.4 6
S P A N r)	 021275 4) 45.7 47.6 48.2
MAXIMUM 46.40 48.140	 46.60 48.70 48160
MINIMUM 45.70 47.60	 46.20 48.20 47p86
AVERAGE 46.LIU 47.90	 46.37 46.45 48.20 j}
ST.DEV. .29 .36	
- 21 •21 .57 3
SURFACE	 AVG-	 47.10	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 47.74
DATE	 021275
4	 SPANS
	 CALCULATED,	 THE	 RESULTS ARE:
1)	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 47.23 m:
2)	 MAXIMUM	 VALUE	 4`9.30




" 5)	 1 li TTUM	 AVG. "	 47.64














SE	 tE TOWER I
POWERLME-
1Of1Et 2
SPAN A SPAN B
STIES
	
4 1 2 4	 6
_ 8
	10



















2,	 4	 6 8	 10 2	 4 6	 8	 10
N7 SHORE




FIGURE 86.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF FEBRUARY 12, 1975 WITH A 99,470 cf/s FLOW RATE.,
i
49°F AIR TEMPERATURE




AT IIROWN • S FERRY POVER LINE	 CROSSING
' SITE
	
2 SITE	 It	 SITE	 6 SITE	 EI SITE	 IU
SPAN ,A 021975 1) 51. 7 SI*2	 49.6 S1.4 b7.
SPAN A	 021975 2) 51.6 S1.	 49.5 5102 51.
SPAN-A 021975 3) 51.6 S1.	 49.5 51.1 b,1.
SPAN A	 021975 41 $1.6 49.5 51. S1.
SPAN A	 021975 51 49.4- S1. bU.Y	 s
SPAN A 	 021975 61 44.4 SU.V bOV
SPAN A	 021975 71 49.3 -5u.7 '50.tl
SPAN A	 021975 Oi Sb.7 500tl




AVERAGE 61.62 51.07	 49.46 61.00 Sua91
ST.DEV. .05 .12	 .10 924 ♦09
SURFACE
	 AV66	 S 11.68	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 50-96
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE ;6 SITE	 B 511E
	
lU
SPAII f)	 021975 1) 52. 49`.6	 50.3 49.9 59..
SPAti R	 071975 2) 51.5 49.6	 SU.4 509 f)U.3
SPAN H:	 (171975 31 St -S 49.6	 SO.S 5001 50.3




AVERAGE 51.67 99.60	 50.4(1 SO.OU buoll
ST.nEV. .29, .00	 .10 .1 .116
SURFACE	 AVG.	 SO.40	 E1nTT0M	 AVG. 50.40
SITF
	
2 51TE	 1 1 	 SITE -'6 SIIE	 B SITF.
	
lU	 -
:	 SPAN C	 021975 11 49.9 49.4	 50.6 4904 90.'u	 s
SPAN C	 021975 21 So. 49.6	 50.5 4>9.4 460'V
SPAN C	 1021975 31 50. 49.6	 5n.4 49.b 49.1	 ^
-$MnN C	 1!21975 4) 50. 49.6	 5n.3 49.5 49.1
SNA11 C	 021075 SI 49.H 49.7	 50.2 49.b 4'1.3
SPAN r,	 021975 6) 49.9 49.7	 S0.2 49.4 4Y.2
SPAN r.	 Q2I97S 7) 49.7 49.9	 SU.1 49.4 49.1
SPA 11, r	 (12.197S R) 49.7 5n.	 SQ. 4904
SPAN r,	 02197S 91 49.7
fMAXIMUM 50.00 5n.fi0	 5n.60- 49.50 49•3U
	
3
11101IIUM 49.70 49.110	 b0.or. 49.40 4a014U
AVERAGE 49.86 49.69	 50.29 49.44 49.09	 1
ST.DLV. .13 .19	 .20 005 .Id
` SURFACE
	 AVG.	 49.66	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 49.62
I;
SITE	 Z SITF_	 4SITE	 6 S1TE	 tl SITF"'1U
5i .SN 0	 021975 11 so. 49.2	 _	 51 .5 - 51 .6 49.`5
SPAN D'	 021975 2) `50• 44.3	 51.5 51.4 4900
SPAti D	 02.1975 3) 50. 49.4	 51.5 - 51 .2 49.bi	 _	 ,I
- SPAN 0	 021975 41 50. 49.3	 51.5 5U.9
SPA ► I D	 02.1975 51 "50.
SP 614 0	 V21975 6) 50.1








AVERAGE 50.02 49.30	 51.5U'- bl''.27 49.7U
5T.OEV. .04 .QR	 .00 .3U X17
SURFA.CE

















SI : BOTTOM	 AVG.	 SO. 34
AIR














_,. s- •,H1	 M': -..4











SPAN A SPAN B
STim 4 1 2	 4	 6 8	 10









Tt)WI[t 2 SPAN G
POW RUNE
3	 SPAN D
2	 4 6 8; 10 2	 4	 6	 8 10








RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF FEBRUARY 19, 1975 WITH A FLOW RATE OF 123,210 cf/s, 42°F AIR









&a	 w,_	 at,.,...........,,..v„... _ ..,... ^. 	 "
-..._,_r.^d..._.._......_.__.. ..m..w,r^...._..,,.,.., ... ,_.._., _.M, ..0 ..	 . _._, ...._ ..,.,._. ^ ___
	
_• _._ .._ .,	 ...	 ._._.	 _	 ..	 ....
TEMPERATURE READINGS AT BROWNS FERRY POWER LINE CROSSING
SITE
	
2; SITE	 it	 SITE	 4 SITE I1 SITE
	
10	 r
SP It A	 022675 11 47.5 4907	 -'48.8 97.7 4707
r	 SPAN -A	 022675 21 47.6 4907	 48•e 4708 47.6
SPAN A	 022675 31 47.6 49.6	 4808 4709 47.9
SPAN A	 022675 41 48.8 4798 47.9
SPAN A	 022675 51 48.8 47.7 47.9
SPAN A	 022675 61 4808 470 4709
SPAN A	 022676 71 48.7	 - 4706 4708
MAXIMUM 47.60 49.70	 48.8#1 47.90 47V90
j MINIMUM 47950 49.50
	
48.70 47060 47 ► 70
AVERAGE 47.57 49.63	 48.79 47974 47004









SPAN B	 C22675 11 48. 4898	 4904- 490 4003
SPAN A	 022675 2) 48.1 48.9	 49.4 49.3 4505









AVERAGE ;48.03 48.85	 49.43 49017 48040'




SITE	 2 -	 SITE 4	 SITE 6 SITE 9 SITE
	
10
j	 SPAN C	 C22675 11 51.1 51.5	 49.6 50.7 4904
SPAN C_	 C22675 2) 50.8 51.4	 49.5 5007 4905
SPAN C	 022675 31 500 51,3	 49.5 5004 49.b
SPAN C	 022675 41 5097 51.1	 490 50.3 4905
SPAN C	 022675 51 50.6 5099	 49.3 5002 40.5
i'	 SPAN C	 022675 61 50.5 50.8	 49.2 50.2 4905
SPAN C	 022675 71 5b.4 52.6	 49.1 49•tl 4V.b
j-	 SPAN C	 022.675 81 50.4 .- 490
MAXIMUM 51.10 51.50	 49.60 50.70 49#50




ST.OEV. .23 .33	 .IB •31 Iltl
G SURFACE	 AVG.	 49.78	 BOTTOM'AVG. 50.46
SITE
	
2 SITE '4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN D	 C22676 11 48.5 48.9	 48.2
k
SPAN D	 022675 21 48.3 49.	 Y8.3 46.1 40.
SPAN p	 022675 31 48.3 49.	 48.4 4tl.2
SPAN D -_ 022675 41 49• r
MAXIMUM 48.50 49.00
	 48.40 48.20 49000
MINIMUM 48.30 48.90




ST.DEV. .12 .05	 .1Q 01U 600




4	 SPANS CALCULATED, ' 7HF RESULTS ARE: ,..,









/1u 41	 SURFACE AVG•	 48.85
^6EJ 51	 BOTTOM 'AVG.	 48.99
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.	 43.'`
W I N D	 DIRECTION	 04.'
W INO	 SPEED	 608> x









SPAN A SPAN B
`	 SIZES 4 1 2--	 4	 6 8 10















TUWER 2 SPAN C
POWEFUME
3	 SPAN D









RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF FEBRUARY 26, 1975 WITH A 88,542 cf/s FLOW RATE, 430  AIR TEMPERATURE






! TEMPERATURE READINGS	 AT BROWNS FERRY	 POWER LINE CROSSING
w 1
SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 6 SITE	 10
SPAN A 040275 11 53.8 5405	 54,4 5496 540
SPAN Ai 000275 21 53.7 54.5	 54.5 S4.4 541•
iI SPAN A l 040275 3) 53.7 54.3	 54.6 54.6 S4•
lSPAN A i 040275 4) 53.7 54.3	 5406 54.6 511.
SPAN A I 040275 S) 54,6 54.6 541•
SPAN A 040275 6) 5407 54.7 SM•
SPAN A 040275 71 5446 54.6 53•9
SPAN A 040275 BT 5496 5405 59.9
SPAN A 040275 9) 5404 54.5 50.9
MAXIMUM 53.80 b4.50	 54.70 54070 54100
MINIMUM 53.70 54.30	 $4.40 54050 53090
AVERAGE 53.72 54.40	 54.56 54.59 53197.
! ST.DEV. .05 .12	 .10 •06 •0S
SURFACE	 AVG.	 S4.16'	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 54926
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 0 SITE
	
10'
SPAN 81 040275 11 53.S 53.3	 53.3 53.8 59.5
SPAN 8 040275 2) 53.6 53.3=	 53.4 53.9 S3. b
SPAN 9 040275 31 53.6 53.3	 53.4 54. 57.5
SPAN 6 040275 41 53.6 -S3.3	 53.S 54.1 53.6
i MAXIMUM 53.60 53.30	 53.5U 54.10 53#50
MINIMUM 53.50 53.30	 53.30 53.80 53A50	
I
I AVERAGE 53.57 53.30'	 5:1.40 53.95 53.50
i -ST.DEV. .05 .00	 008 .13 600'





4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN C 040275 1) 53.7 53.4	 53.8 53.9 5394
1 SPAN C 040275 21 53.8 53.4	 53.9 53.9 53.6
SPAN C 040275 3F 53.8 53.4	 54. SJ.V 5;196
SPAN C 040275 -4) 53.9 53.3	 54. 53.9 536b
SPAN 'C 040275° 51 53.9 53.2	 63.9 5308 53.6
SPAN C 040275 61 53.9 S3.2	 53.8 SJ.e- 5345
SPAN
-C 0410275 7) S3.7 53.1	 53.7 53.8 53.3
SPAN C 040275; el 54. 53.	 53.7 53.7 $4.3;
1
SPAN ;C 040275 9) 54. -52.9	 53.7 5397
SPAN C 040275 101 54.
MAXIMUM 64.DO 53.40	 54.00 53.90' $3150
MINIMUM 53.70 52.90	 53.70 53.70 63430
I AVERAGE 5,3.87 53.21	 53.83 63.82 63944
ST.DEV. •12 .10	 .12 .08 009
1
^	 4
SURFACE	 AVG.	 53.52	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 53.64
SITE
	
2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE B SITE
	
10	 j}
SPAN 'D 040275 1) 55.1' S5.	 53.7 54.9' 56.J
1 SPAN 0 040275 21 55.1 55.	 53.8 54.0- 66.J
SPAN D 040275 31 55.1 55.	 53.9 5498 56.4
SPAN 0 040275 41 5501
I
SPAN D 040275 5) 550 5S.2	 54.5 54.1
i





MINIMUM 55.00 55.00	 53.7U 54.10 55p30
AVERAGE 55.08 55.05














II	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 54.06:




4)	 SURFACE	 AVG.	 54.03
SA	 BOTTOM	 AVG.	 54.04:
AIR	 TEMP	 AVG.	 62.
WIND	 DIRECTION 2t. "-
WIND	 SPEED	 12.7
- 206 CLOUD COVER	 81
3f	
^ , .. ; .:Y
	
^	 ^s,>nyY'1kw^	 y'^t+w^c+^1{ 	 X.+',.o^w.k	 .F'e"^r"Si14 ^,,,arr ^	 [. ' ^.'a
	 $"u'^'w'.p ^	 X3:8	 t	 _'^	 ia;... .4	 i-^ ^L.	 - -	 yr ^..,^.-.:r
DC'	 3
NOM POWERIM G POWER=
SHORE
_
TOWER. I TOWER 2
SPAN A SPAN B









TC)WIIZ 2 SPAN C 3	 SPAN D
2 4	 6	 8 10	 2	 4 6	 8 10 SOUTH
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FIGURE 89.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF APRIL 2, 1975 WITH A 189,986 cf/s FLOW RATE, 62°F AIR TEMPERATURE





















4	 51TE	 6 SITE	 B SITE
	
10
SPAN A	 040975	 1) 53. 53.5	 55.1 5398 SZ.y
SP AN A	 040975
	 21 53.1 51.4	 55.1 53.8 52.7
SPAN .A 040975	 3) 53,1 53.5	 55.1. 54. 52.7
SPAN A	 044975	 41 53.-1 53.5	 S5. 54. 82.d
SPAN A	 040975	 51 54.8 53.9 5207
SPAN A	 040975	 61 54.7 5349 59.7
SPAN Ar	 040975	 71 54.6 53.9- 52.7
SPAN A	 040975	 8) 54.4 54.1 52.7
MAXIMUM 53. It; 53.50
	 55.1,] 54.It) 520BU
MINI HUM -53.OL 53.40	 64.4-'1' -53.8u 52,50
AVERAGE 53.07' 53.47	 54.85 53.92 b2469
ST.DEV. .,IS .05	 .27 .1U .'Jd
SURFACE
	
AVG.	 53.56	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 53.54 r
'If,4
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
lU
SPAN 8-	 ')4'1975	 11 52.6 53.8	 53. 53.6 53.1 }
SPAN B	 11409IS	 21 52.8 53.8	 5311 53.7 63.1
SPAN H	 040975
	 3) 52.7 51,9	 53.1 53.1 53.1 k 1
MAXIMUM 62.A 53.90	 53.10 53.7J 53-10
)
MINIMUM 52.6,; 53.90	 53.03 53.60 63.10
AVERAGE ,57.7.1 53.113	 53.07 - 53.61 530 III a




S_1.30	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 53.22
SITE	 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN C'	 D40975	 1) SZ.6 53.6	 53.5 53.3 53.7
SPA C	 0411975	 2) 57.6 53.6	 53.5 53.2 53.7
SPAN C	 04n975	 31 52.6 53:7	 53.5 53.3 53.6
5P A14 r	 040975	 4) 52.8' 53.7	 53.5 53.2 53.7 u 1
`	 -	 5P%Nl r.	 040975	 51 .57..7 -53.6
	
S3..; 53.2 .5.3..6
SP AU r,	 040975	 6)_ 52.7: 53.7	 53.5 53.1 5317
SPAN r	 040975	 7) 52.6 53.5	 53.5 53. 53.7 s	 _„
SPAR r	 040975
	








	 53.511 53.16 53#66
ST	 OEV. .OS .OH	 .07 .12 .05
SURFACE	 AVG-
	
53.24	 BOTTOM AVG. 53.34
SITE:
	
2 5 1 T F
	
4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SIIE
	
10
SPAN n	 041975	 1) 53. 54.2	 53.2 54, 54.1
SPAN 0	 44.1975	 2) 53.1- 54.2	 53.1 54.1 54.7  I




	 t3.2 " 54.1
SPAN D ` -	 040975	 5) '53. 1'
SPAN fl`	 040975	 6) 53.1
MAXIMUM 53.10 54.20




	 53.10 54.00 S4r10
AVERAGE SJ.OB 54.20




SURFACE	 AVG.	 53.78	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 53.70 +'
r
DATE	 040975 3
/► 4	 SPANS CALCULATED,	 THE RESULTS ARE.
1)	 AVERAGE	 TEMP.	 53.48 °```
2)	 MAXIMUM	 VALUE
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FIGURE 90.	 RIVER THERMAL PROFILE OF APRIL 9, 1975 WITH'A FLOW RATE OF 114,304 cf/s, 62°F AIR TEMPERATURE
AND 100% CLOUD COVER. PLANT IS NOT OPERATIONAL.
NO
TE M PERATURE	 R EADINGS	 AT BROWN'S FERRY	 P06ER LINE CRO55ING
SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE
	
6 SITE 8 SITE	 10 _.
SPAN A	 041675 1) 53. 55.	 55.3 540 5495
SPAN A	 041675 2) 53.2 55,	 55.3 5497 54.5
SR AN A	 041675 3) 53.3 55.	 55.3 64.8 54.5
SPAN A	 041675 4L 53.5 55.	 55.3 54.9 51905
.;PAN A	 C41675 51 55.3 5499 5444-
SPAN A	 041675 61 5503 54+9 50,4
SPAN A	 041675 71 55.3 5409 54.3
SPAN A	 041675 81 S5.5 55. 54.3







AVERAGE 53.25 55.00	 S5.32 54.67 54842`
ST.DEV. .21 600	 .07 .11 009
.._
SURFACE
	 AVG.	 54.66	 BOTTOM	 AVG. 54-50
SITE 2 SITE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN B	 041675 1) 55.2 54.Z	 5S. 54.2 5i.4
SPAN 'R	 041675 2) 55.2 54.4	 55. 54.3 5602
SPAN P041675 3) 55.4 54.4	 55+2 54.4 $502
SPAN 8	 041675 4,i- 55.4 54.4 ^.x
MAXIMUM 55.40 54.40
	 55.40 54440 55140
MINIMUM 55.20 54.20	 55.00	 - 54.20 55820
AVERAGE 55.27 54.33	 55.15-- 5402 55127ST.DEV. .12 .12	 . 19 a 1 f 12'
i
SURFACE	 AVG- 54996	 BOTTOM, AVG. -59.80
SITE	 2 SITF




SPAN C	 041675 I) 54 .5 55.6	 54.4; 65.7 54.5
SPAN C,	 041675 2) 64.6 56.6	 -54.4 55.7 54.5
SPAN C	 041675 3) 54.7 55.	 54.4 55.8 Soles -
^'	 SPAN C	 04167; 4) 54.8 55.7	 54.4 5668 5N•b
SPAN C	 041!;75 S) S4.8 55.6	 54.4 5`5.9 541.6
SPAN
.0	
0414,75 6) 54.8 55.6	 54.5 56:1 5497
SPAN C	 041675 - 7) 54.7 55.7	 84.7 56.1 511.8
SPAN C	 00167S 9) 54.8 56.2,
	 54.7 56.2 SN.9




MINI14UH 54.50 55.00	 54.40 55.70 54150 -
AVERAGE 54.77 55.70	 54.49 55.91 $4064






2 51TE	 4	 SITE	 6 SITE	 8 SITE
	
10
SPAN D	 041675 1) 55.3 55.5	 55.7 55.7 66*4
SPAN D	 041675 2) 55.3 55.5	 SS-7 55.9 56,96,
SPAN D	 -`:04 1 675 3) S5.4 55.5	 5S.0 55.9 5$01 a
SPAN D	 041675 4) 55.4 55.5	 55.9 56.1
MAXIMUM 55.40 55.50-




MINIMUM 55.30 55.50	 55.70 55.70 55110
AVERAGE 55.35 S5.50
	 55.77 55.9U 55137- I
ST.DEV. .06 .00	 .10 .Ib 425`, r:
SURFACE




















AIR	 TEMP	 A V G•-	 54.
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